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The work be.:ran at the Sar.1e tine as the sett ing up of a speech 
research group in the Department of Communica.tion. Practical experience 
and appara.tus were acquired gradually, and it was not unt il the later 
part of this study that both were of a standard to attack the more crucial 
problems of speech analysis. The work has therefore been set at the 
level of basic research into one method of speech analysis rather than 
that of the solution of more urgent problems that are holding up progress 
towards art i£icia.l speech reco,snit ion. 
The 'work described ill this thesis comrrises one hnlf' of a two 
pronged attack: on the problem of the statistical analysis of clipped 
speech. The techni<pes which have been developed have ill rrImy cases 
been ap:?lied both to ~J;:€ech analysis, evaluated by atteJ:lpts at artificial 
recognition, ar.d to sl"€ech synthesis, evaluated by s'lbj'3ctive testing. 
The interaction betw'een these two aprroaches has proved invaluable :in the 
development of ideas and in the interpretation of' results. 
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A B S T P. ACT. 
Techniques are described for the statistical analysis 0:-
clipped speech in terms of the time intervals between the zero cross:ir.gs 
of the speech waveforl!l. or its time derivative. The only statistic of 
this kind which had been used prior to this st-udy was the time interval 
histozram. This suffers from ereat variability and does not hav~ any 
perceptual evidence to support its use. The present stUdies have hieh-
lighted some causes of its limitations, especially the perturbations due 
to the pitch of a voiced sound. Its usefulness as a discriminator of 
the continuant phonemes of the ~lish languaee has been sho't'ln to be fairly 
re strict ed. 
An analysis of the second order, or digram statistics of the 
time intervals is described. The use of this for discr:imination of sreech 
sounds has some perceptual support and has been found to yield some inter-
esting differences in patterns betvreen various speech sounds. A real time 
visible speec!l display based on this statistical measure has been developed 
employing s:imple analogue circuitry. A wide range of samples of speech 
sOlIDds have been examined using this novel method. 
A technique of pitch-synchronous analysis of the time-intervals 
has been developed to facilitate selective rejection of noise during voiced 
speech. This method has been found to reduce the effects of conventional 
noise and of pitch perturbations in the time interval statistics. A 
similar technique has been developed for use with the real time vis ilile 
speech display. 
A PDP - 8 comruter Was programmed to make quantitative 
!OOa.sure:n~nt,3 on the time intervaJ. statistics of vowel sounds, in order 
that the relative discriminability of the sounds analysed by the three 
techniques of histogram, digram, and pitch-synchronous analysis of the 
time intervals could be ,assessed. 
The results of this analysis have shown that for a given 
speaker and a limited set of sample utterances ereater discrimination 
between vowels can be achieved using digram rather than histor:rram ~ . 0 
statistics. No significant dif'ference in discriminat ive power was 
found between histogram and digram analysis when the set of utterances 
was not restricted. Pitch-synchronous analysis has been found to 
reduce the dependance of the statistics on pitch but to give no corres-
pending overall :increase :in vowel discrim:inat ion. 
It is concluded that these time domain techniques can form a 
usefUl component of the analysis needed for automatic speech recognition, 
but that other types of signal processing will be required. in parallel if 
identification is to be reliable. 
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I N T ROD U C T ION. 
The recognition of speech is but one of the many fUnctions of 
which man alone is capable but wl:ich he has thus far been :incapable of 
1. 
:Cully understandb.g or imita.t:ing artif'ioially. It is one of the prooesses 
in the human brain which has proved to be remarkably efficient in the lll)st 
adverse oiroumstances, when the perception of other auiitory signals of 
simiJ.e.r complexity would be impoSSible. 
It is clear that the understanding of sreech is deeply involved 
in the physiological and psychological development of all huImn beings. 
For this reason it is considered that the human analysis system which has 
defied imitation is likely to do so until a far greater understanding of 
the functions of the elements and larger organisation of the brain has been 
atta:ined, and the links between physiological and psychological observations 
have been established. 
However, pressing humanitarian and technological problems of 
giving a.id to the deaf and dunib and. of conmmicating with digital comp.lters 
whioh have 'brain-like' infor.nation handling capabilities, have caused 
partial answers to the basically unsolved problem of artificial speech 
reoogni tion to be sought and implemented. 
1.1. The production of speech. 
The method of speech production is important to all research 
roto the analysis or synthesis of speech. It is this lmman process which 
the latter field of study is attemptmg to imitate, and on which the former 
bases many of its methods. It seems likely that there ia a oomplex link 
between speeoh perception and speeoh produotion in both direotions. The 
disturbance of norma..1. auditory feedback: has been shown to impair speech 
2. 
production (36, 18). It seems likely that tactile and proprioceptive 
feedback also play an important part in speech production. This is 
evidenced by difficulty in speech production encountered while suffering 
the effects of anaesthesia of' part of the articulatory system. These mdes 
. of feedback may also influence speech perception if' :i1l1itation is induced in 
the 1 ist ener. The basics of speech production are therefore relevant to 
our present study and to describe them provides a useful opport1.ll1ity to 
review the teI1llinology of speech description. 
The acoustic power for speech production is created by muscular 
contraction within the chest and abdomen causing an excess internal pressure 
(59). The gradual outflow of air durin& a breath cycle is caused by contr-
action of the chest nuscles, while pulsed abdominal contraction mdulates 
the air flow at the syllabic rate of' speech. 
This modulated flow of air is further modified in a large variety 
of ways in the vocal tract. (See fig. 1.1) These modifications are des-
cribed in great detail by Flanagan (21). The glottis or vocal chords at the 
lower end of the tract consist of two lips of ligament and muscle which can 
be stretched tightly across the tract so as to close it or can be relaxed so 
as to allow the passa.ge of air. The other articulators of speech are the 
ligs, velum, tongue and jaw. The lips act 111 a similar way to the glottis 
in form:iJ"l.g a closure or part 1al closure at the upper end of the tract, known 
as the oral cavity. They are however far mre flexible as they are capable 
of nuch greater nuvement relative to the cross sectional area of the tract. 
The velum acts as a valve either opening or closing the rear entrance to the 
nasal cavity of which the nostrils form the front entrance. The tongue and 
jaw, in con~ction with the lips and. cheek muscles, nndify the size, shape 
and partitioning of the oral cavity. 
Nasal ------~-----+-----cavity 
Oral ------~~~--~--cavity 
Tongue ----------,£--+._-=:::..._ 
Lips -----< 
Teeth -------...:">r-' 
a;;-t+---\--- Glot tis 
Fig. I.1 Speech articulato~ organs. 
3. 
These articulators are capable o~ rapid movement enabling the 
suooessive utterance of sounds which are perceived as the Irlltually exclusive 
signals wbbh com~se the repertoire of the speakers l~N'\lage. 
have been classified by lin~ists into categories called phonemes (7). The 
phoneme is defined as the smallest linguistic unit which can cause a char~e 
in meaning in a given la~l:1Uage. A set of such units can be defined for any 
la.!'-f."llag e • 
I.2. The dynamics o~ speech production. 
The production of voiced sounds originates with the tension in 
the glottis. When a certain tension is achieved the corribination of the 
Bernoulli force caused by the passage of air, and the state of tension, 
causes the glottis to vibrate allowing short bursts of air into the vocal 
tract at a freqQency controlled by the subglottal pressure and the glottal 
tension. This fre~uency determines the pitch of a sound which is seen as 
a periodic variation of amplitude in the speech wave and can be objectively 
measured as the glottal Ieriod or the fUndamental freqQency. 
The arrival of the air pllses :in the tract sets up resor.ances 
in the various cavities be~veen the articulators. The rosition of the 
articulators determmes the colour of the voiced sotmd. In plI'e voiced 
sounds, the voyrels, semivowels, and dipthongs, this colour is of utnost 
importance for their discrimination. This colour can be indicated by the 
time period or fre~uency o~ each resonant cavity. Vlhen the acoustic wave 
is anaJ.ysed on a frequency scale, the colour is revealed as several bands 
of energy which are termed formants. These formants are given numerical 
subscripts according to their rank ordering from lo~·r to high f'requency. 
'\Yhen the glottis is more relaxed air passes £'reely and various 
4. 
consonant sounds are produced. The sinplest conson~~ts fro~ the p.roducti~n 
IX'int of vie,.,. are those which ere caused by a S:ll16le constriction of t}:;.e 
vocal tract can.smg a continuous noise_like sound. These fricative sounds 
are rrodLlced by constrictions at the glottis itself, und combinations of 
tOllo~e-tipl teeth and lips. A conrlex sound knovm as a voiced fricative 
can be produced by a combination of these latter constrictions and a 
vibratir4 glottis. 
Stop co:u:;onants are a class of sounds which are caused by a 
buUa. up of rressure behind a complete closure of the trl'.ct at some rlace 
or other, c2usms a silence, followed by a release of this ,ressure causing 
a sP~rt sharp burst of noise. 
Nasal sounds rtre e. stl.bset of tr.e v,~iced sounla in widch the 
or lips 
velu!'J. opens the nasal cavity and the tOI'~e/close. the oral cavity. The 
sound is emitted from the nostrils via the nasal cavity which typically 11::.3 
a low L~tensity high frequency reson~~ce. 
I.i. Speech Analysis. 
The only gene-::-::Ll purpose speech reco~niser which can n,erate 
with great accuracy is the lu.unan ear-brain syste!!1. For this reason most 
methods of speech analysis have been m:>delled on insights into how this 
syst ern works. These L~sii:hts can be gained from experLmnts on two levels: 
objective experiments to neasure mecbanical and electrical activity in the 
ear and associated nervous syste!'!l, and subjective experL~nts to Ire3.sure the 
perception of audito~J stimuli. Some experiments of the objective type are 
not usually possible on the human auditory system for ethical reasons. 
Experiments on the electrical activity associated with auditory stimuli have 
been done mainly on cats and guinea piss, with the reslllt that the workings 
of' auditory S'JsteI:lS in many ways similar to the human systeJ!l are partially 
understood. A recent reviaw of this wor!< has been eiven by '.7hitfield (67). 
The tlechanical activitJ~ in the niddle and inner ear of animal.s and humans 
has been studied by Bekesy (4). His work has provided the basis for an 
understanding of the relationship betv{een the electrical activity observed 
jn the lower regions of the auditory nervous syste:r.l and the characteristics 
of the acoustic st:iJIulation. In the study of speech these experiments form 
a backgrotmd reference :inasmuch as speech is typical of all auditory signals. 
F.xperlinents of the subjective type have been desit;m~d in several 
ways. Two methods which will be reviewed :in more detail in subsequent 
sections invol,~ the measurec~nt of speech perception by the classification 
of sreech s01IDds by subjects. One way is to use speech which has been 
synthesised fran acoustic parameters which are thought to be :imp:>rtant for 
intelligibility, and the other way is to use natural speech which has been 
distorted, to reIl'Ove acoustic infonnation which is not thought to be important. 
The subjects' classificatbn o~ speech sti.!:1uli of these kinds can give 
imlX'rtant information concerning the acoustic features which are necess3r'J 
for intelligibility. A further method. of IOOasuring a subj~ct's perception 
of speech sounds, which uses the procedure of stinlllus imitation, has been 
rep:>rted by Kozhevnikov and Chistovich (32). .An objective analysis of the 
similarities and differences of the sound produced by the subjcct in imitating 
the stinulus sOlUld was used to study the way in which speech sounds are 
perceived by the human ear-brain system. 
I.4. Perception Experi..IOOnts, using synthetio speech. 
All exper:ilnents reported :in the literature on the synthesis of 
speech are based on frequency analysis. Work on time domain synthesis has 
been conducted by Underwood (66) in parallel with this present study. 
6. 
SJIlthesisers using the voeeder principle described by IUdle-J (15) have 
been built and produced speech of high intelligibility. Such experiments 
reveal that a quantised description of the speech spectrum is sufficient for 
intelligibility. .An attempt to further reduce the bandW'idth for speech 
description was made by Lawrence (35) who constructed a synthesiser to operate 
on the clear visual features of the sJ;ectrographic dis;,lay r£ speech ma.de 
famcus by Potter, Kopp & Kopp (52). Detailed work on the synthesis of 
speech using these parameters has been done at the Haskins Laboratory 
(11, 14, 37) and. by others in various laboratories. These experiments have 
revealed that highly intelligible speech can be proOlccd when described by 
such parameters as the frequency and amplitude of the lowest three or four 
formants, high frequency noise and larynx frequency. 
I.5. PerceI2,tion Experiloonts usiT'=6 di.storted speech. 
Most of the experiments usme distorted speech have arisen from 
the problems of the cOIllllunications engineer who wishes to economise on the 
bandwidth of a speech transmission channel. To do this he requires to 
decrease the frequency range whioh he is to transmit and increa.se the IX>wer 
of the signal to be transmitted. The~e two prooesses have led to two types 
of distortion experiment. Firstly there is distortion of the fre~ency 
di£lension by low pass, high pass or band pass filtering or IOOre complicated 
processes, and secondly distortion of the amplitude of the waveform by non-
linear peak clipping. 
Frequency distortion. 
An experiment of this form was done by French and Steinberg (24.). 
They mensured the intelligibility of speech as successively more severe high 
pass, then low pass filtering was applied. Kryter (33) used bandpass filters 
7. 
which were IIX>ved through the speech b&nd. A band pass filter whose band 
width was successively widened. to include more of the speech band was used 
by Egan and 11iener (17). Similar work to the three studies mentioned has 
been conducted by several workers and a large degree of agreement on areas 
of the fre<].l.ency d.imension that are important for speech intelligibility has 
been achieved. 
Amplitude distortion. 
The classical experin:ent on at!!plitude distortion of speech was 
done by Licklider and Pollack (40) taking the earlier work of Licklider (39) 
to its logica.l oonolusion. They showed that the intelligibility of speech 
is not greatly reduced when its v:avefozm is subjected to 'infinite clipping'. 
This process is the reduction of the speech waveform to "a succession of 
reotangular waves in which the discontinuities correspond to the crossings 
of the time axis in the original speech signal". Licklider (41) further 
investigated the effect of distortion on the t:iJne axis of alrea.Oy infinitely 
olipped speech. These papers will be oonsidered in more detail. 
Licklider and Pollack used. three basic circuits which were linked 
in different corebinations for the processing of speech. 
a dlfferentiator, an integrator and an infinite clipper. 
The circuits were 
Their results 
i~dicated that the preclippinZ processiP~ of speech had a great effect on 
the intelligibility of the clipped waveform but that this intelligibility 
was nearly independent of further processing after clipping. Differentiation 
or mtegration without any clipping Cave similar artiCUlation soores to the 
undistorted waveform, differentiation prior to clipping gave a verJ Slightly 
smaller articulation score, simple clipping gave significantly less and 
integration prior to clipping gave a very small a.-ticulation score indeed. 
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The effect of };Ost cliI1ping integration or differentiation Vias shown to be 
very small. 1m extension of this work to cover all possible combinations 
of post-clipping differentiation with pulse shaping is reported by Ainffivorth 
(2) giving the same result. 
In a later paper ~icklider (41) investigated the effect of 
distortion in the tilre dimension by quantising the tine intervals between 
zero crossw.gs • He found that a reduction from 20,000 que..nta per second 
to 10,000 quanta per second corresponded to a drop in articulation score from 
96% to 91% for pre-differentiated clipped speech. Further reduction caused 
considerable deterioration of the articulation score. It is interesting to 
note that the zero-crossings of the clipper output in Licklider's experiments 
were not accura.tely described as the zero crossings of the original speech 
wave. There will have been a shift in the zero level of the signal due to 
a.c. coupling in the clipping electronics and the magnetic recording machi.'1e 
used. It is not clear what difference d.c. coupli.'1g throuChou.t would have 
had on the articulation score. 
waveform to another. 
It would of course vory slightly f'rom one 
Tanaka and Okamoto (63) investig:::.ted so!:e similar form..~ of time 
interval distortion. They allowed the negative-going edge of a different-
iated and clipped s~ech wavefOl"'D to vnry rsndomly in time subject to VcU'iou3 
maxiIilum delays. Syllable articulation dropped from 98,; for a 1 psec. 
JIl.8.xi.nu.'ll, to 84;~ for 10 psec, and 55,:G for 100 p-aec. This decrement is nuch 
le-rger than that found by Licklider (4-1). A difference is that Tanaka and. 
Okruroto used a I slice level' about which to olip rather than zero, in order 
to reject noise, 4-0 db. belo,v the speech level, in silent periods of the 
sreech• In relation to this, they showed the fall of syllable articuletion 
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as the slice level was moved a17ay from the zero level. Syllable art iculation 
decreased from "'-" 90~; to "-/ 75;~ when t!:e level vrrs 1 if'ted fro'" -50 db. to 
-30 db, and to 45}; Vvnen t!le level was raised to -20 db. 
It vr,:,.s concluded that the e:xper:i.r::lents described above showea that 
the am;-,litude inform:'ltion m a sreech waveform is of little VQlue i.'1. c·:mveying 
intelligibility, but a certain accuracy of definition of the time :ir..terva.ls 
between true zero crossings is k::-orta.nt. The acoustic ratterns of the 
crossings of the waveform ~'1.d the distorted s?ectrul pattern. It is possible 
that cues for the high intelligibility ret;;d.'::-led. .by clipped s?3ech arc contajn-
ed :bl either or both of these patterns. 
I. 6. Discussion on S?eech percertinn. 
The q)estion,IIl-Icw d03s the htu":lDn analyse and subse'luently 
reco.;ni:;~ sound.s of sp~ech?", i::; still an or;>en question ai'ter ovel.~ half a 
centur'J of resen.rch ir ..to this topic. It has been seen i.."'1 this brief reviev/ 
of vcxious arproacl:os to the problem that wch ground has been covered :in 
discoV13riJlg what is, and what is not imrort2.llt for intelli.;ibility to be 
retained. Ex~riments have sug:::;ested. that such dll'Cerent neaSLL.-...es as a 
description of tl-.. e short term frec;.uency spectrum, or of t!1e time pattern of' 
zero crossinss could be major eX"'i)lanations. 
It seems likely th3.t the hUIIJ8.n listener rerceives speech as a 
result of several separate auditory cues. Not all are necessaI'"'J but no 
one alone is sufficient. Some of these may best be described :in the 
frecruency domain, others in the ti.-'ne domain, and others as relative fe~3_tUL"eS 
in either domain. It should, hoV':ever, be noted that .human s:.;occh ~erccption 
invol vas far oorc then e..coustic analysis (25). The human listener can 
supple:nent auditoIJ'- cues by visual ones from the speaker if they ore available 
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to hir!!. If they are not, he still has a vast experience of speech con-
stramts to cope '''lith a cha.l1£:e of sIJeaker or na.rrON his choice when a s:L.'"l,3le 
SIJeaker is speaking. He also h<:.s experience of linZUistic constrahlts 
which enable him to accurately ~ess unrecognised sounds. 
I.7 • . ~aJ.ysis bas~d on the intellir;ibility of clirred sreech. 
The reason for the high L'I1tellit;ibility of clipped speech has 
been I'Ondered by several wor;..:er;;;. Fourcin (23) has investig8.ted the extent 
to wl1i~h the clipped speech retains the spectral qunlit;.~ of the original 
uncli:!!red speech WaVC. He found tho.t formant frequencies are still 8.9parcClt 
if their intensities are within 5 db. of each other. If one fOnnlll1t is 
IOOre L'I1tense than another by more than 5 db. it 'captUres' the oth.=r by 
donrlnatir.g the zero-crossing pattern of t.1.e waveform. Thomas (64-) has 
recently shovm that the experiments of Licklider and Pollack ani several 
other distortion experii"!lents in the frcclttency dimension i.."1dicate that 
preservation of the second formant is crucial for the intelligiliility of 
speech. The superior score obtained for speech which has been different-
iated before clipping is the major point in his arg1.l!nent from the::;e clipped 
speech experinents. The +6 db./ octave freCluency e.."!lphasis will cause the 
h:i.r;her formants to have more effect on the zero-crossing pattern and there-
fore be retained in the spectrum of the clipl?ed sic,--nal. He rep:>rts high 
scores, only slightly less than those obtained by Li~~ider, for clipped 
speech which has been banipass filtered prior to clipping, to admit only 
the range of the second f'ormant. 
Otl1er workers hav:;! based their analysis on a direct neasure:'!lent 
of the time intervals between zero-crossiY'gs. Sakai and. Inoue (55) assurred 
th:3.t "it is reasonable to expect" that a histoeram of these t:ime intervals 
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would enable one to "extrFJ.ct the indisper.sable fE'.ctors which contribute 
to articulat ion. It They proQuced histograms for five Japanese vowels 
using both normal and differentiated sf€ech. In each case they found one 
or two peaks in the distribution and found th:'l.t they could recognise the 
vowels by the positions of the peaks. They .'llso prorl:.lc.?d. histograms for 
consonants and showed how they varied when followed. by the vowels alreadi7' 
mentioned. The histograms of the unvoiced fricatives lsi and I J I were 
shown to be independent of the following vowel but the stop consonant Ik I 
was seen to prodc:ce histograms very si.rnilar to those of the vowels which 
followed it. Histograms of 1m I and In I were found to be dominated 
by the effects of the f\u'"ldamental frequency and a hig!1. pass filter was used 
to remove these. Their general philosophy was to avoid the use of filters 
in order to reta:in the time resolution that zero-crossing measurements afford. 
Sakai and Doshita (56) ha~~ developed a more cooprehensive speech 
recognition systeo. The basis of operation has however shifted.,from an 
analysis of the histograms of the t.1me intervals betYfeen zero-cross iP..gs , to 
the use of zero-crossing infovnation from the outputs of two frequenoy filters. 
These filter3 were chosen to match the range of the first two for.nan:ts. 
Their analysis is therefore on the basis of the intelligibility of two 
i'on1a.Ilt synthetic speech although they have not used narrow band filters 
to determine the fonnant frequencies. 
Bezdel and Chandler (5) were more cautious in t.1.eir approach 
to the analysis of zero-crossings. They said "while it is clear that 
there is sufficient information left for tho human to recognise clipped 
soeech the extent to which zero-crossing .information will allow machine 
.. , 
recognition of speech has still to be established." 
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They a.nalysed. f'oor English VOW~8 /1\ /, / £ /, / i /, am / u. / , 
and. the dipthong /ou.../. They p!lrformed. a qualitative analysis using a 
hiBtogram with 16 b:ins, but reduced this to 6 bins when obtainina 
quantitative results using a recognition test. Histograms were canpared 
tor similarity usq several decision funct ions, one ot the aims of the 
studJ" being to tind the best deciaion function. Using a weighted. Euclidean 
distance decision tunction scores of 97%, 95% and 94% were obtained tor 
women, men and miDd aroups of speakers. They further analyaed cl1ltped 
speech by profUtering into two bands 300 - 1000 rI s and 1000 - 3lf.OO c/ s 
prior to clipping. Noticeable improvement was tound. in the recognition 
ot some sounds. 
Cha.n& et al. (8) also used a measure ot the time intervals between 
zero-cross mgs in order to produce a torm of visible speech similar to 
that ot the spectrogram. They produced 'VOltages related to the time 
intervals between zero-crossings and displayed the variation of these 
wltages in real time on an oscUloscope with a long persistence phosphor. 
This 1ft)rlc was essentially an attempt to reproduce the viaible speech patterna 
of the spectrogram using zero-crossing information as thia could be obtained 
with very simple cirw.itr,y. They showed that the interval. between the 
zero-orossings of the original speech wave emphasised the tirst tormant ot 
vowel sound whereas those of a di:f'f'erentiated form empha.aised the second 
tonuant. A su.perposition ot the patterns achieved by both JDlthads iave 
an 'intervalzraJll ' depicting the variations seen in the two tormants. 
'!hey tound that the ID8lly extra tracks aeross the screen not related to 
tol,"'lD6Ult D'IOvements oauld be largely removed. by comb ining two or tour 
adjacent intervals and plotting their mean value. 
This combined interval measure 18 tending towards a measure of 
zero-orossing rate which ~ workers inoluding Chang (9) have used as 
a measure of frequency. 
I.B. The develoJl!!.!Pt of analya18 using waveform information. 
Without proposing that the inf'ormation oontained. in the patterns 
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of time intervals between zero-crossings of the speech 1f'ave provide the 
whole answer to the speech recognition problem, it is proposed that a.naJ.ya18 
of this int'ormaticn baa some singularly attractive features which merit 
turther investigation. 
The stud;y of the spteoh waveform has recently been uraed. b7 DudJ.ey 
(16). He points out that many ot the 'parameters' extracted b7 extensive 
tiltering systElllS can be simply extracted. visually in the t:ima domain. 
~ was alllO the pb.ilosop~ ot Cha.n& (B), and ~e recently ot Reddy (.5Zf.), 
who both maintain that these 'parameters' can be extracted. by simple oircuitr.r 
or simple oomJ,Uter routines, without the oonstraints 1:mposed by t:ima-
trequenc7 Wloert ainV. 
A large number ot the teatures of the wavetorm can be extracted. 
tram a Jleasurement ot the zero-crossl.ngs ot various simple transtoxma ot 
the original wavetorm. When a difterentiating oircuit is ted with a 
speech wave, the se:ro-crouings ot its outJlUt wUl give the timina ot the 
local. maxima and minima ot that waveform. ~h1s enables measurement of the 
relative positions ot the peaks in time and detection of high trequency 
ripple even it it is at low amplitude relative to the ma.jor component. ot 
the wavetorm. Similarly it an analogue integrator is used, the time 
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course of . &s,ymmetries in the wavetom oan be neasured. Tho zero-
crossing pattern of the integrated waveform was found by Liclclider's 
}J6roeptual experimnts to oarry very little intelligibility, but it does 
give inf'omation as to the ahape of the wavefom and as such it could be 
uaetul in resolv:in& ambi&uities that may arise, or indicate where noise 
is J1k)st likely' to disturb other zero-crossing measurements. The pattem 
of zero-orossiIlgs of the originsl speech wave itself of oourae provides 
information as to the d.om111ant acoustic oomponent of the BOund. It is 
olear that 8l\Y combination of these preprocessin& oonditions can be 
achi8ved by Jlli.xjng :in variable ratios the outputs of two or more pre-
processing oircuits before zero-croasing patterns are meaau.red. A parallel 
oombination of features extracted by the various preprocessillg circuits 
could be achieved by a.naJ.ysis of the zero-crossing patterns e£ter clipping 
the outPlots of two or more such oircuits. 
The possibilities are very great em it was not possible to treat 
all of them :in the studies to be described. 
I.9. The need for a statistical anroach. 
The need for a statist1cal. approach to the qualitative or 
.' quantitative measurement of sJ8ech sounds has becane accepted over recent 
years. The adVeJlt of cpantitative maaures has oertainly extended the 
use of such measurements (51) a1thouah the usefulness of statistical. modelS 
has become apparent :in the more qual.itative areas of linguistics and 
phonetics. Harden (28) reviews the use of' mathemat1oal. statiatics in the 
relationship of phonemic and phonetic categories. He quotes, :in translation, 
a simplified picture presented by Zwirner and Zwirner (69) DSince such 
norms (phonemes) cannot be realised by the speech crgans in exactly the 
S8JlJ!t wq twice, the transition from phonology as a science of the norma 
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to phonetics as their realisation in speech DUst be of a statistical. nature, 
such that the variations of a scmn are distributed around. the 1r average 
e.ocordjng to the Gaussian law (normal. curve), and these averages are what 
correspond to the normaD• Berdan points out that Trubetzkoy C8JU1Ot 
reconoile the Ploneme with a 'phonetic average' ot the realisations of 
that phoneme, as it is possible tor sane phonemes to have se'9'eral discrete 
phonetic a'9'erages depending on their contextual cirawutances. 
It is clear that in }troposill& a statistical a.nal.y'sis cf apeech 
on a phonemic level either DIlltimodal distr:1hutiona BIlst be acoepted or 
a less wide ranging analysis DUSt be attempted. The tollowing stud;y' on 
'iaolated :~; soull4a is attempting to work within the conatraints ot unimodal 
phonetic distributions. In the :investigation of, zero-croasing measures 
as }t8rlial descriptions ot such distributions it is olear that statistical 
measures BIlst be made in both the tima interval dimension and the onao1n& 
time dimension. This is necessary as the time intervals between zere-
crossings are Dl8asu.rements on a t:i1Det soale which is microscopic when 
oom}NU"Gd with the time scale of phonemio variationa. 
1.10. The basia ot the present the.la. 
In this thesis the development ot stu:lies oonducted on statistioal 
measurements ot the time intervals between the zero-crossings ot sp'eoh 
wavetorms wID be described. A limited analysis has been done on a few 
lnglish vowels by Bezdel and. Chandler (5) and a wider ranging analysis 
on Japanese phonemes has been done by Sakai and Inoue (55). Both these 
studies have been based on histograms of the time intervals and. some 
success has been reported (see section I.7.) However, the assumptions 
ot Sakai and. Inoue that the intelligibUity of olipped speech suggests 
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that the intormation contained in such a histogram is au.t'ficiant to extract 
-the indispensable factors which contribute to articulation" cannot be 
justified. There is DO evidenoe that the perception of a t:ime pattern 
of pUses is uniquely related. to the characteristics of their first order 
interval d1J:Itribution. Contrariwise it seemed eminently reasonable that 
a change in the ordering of such a time pattern, so that the first order 
distribution remains constant, would cause a change :In the peroeived 
audito1'7 sensation. This was shown to be tzue by scme preliminary 
experiments conducted by M.J. Underwood (66). It was an aim of this 
present stu2y to investigate higher order statistios of the time interval 
patterna of speech to see if' they provide Dk)re inf'onnat1on relevant to 
the separation of s:peech sounds that are )l8roeived. as different by human 
listeners. 
The tims danain of the speech wave is dominated by 1ntonnation 
concerning the pitch of voiced sounds. This feature is very de,.ndent 
on the speaker and his emotional state rather than what he is t1'7in& to 
oonmmicate. It is appreciated that on a semantic level pitch has a 
considerable effect :In the oreation of distinotions of meaaing; but on 
a phonemio level in the English language, distinotions are not pitch 
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dependent. A practical aim of this stu<b' was to OTeroone some ot the 
:inherent problems of time domain measurements in speech by taking ad:vant-
ace of the redundant nature of its waveform. 
At the suggestion of Professor D.M.Maokay it was decided to 
evaluate the tolloWing techniques of mea.aurelD!nt of the time intervals 
between zero-crossings,with a view to the diacr.imination ot speech sounds, 
on a wide range ot English phon~s. 
1. Simple histogram analysis. 
2. Second order, • d1iram' a.na.lys ia. 
3. The fUrther use of speech wave redundanoy. 
~ structure ot this thesis is as tollows. 
In chapter one the basic apparatus to examine tjme interval. 
histograms is described and results of histogram masuremnts are presented. 
The we:y in whioh these zero-crossing measu.raments refiect distinctive wave-
torm features are emphasised as well as histogram features which allow the 
original sounds to be disthJguished. 
In chapter two the development of apparatus to measure second 
order statistics is described end. results presented. These results cover 
a wider range of speech variat ions due to different speakers and dit'f'erently 
pitched utteranoes be:iJlg used. llethods ot rejeotirla unwanted information 
in these statistios are reviewed and a new method incorporating speech 
wave redundancy ia employed. 
In obapter three the growing need for a quantitative measurement 
on these statistics is dealt with and a suitable one employed. Limitationa 
of this measure are f'ound and mod.1fioat ions to overcome them and. take 
turther advantage of the red1mdancT of' the signal being anal.ysed are 
disOllssed. 
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In chapter f'our quantitative measurements on all three proposed 
techniques are made and lJX)re general estimates of their uset'ulneas assessed. 
In the final chapter oonclusions on the use:f\1l.ness of' the three 
techniques investigated are presentoo.. The wrrg forward in the application 
of' these teohniques to artifioial speech recognition is suggested. 
CHAP.rER <:NE. - Qualitative analysis o~ the f±rst order statisti08 o~ 
the time intervals between zero-orossgs ot the sptech 
wavetorm. 
Introduction. 
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The aim of the studies which form the basis ot this thesis was 
to evaluate the usefulness ot the statistics ot the tble mtervals between 
zero-orossillgs (Z.C.s) o~ the speech wave~o:nn (to be referred to as T.I. 
statistics) in discriminating between speech sounds. The philoaoplv' 
dominating early thought on this work: was that intorma.tion extracted tram 
such statistics could be used as a. JI8rlhl tool for this discrimination •. 
HoweTer the T.I. statisti08 alone have been used in the present ltudies 
whose central enquiry' has become, "What quest ions about speech sotlllChs can 
be aimply' answered by reference to these stat 1st i08? " • 
It 18 the p,u-pose of this chapter to explore the first order 
T. I. measuremnts ot speech; to illustrate any relationships to the more 
conventional frequency doma.:in of meaaurement and to evaluate the possibil-
ities of statistical meaaurements beina uaed to discriminate speech sounds. 
It was not clear trom the literature what the stability of the 
T.I. statistics o~ various speech sounds is like, or how the statistics 
are etfected by pitch in 'VOiced sounds. The initial. aim was to obtain a 
visual disJ1ay ot the T.I.s that would provide scme statistioal. information 
on which measurements ot stability and pitch dependence could be made. 
1.1 Description of Electronios. 
The electronics required to perform this analysis can be 
oonsidered jn four parts. Firstly there is the oircuitry in whioh the 
speech waveform is prooessed prior to cliJlping; secondly the c1ipgiDg 
amplifier itself; thirdly the post-olipping prooessina of the olipped 
wavefonn which is needed to define the T.l.s by the intervals between 
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pUses and fourthly oirouitr,y to present the measured T.l.s in a statistical 
form. 
1.1.1 The preprocessina of the speech wawform. 
The fonns which this oou.ld take can be divided into two categories. 
There is preprocessing which w111 eliminate unwanted. information and noise, 
and. that which will extract specific features tram the wavetoxm to be 
analysed :in parallel with or :instead of the original. waveform. 
The tormer could take the form of a limitation of the bandwidth 
of the speech signal. to that whioh is known to contain important speech 
intomation. Extensive studies on the spectral analysis of speeoh have 
been carried out by Potter, KopP and Kopp. (52). No such bandwidth 
limitation was used :in the early experiments althouah simple R - C integ-
ration was used to limit the high frequency gain when differentiation of 
the waveform was used. The use of sharper low pass filtering for this 
purpose will be discussed·" later • 
.A.a the system to be evaluated is essentially a tsnporal analysis 
ot tbl speeoh waveform, selective tiltering which involved temporal lIIIIOoth-
irlg ot th8 wavetonn was awided .. 
Another tom. of noise which could be eliminated at this stage 
ill that ot apuriDus Z.C. a which are not tl'\.lly descriptive ot the JDajor 
features of the waveform. The el:imination of these is discussed in 
the next chapter. The initial. approach to this problem wa.a to measure 
every T. I. accurately and. rely on a high signal to noise ratio to render 
the effect of noise negligible. The s:ignal to noise ratio for the 
microphone and pre-clipping circuitry was 52 db. 
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Two forma of' preprocessing to extract features fran the w.:vefom 
were used. A method of locatina the .tart of each glottal. period, defined 
as the position of the marlJ:rum amplitude lcbe of the waveform within a 
certain period, was used in a later stage of these studies and will be 
described in a. later chapter. The second process of feature extraction 
wu differentiation of the waveform with respect to time. Aa seen in 
the previous chapter the clipping of th:1a waveform will define the intervals 
between the maxima and minima of the original waveform. Differentiation 
can also be considered as a frequenoy ahapq of + , db. per octave together 
with a phase shift of - TY2. • This preprocessin& was included, sa other 
'WOrkers, notably Licklider and Pollack (40) and Amsworth (2), have abown 
that the intelligibility of clipped speech is enhanced significantly if 
the waveform is differentiated prior to clipping. A t\U"ther variant of 
preprocessing was made possible by feedin& the normal apeech signal and 
the outlUt of the dit'f'erentia.tor to either em of a potentiometer. The 
si&nal at the 'V8.riable slider was a mixture of the two s1gnals in a rat io 
dependent on its position. 
The circuit used to provide the dit'f'erentiation was a lona-
tailed pair amplifier with capacitive input and resistive feedback. 
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The d.o. operating position of thia amplifier was adjustable to give 
equal positive and negative peak limiting. This was found to be necessary 
to avoid dutortion of the Z.C. s when high frequenoies of appreciable 
amplitude were used during testing with a sine wave. However the 
probability' of these combinations of frequency and amplitude are quite 
low as shown by the long term speech slMCtrum given by Miller (47). 
1.1.2 The cling amplifier. 
The most accurate and stable circuit that was bullt to act as 
a 'clipper' was a long-tailed-l*ir symmetrical amplifier. A diagram 
of the basic stage is given in appendix 1. As this oircuit is basicallJr 
a linear amplifier and not a trigger circuit and each stage is a.o. coupled 
to the next one, the oli,ping level was maintained by enaurmg that .-ak 
olipping of a sine wave was equal for positiw and negative emuraiona. 
The a.o. coupling used bad a t:ime oonstant of over 100 mseos. This was 
far greater than the time oonstant inherent in the tape recorders used. 
:Four stages were requ:ired to provide suffioient gain to achieve fast 
positive and negative going edges to drive an Ecoles Jordan bistable 
oircUit from the signal of lowest frequency and amplitude likely to be 
encountered. The bistable was included as a waveform shaper to ensure 
that the slope of the ]!IOsitive and nelative going edgesof the olipped 
waveform were independent of the amplitude/frequency charaoteristics of 
the oria:ina1 waveform. The tour stage amplifier was extremely stable 
despite the fairly severe temperature ohUlges that it experienced in the 
temporary buildingS in which the early part of this research was done. 
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1.1.2.1 The setting up of the cliJpigg amplifier for use with speeoh. 
The initial setting up of the clipping ernplitier was performed 
using a sine wave inp,lt. It 'Was realised however that such a signal would 
not give a true impression of the performance of the amplifier when used on 
speech waveforms. On the basis of the long term spectrum of speech given 
by:Miller (47), 500 o/s was chosen as the frequency most likely to dominate 
the aver.age speech waveform, and therefore its Z.C. s. A 1 'VOlt peak to 
peak 500 0/ s sine wave was used. to typif'y the most probable speech wave 
mp.1t. An outJlUt of unity marlc to spaoe ratio was achieved for this inp,lt 
by adjustment ot each stage to give equal positive and. negative peak clipping. 
The mark to spaoe rat io of the out tut remained unity for all frequenoies 
within the speech bandwidth at this amplitude. At an amplitude of 0.1 
'VOlt peak to peak the mark to space ratio equalled 0.8. 
The setting up of the clipping amplifier using a aine wave was 
considered as the initial check that acC11rate T.I.s of the inp,lt wave were 
being measured. It was realised that any Z.C. perturbation due to the 
a.o. coupling ot the amplifier stages would not be seen using such. a regular 
signal, and also that the effects of rapidly cb.anging amplitude of individual 
waveform lobes as found in speech oould not be observed. 
A :t'urther estimate of the clipping accuracy waa made by simple 
ocmparison of the clipped wavetorm and unc1ipped waveform of several vowels. 
The oomparison of these wavefomiS was facilitated by the application of the 
clipped waveform to the Z - modulation of the osoilloscope. In this wq a 
regular or e~n continuous check on the accuracy ot the clipp1Dg amplifier 
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could be made. The error jn Z.O. maaurement observed when using low 
amplitude sine waves was not evident when similar amplitude lobes of the 
sp3ech waveform were examined. It was therefore assumed that the 
irregular mark to spaoe ratio experienced with a low amplitude sme wave 
was due to drift caused by a change :in the long term energy of the signal 
rather than its instantaneous amplitude. The inIUt to the clipping 
amplifier was thereaf'ter controlled to give a constant average voltage 
inplt. 
1.1.' Post clipPing processing. 
The rectangular outplt waveform of the clipping amplifier was 
used to drive p.ll.se oircuitry which provided pulses at the Z.O.s of the 
pre-olipping waveform. Two s1mple R - 0 dif'ferentiators ani rectifiers 
operated on the out of phase outlUts of the Eccles Jordan oirouit produoing 
positive pulses at the positive and. negative Z.O. s separately. A switch 
enabled either or both these sets of pUses to be traIl8Illitted to a stage 
of J;Ulse shaping. The resultant wavetozm was a tram of pUses of defined. 
amplitude, duration and riae t:iml at either the positive going, negative 
going" or every Z.O. of the pre-clipping wa-veform. 
1.1.4 Appratus to present the T.l.s in statistical form. 
There are three features of the meaaured T .1. s that were oons1der-
ed :important :in the study of the ir first order statisti08. These are the 
lengths of the intervals, their probability of oocurrence ani the variability 
in time of intervals of very similar length whioh have a high probability 
of oocnrrence in a particular section of s,eeoh wavetozm. Two methods were 
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uaed. to derive the tirst order statisticaj one ot them displayed all three 
teatures whilst the other sacrificed the third teature tor greater accuracy 
in the first and second. The tormer method resulted in a display very 
similar to that used by Chang et &1. (8). A reaJ. time display of each 
interval was made on an oscilloscope as the vertical displacement ot a spot 
from a horizontal line. The horizontal t~ axis was selected by the time 
baae controls ot the oscilloscope used. The frequency of occurrence ot 
any one interval length or group of interval. lengths was given by the 
brilhtness of the spot at a point in time or by visual integration of the 
brightness of a succession of spots in a horizontal plane. This depended 
on the speed ot the time base selected. 
The display 'Was achieved. in the tollowing 'Wtq. Z.C. p.Uses 
were caused to arrest the charging of a capacitor, discharge it and then 
allow it to recharge until the next z. c. tulse occurred. JJJ a constant 
'VOltage source was used to charge the capacitor, the charge on theoapaoitor 
gave an exponential transform ot the T.l. that was occurring. By causing 
the disob.arge ot the capaoitor with the trailing edge ot the Z.C. p.Use, 
the p.1l.se itself could sample the voltage on the oapaoitor by modulat ing 
the brightness of the C.R. T. to whose Y amplifier the voltage on the 
capaoitor was presented. 
1.1.4.1 A D:>re sophisticated W83 ot compiling and diapl83ing 
the first order statistics of the T.l.s was achieved by the use ot one ot 
three preprogrammed D:>des ot operation ot the Mnemotrcn Computer ot A-verage 
Transients (hereafter oalled the C.A. T.). The major raison d letre ot tlWs 
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computer in the department was the averaging of electroenoephalographic 
responses, but it W8.EI capable of providing a visual display of the T.I. 
distributions and was used fairly extensively far this. 
The C.A. T. has a core store ot 400 20 bit words. .An address 
pointer can soan the 400 word addresses at a variable linear rate using 
the internal. analysis sweep,or at any other rate less than 800,000 words 
perseoond. using an external awee, controlled by pulses at the address 
advance inrut. The atTival of a pulse at the address reset input oauses 
the contents of the address which is currently being soanned to be incre-
mented; the address pointer returns to the tirst address, and. after a dead 
t:1.1lle ot 50 rs. restarts its address soan. Clearly the length of the 
interval between the pulses applied to the address reset inp.tt :ta proport-
ional to the IDllIlber of addresses that --:a;re scanned before a pulse arriveS 
ani the prooess --is restarted. 
The C.A.T. is pt"ovided With a C.R.T. displq on which is displ~ 
the contents of the oore store. This i. in the form of 400 spots which are 
lif'ted. f'rom a base line according to the number of ooun1a in each word. 
This diaplay is clearly in the farm of a histogram. If the ra.te ot scanning 
the addresses is increased to its maximum value, by use of an extemal. pulse 
generator,the histogram approaches a continuous distribution. 
1.1.; Ka4net1c Recording of lik>Wlds. 
Two recording machines were used at different t im'ls during this 
work. They were a Siemens 12 stereo tape recorder and a Bell and Howell 
Language Master. Descriptions of these machines and their use will be 
found in appendix 3. 
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1.2 The variation o-r T.I. statistics in time. 
The first, method of displaying T. I. information is basically 
the same as that used. by Chang et al to provide s:imilar visual information 
to that available from the speotrogram. It was used in the pr'esent study 
to give the oxper:imenter experience of' the temporal characteristics o-r T. I. 
distributions as parameters o-r speeoh sounds. Several utterances were 
reoorded. on magnetic tape and plqed back, displaying the T.I.s on the 
screen of an oscilloscope. The utterances were of various durationa, 
:fran single phonems to complete sentenoes. These displays (fig. 1-1) 
are presented to give a general impression of the intervals that are present 
m certain speech sounds and an estimation of their stability in tille. 
A simplification of this displSJ" to enhanoe its use:tUlness as 'visible 
sp'eoh~ which is not the main oonoern of this study, is presented briefly 
in appendix 6. 
Several :important p:>ints derived. from this display are illustrated 
in figure 1.1. It should be noted that in this and subsequent photographs, 
T.I.s are measured downwards from the solid horizontal line and. that the 
T. I. scale is exponential with respect to t:ime. The display or 'interval-
gram', to use Ch.aJJg' • terminology, of the sentence "She said. it." illustrates 
the stark difference between vowel and frioative T.I. distributions and minor 
differenoes between the three Trowels and between the three fricatives present. 
The extent to which the interval distributions are constant within each 
phoneme segment is enoouraging for the analysis of stead,y state oontjnuants. 
The totally vooalio utterance of "Where are you?" presents less 
(a) She said it . (c) / i / 
(b) Where are you? (d) / a/ 
Fig . 1 .1 Time interval patterns of speech sounds . 
500 1000 time. in mse.c . 
~--------~-------- 5 x 2. eXPQnr.'IOCl 1 100 2.00 
Soo 
1000 
2,Qoo 
time. 
in+tt"V'Q.l 
10 psec. 
l for (c) Qnd ( cl ) 
clear cut distinctions although smooth trend.8 and steady state portions 
can be detected. 
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The intervalgrams of the two 'VOwels I jf and la/have a timescale 
which has been expanded by a factor of two. They illustrate two forms ot 
variation of the T.I. distributions of steady vowel utterances of constant 
pitch. In the case of Ii/one peak of the distribution is well defined in 
the long time interval region. The scatter of points in the short t1me 
:interval region indicates that distributions measured. over short durations 
may differ quite considerably within the same steady utterance. This 
mtervalgram illustrates the need. either to measure distributions over 
periods longer than some empirically defined. min:imum or to describe the 
distribution as a histogram using bins of sufficient width to smooth the 
fluctuation observed. 
The variation with time in the intervalgram of the 'VOwel la/is. 
a19wer.:th$ll' that . Of/if • It is mteresting to note the strong negative 
correlation between the variation of the shortest and longest intervals. 
The sum of the characteristic intervals is seen to remain fairly constant 
but three of them vary considerably withm this constraint. An inter-
pretation of this will be made in a later section when the effects of pitch 
are considered. 
1.3 The choice of phonemes and speakers. 
The choice of speech material. on which to pert'orm the proposed. 
analysis presented. several problems. It was desired to use speech sounds 
defined on a scale which was as widely accepted as possible. The cardinal 
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vowels defined by Jones (31) were considered as a partial fulfilment of 
the above aim. Such a cho ice would however restrict the cho ice of speakers 
to those sufficiently trained to pr-oduce these sOWlds accurately. It was 
therefore decided to use speech sounds which could be pr-oduced by any 
speaker with a miniDum of instruction and which would also conform as nearly 
as poasible to those used by other experimenters in the analysis and synthesis 
of speech. The large volUDle of work done en Amerioan English was obviously 
unsuitable :for comparison with the present wcrk on a. phonemic level due to 
the large differences in vowel quality. 
The phoneme set finally chosen was that defined by Abercrombie 
(1) as ~ased on the accent of Standard. English which is best oalled 'ReP.' 
or 'received prornmcl.ation'.", and used by Holmes et al (30) in the:1r'WOrk 
on 'Speeoh Synthesis by rule'. This set was founi to be the best approx-
jm,ation to the phonemes produced by the available speakers. These were 
the three members of the group working on speech in the Laboratory. They 
were naive phonetically, but had experience in the analysis and synthesis ot 
speeoh. A selection of contexts :from which the phonemes could be extracted 
was oompUed,based on agreement between the three members of the group. 
These contexts oonsisted of sevare1 isolated words which were 
agreed to detine a particular phoneme. When an utteranoe of a certain 
phonem was required, the se~eotion of wards were spoken atter which the 
speaker would art iaulate the required phoneme common to each ot the words 
previously uttered. In this wa:y the problem of memorising the positions 
of the articulators for the unnatural isolated utteranoes was overcome by 
TA.'3L:-: 1 
Defininp; contexts of the uhOr:.O:":C3 uttered by s"Goakers. -------~-----------------~-----------------~--~-------
ILl : soek, teach ,peel, 'be.:1::l,leo,ve ,hear. 
III : sick,pill, wit ,kin~,fizz ,dig. 
/£./ : shed, then ,rest, sell ,met, ten. 
1;12./ :bad,mass, sap, tanc, vat ,ra.ck. 
131 : bird, shirk ,learn, verse, \':Ol'e ,hurt. 
/A/ :cup ,dung,pus ,fW.1,g'I.lSt ,sud. 
1'\1"/ :took, buzh ,could,put ,foot, Good. 
lUI :moon,boot,tool,zoo,spoon,l~ne. 
/0/ : top ,pot ,shone ,gong,doll, vihat. 
I? 1 :law, sawn,port ,fork,oll, thou~ht. 
la./ : mark ,car, art, barn ,psaln ,large. 
fa/ :the.(As distinct from /3/ .) 
lv/ : eva, vote. 
Iz/ :easy,zoo. 
/31 : azure. 
jJ/ :then,this. 
U{ :if,£'o1'. 
leI: thin, thank. 
Isf :ass,sock. 
Ifl : she ,shirt. 
jftl :he,hum. 
Im( : mat ,mop ,mood,omo ,COlli.O ,100.0. 
In! :nock,night ,noon,ana,c1an, bun. 
f1f:sing,king,ring,\~ons,rane,pang. 
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the use of the short term memory of the phoneme defining contexts. A 
list of the phonemes used and their defining oontexts are shown in Table 1. 
1.4 Time interval histograms of control stiDuli. 
The results illustrated in fig.1.l confirm the findings of Chang 
et al.,that the T.l. distribution of speech sounds varies in a. fairly smooth 
way :in the manner of the well-known spectrogram of speech. The work des-
cribed :in the rest ot this chapter is an extension ot the work PJ.blished 
by Bezdel and Chandler (5) and Sakai and Inoue (55), and is based on the 
above observed fact. 
Betore looking in detail at the time intervaJ. histograms, which 
are essentially quantised sections of the intervalgram pattern averaged 
over a short duration, T.l. histograms of control stinuli will be presented. 
The plZ"pose of this is to reveal the aocuracy of operation of the apparatus 
described earlier in the ohapter, and to familiarise the reader With the use 
of this anal.yais on simple signals,prior to :investigating their use with 
complex s~ech wavefonns. 
All the analysis of time interval histograms was originally done 
using the C.A. T. eomPJ.ter and will be described as such. However the actual 
displays illnstrated in this thesis were prodJioed using the PDP-8 ocmplter 
and its associated. 338 displtq using the C.A. T. simulating program. This 
line of action was taken when dift"iculty was experienced in printing the 
photographs taken :fran the screen of the C.A.T.. In the s:imulated display 
solid lines of variable length rather than the displacement of e. dot are 
used to indicate the contents of a histogram bin. 
The time interval. seale was derived by driving the address 
advance or the C.A.T. externally with a variable frequency m.tltivibrator. 
This could be adjusted to give a:ny linear time interval scale within its 
r8l'lge. In practice this was usually set to osoillate at 50 Kc/s and 
eJC;P8.nsiona of the scale by factors or two and rour were made by use of 
a 'horizontal aize' oontrol. The bin widths of the histograms produced 
by this systan were always 20 ps. but the bins were displqed more or less 
dsnaely along the horizontal axis. 
1.4. 1 T. I. histograms of simple auditory aignals. 
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T~ tCQ."lll of the oontrol at:ia1li and their time interval histo-
grams are shown in tigures 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4. Figure 1.2 illustrates the 
T.I. histograms of two aine waves. On the left hand aide ia the histogram 
of a sine Wave of trequency 200 0/ a. and amplitude 1 T. peak to peak, and 
on the riaht, that of a sine wave of frequency 1000 0/ s. and the same ampli-
tude. Only a very slight departure fran the ideal unity mark to apace 
ratio of the clipped signal. ia e~rienoed at very low frequencies at this 
amplitude. As was mentioned in section 1.1.2.1 the aignal strqth for 
subsequent speech inp,tt to the system was maintained at a mean level of 
1 T peek to peak. 
Figure 1.3 illustrates the T.I. histograms of white noise 
generated by a Dawe white noise generator. Low pass and band pasa 
til tered versions are presented. for oanperison with the histograma of 
no1ae-l:ike speech sounds. 
i,~) 200c/ s. 0) 1 OOOc/ s. 
tig . 1 . 2 T.:. ~is tograms of sine ~a ves . 
(4 I!Isec . scale) 
(a) 10 kc/ s. L. P. (b) 5 kc/ s. L. P. ( c) 3 ke/ s. L. P. 
(d) 2- 5 kc/s . (e) 2-4 kc/s . (r) 2- 3 kc/ s. 
l"ig . 1 . 3 '1' .1. hi stog r am s of bandl i 'llit eri wh i te noise . 
(4 msee . scale) 
1'ime interval , , , 0 1 2 msec . 
scale of' the 0 1 2 3 4msee . 
histogr ams . 
0 2 4 6 8msec . 
In 
1'1 ~'" 
(4 msec. time scale) 
Fig. 1.4' Waveforms,olipped waveforms and histograms 
of synthetically produced formants . 
A 
B 
c 
D 
1.4-.2 T.I. Hiatograma of synthetio speech. 
Figure 1.4 illustrates T.I. histograms of synthetic acoustic 
parameters of speeoh produced by a p8.raJBetric speech synthesiser built 
by W.A..Ainaw'orth to the design of J.N.Holmes. This dence is capable 
of producing synthetic speech trom twelve parallel parsmeter control •• 
components under the control of 
In DOrmaJ. operatlorVthese parameters are mixed together to produce a 
ayathet:1c waveform. Here it was thought :instructive to enmine some 
acoustic parameters separately. The synthesiser was designed on the 
£o1"Dl6U1t model of speech, and it is individual formants that are enmined 
here. Unless otherwise stated, a constant excitation f:r:oequeney was ma:in-
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tained throughout, trus giving a constant glottal. period :in the time domain. 
The p.u-pose of this oontrol was to use smple, yet speech-l1ke, 
waveforms to illustrate scme basic features ot the analysis of the T.I. s 
of speech wavetorJIS. The single formant s illustrated in figure l • .lt- parts 
J. mr:i B, and. D ani E, were added together in antiphase with relative 
8lJIIPl.itudes chosen to give the subjective impression ot an /3 / (part c) 
and an /i / (part F). It oan be Been that the T.I. histograms of single 
formants ot decreasing frequency, (i.e. the sequence E, B, A, and D :in 
f~e 1.4) reveal. inoreasing complexity. The reasons tor this are the 
... ,.etrioal fODD ot the glottal emitation, and the temporal. constraints 
of a1ottall8petition. 
These two reasons for the oomplexity ot the T.L histogram of 
a s:1gn8l. which has a comparatively simple specif'ication :in the frequency 
().OIIl&l.n will be dis0U8sed in mrs detail. 
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1.4-.3 The a8ynmetr,y of glottal excitation. 
The repetitive damped sinusoid which constitutes the waveform 
of a sjng1e speech formant is not synmetrically placed about its zero 
level. This is due to the asymmetrical nature of the excitation tunction 
which is a succession of unidirectional pUses of air. In the case of 
the synthesised speech this as,mmetr,y was oontrolled by the a.c. coupling 
of the signal, but to some extent this compensated for the idealised 
t glottal pllse
' 
used to excite the synthesiser. The asymmetr,y,80 produced, 
tended towards the expected effect that a mre natural excitation tunction 
would have on the wavefom. 
This asymmetry causes the interval which is ha.l..f' of the inverse 
ot the formant frequency to be at the centre of a spread. of :intervals and 
not to occur alone as in the case of a sine wave. This perturbation of 
the intervals can be loosely associated with the bandwidth of the fcrmant 
which has not been fotmd to be an important feature in the frequency domain 
measurements of speech. 
1.4-.4- The constraints of glottal repet it ion. 
The effects of these constraints, as seen in figure 1.4-, are 
oorrelated with the relative values of glottal period,or fundamental 
rrequeDCY, and the fonnant frequenoy. However the effect of a. finite 
glottal period will be oonaidered first of all in isolation. 
The faots of the case are very simple. The glottal period. oonta:1.ns 
a set of t1.JDlt intervals which ideall,. are thought to be repeated within 
every such period of a oonstant sound. When the glottal period. changes 
--Pitch inoreasing .. 
Fig. 1.5 Pitch perturbation of a voiced speech waveform. 
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and the sound rema:1na the S8lDS, albeit giving a d1t'ferent pitch sensation, 
the set ot t:ime intervals DUst change, either to occup;y a longer interval 
between glottal excitations or a shorter one. Figure 1.5 illustrates a 
typical case ot a vowel wavetorm in which the perceived pitch 18 increasing 
and the observed glottal period. is decreasing. It has been observed by 
vieWing the waveforms of both natural. and. synthetic . ~ TOJf·el81,'. that intervals 
corresponding to A, B and. C coalesce when a shortening ot the period is 
req],lired,aDd reappear as separate intervals when a lengthening ot the period 
occurs. If the glottal period is shortened turther the :interval. umer peak: 
R 18 reduoed by the same amount until a further three :intervals coalesoe. 
The relation of this to the effects seen in tigure 1.4 is as follows. 
When a high frequency fonnant has a glottal period ofa certain value, the 
perturbation to the T.I. statistics ot the change in one interval or the 
coalescing ot three intervals is small when compared to the number ot stable 
:intervals contributing to the statistics. It is clear that when a low 
frequency tormant has a s:imilar glottal period the perturbation due to these 
• end effects' is q],lite substantial. Thus these perturbations are seen to 
be proportional to the relative values of the glottal period and formant 
frequency, or more directly to the number of T.I.s there are in each glottal 
period. 
1.4.5 The effect of gross pitch changes on the T.I. histogram. 
The changes that are caused in a T. I. histogram by gross changes 
in pitch, and therefore in the glottal period, can be seen in tigure 1.6. 
The histograms ot a single synthetic tormant are seen to contain a pre-
Gi ottal 
r"~ riod 
8.7 :ns. 
7. 2 ms . 
6.4 ms . 
5.6 ms . 
5.1 ms . 
4. 6 ms . 
(8) Doubl e formant synthesis. 
(b) Single f ormant synthesis. 
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Fig. 1.6 Histogram variation with the pitch of a synthetic voi ced spe ech wave. 
(4 msec. scale) 
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dominant peak at haJ.f the inverse ot the tonnant n"'ecpency. As the 
glottal period is reduced the effect described in figure 1.5 occurs 
and both longED:' and. shorter intervals occur. When very short glottal 
periods are produced the e:ff'ect on the major peak of the histogram. is 
seen to be tar greater than at longer glottal periods. It has already 
been observed that at such pitches a far greater proportion of the time 
intervals are involved :in pitch perturbations. The alternation between 
the shorter and longer intervals as a result ot pitch perturbation tor 
the glot tal period values used is tortui tous. Tb illustrate this two 
hiatograms with the glottal period at approximately 6.4 msecs. were 
taken and their difference is marked. 
It should be noticed that a ohange in pitoh does not only 
affeot the wavetorm in the wa:y illustrated in figure 1.5. The W8.ve-
the 
torm consists of/superposition ot the harmonics ot the glottal excitation 
fundamental treq,uency, modified in amplitude by the frequency response of 
the wcal tract. When the :f\mdamental frequency changes, this set ot 
discrete components of the wavetorm also change. When a certain harmonic 
of the :f'undaID!ntal coincides with the oentre of a tormant in the 
frequency response of the wca1 tract, the amplitude of this frequency 
is enhanced Blight1y. When this :formant does not coincide with such 
a harmonic the amplitude is dependent on the summation of off centre 
harmOnics whose amplitudes depend on the shape of the tomant peak. 
It is clear that the :t\mdaID!ntal will be a subharmonio of a formant 
frequency at different values ot tundamental frequency tar ditterent 
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formants. 
\",hen the T.I. distribution is poised nioely between being 
dominated by one of two formants of nearly equal amplitude, this 
effeot can cause a different kind of pitch perturbation in the 
distribution. fhis effect plus the previously mentioned pitoh 
dependenoe can be seen in figure 1.6, where the histograms of a double 
formant sound, giving the subjeotive impression of an lui, are shown. 
At glottal periods of 5.6 mseo. and 6.4 mseo. the effeot of the higher 
formant is refleoted in the histogram. The only modifioation to the 
synthesiser was a ohange of exoitation frequenoy. 
1.4.6 Application to T.I. measurements on real speech. 
It was seen in figure 1.1 that there is a variation with time 
of the T.I. distributions. The explanation of this was reserved until 
now. It seems that these variations can be explained on the basis of 
changes in the length of the glottal period. During a subjeotively 
stea~ pitch utterance, the length of the glottal period is seen to 
jitter back and forth around some mean value. It is assumed that the 
intervals which showed variation in figure 1.1 are those at the end or 
beginning of the glottal period which are maximally perturbed by any 
change in the length of the glottal period. The correlation noted 
between the ooourrence of the longest and the shortest intervals oan 
be interpreted as the occasional slight crossing of the clipping level 
which caused a pair of short intervals to be created reducing the long 
one of which they had previously been a part. 
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1.4.7 The effect of monotonic pitch variations. 
To assess the effect of continually reducing or increasing the 
length of the glottal period on the T.l. pattern, vowels With rising 
end. falliDg pitches were produced. The vowels /a/ and /u/ were 
chosen to represent open and close' vowels; the 'Waveform of the former 
show:ing greater formant damping than the latter. Figure 1. 7 depicts 
the variation of T.l. s in t:ime as the pitch is falling 8.lld as it is 
rising. The pitch change was approximately one ectave. 
In both 'VOWels the rismg pitch involves the shortening of oertain 
intervals and the fal.ling pitell involves the lengthening of certain 
intervals. In the case of /ul this is seen to be a long slow pro-
oedure involving several :intervals. Two of the four characteristio 
intervals of the waveform are involved :in major changes, and the other 
two in minor perturbations. . In the case of the open vowel /0.. /, the 
major fozmant being higher than in / u. /, there are more intervals 'Within 
the glottal period. A far smaller proportion of them are effected. by 
the variation of pitch and fewer long slow variations in the intervals 
are seen. This indicates that certain vowels, espeoi.al.ly close vowels, 
first 
whose/fozmants do not decay appreciably in the glottal period, are effected 
very greatly by pitch variations suell that the majority of intervals are 
changed. This behaviour is seen in such vowels as /1.(. /, /v / 8lld / i /. 
In most other vowels however the variation of time :interval. pattern With 
pitch is more J.;t'ke that of I al. 
(a) rising pitch ja/. (b) falling pitch ja/. 
(0) rising pitoh juj . (d) falling pitch juj _ 
Fig. 1 . 7 Time interval patterns of vowels with rising and falling pitch. 
(Scales as in fig. 1.1 Co) and Cd) . ) 
1.4.8 The mixing of synthetic formants. 
The T.I. histograms of the mixed formant waveforms, shown in 
figure 1.4 (C, F), indicate :further points which are typical of the 
histograms or vowel sounds. 
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The histogram of /3/ has no strong peak to correlate with that 
produced by the second formant; instead the first formant peak has been 
split into two peaks separated by an amount approximately equal to the 
characteristic interval of its secCXld formant. The reason for this can 
be clearly seen f'rom the waveform where the e.t'fect of the lower amplitude 
second formant is to add to and. subtract from the bas:b f:irst formant 
intervals. 
In the case of / V the same process is seen in the splitting 
of one of the long T.I. peaks, but also the second formant is strong enough 
to produoe T.I.s at its own characteristic interval. 
If the effects of pitch are ignored, the mll:ing of two formants 
causes s:imllar ohanges in tm T. I. pattern to those seen when two sinusoids 
are mixed. 
In most unstressed vowel sounds it is usual that the second and 
higher formants are weaker than tm lowest formant. Thus the e.t'fects of 
a low amplituie high t'requency added to a higher amplitude low frequency 
are comnnnly seen. 
When the amplitude ratio is large only the lower f'requency is 
re:f1ected in the T.I. d1stributicn. .As this ratio is reduced the higher 
trequency perturbS this d1s1:ribution by lengthening am shortening the long 
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intervals by amounts up to 1/ tn (where tn is t~ higher frequency). As 
the ratio approaches unity, a peak at 1/ 2tn appears .in tIE T. r.distribution. 
IUring studies on the synthesis of speech on a two formant lOOdel, 
Delattre et al.(13) shared that for some vowe1s,vowel colour is critically 
dep!lndent on the relative amplitudes of the fonnants. It is therefore 
unlikely in the CaBe of these vowels that gross changes in the T.I. 
distributi.cn of a particular vowel will occur, caused by changes in the 
relative amplitudes of the formants. The vowels whose colour is not so 
critically dependent on the relative amplitude of the formants are those 
whose two formants are well separated. The influence of these separate 
formants on the T.l. distribution can more easily be extraoted. if oonfUsion 
due to variatim of relative amplitudes of formants should occur. 
Miller (48) also, states that formant amplitudes are important ani 
sometimes oritical for vowel perception. 
It has proved helpful to use the smplified speech like waveforms 
produced by a parametric synthesiser to illustrate some basic transforms 
from the lOOre traditional frequency description of speech to the t:ime 
interval description. It should be noted luwIever that it is not possible 
to regain the frequency description from the time interval description 
e.=ept in the most trivial of cases. Cobb (10) ani Raina! (53) have 
studied tb9 mathematics of the interval distribution for a single sine 
wave mixed with noise, but when additional. sine waves are added., relative 
amplitudes and phase relationships of the frequency component s greatly 
complicate the desoripticn in frequency terms and. render any attempt to 
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derive these variables from a T. I. distributim :imposs:ih1e • 
Observations ot the dependence ot the T.I. distributions on the 
relative formant amplitudes revealed variat1m s very similar to those 
reported by Fourcin (23) when measuring the distr:1bution of spectral energy 
at'ter infinite peak clipping ot the wavetorm. He reported that tm 
spectrum is dominated by the strongest formant it it exceeds the second 
strongest tormant by 5 db. 
also present. 
In the spectral case tormant harmonics are 
1.5 First order T.I. distr:lbuticns ot isolated speech sounds. 
1.5.1 The disp1!y ot distributions. 
The isolated speech sounds described in section 1.3 were recorded 
on magnetic tape and used as inIUt to the system shown in figure 1.8. 
The zero-crossing pUses were applied to the address reset :1np,lt 
of tm C.A. T. The address a.dva.nce was operated using an external lIl1lti-
vibrator. It was necessary to cant inue to use a rapid sweep, against which 
to measure the T.I.s, in order to obtain a display ot reasonable horizontal 
dimenSion on the screen of the C.AeT.. The mxmun interna.l sweep gave a 
histogram whose features it was diffioult to resolve. At the time no 
suitable oscilloscope was available to be linked to tm analop outPolt 
of the C.A. T. • s vertical deflection signal. This was done later, achieving 
JIL1,Oh wider histogram bins ani flexibility in horizontal size, controlled by 
the time base ot the oscilloscope. 
Histograms were produced. tar a full range of tape recorded 
continuant speech sounds and. were recorded photographically. Spontaneous 
Speech 
signal - Preprocessor I--
Clipping 
amplifier 
Multi-
vibrator 
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zero-crossings 
l 
C.A.T. 
computer 
Fig. 1.8 Block diagram of the time interval histogram 
oompilation system. 
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utterances of these sounds were also made and their histograms were oomt:Uted 
on-line us:ing the C. A. T •• These were compared with the photographic records 
to ell8Ure the typicality of the latter. 
The duration of a cont:inuant contributing to a particular histogram, 
which was termed its 'duration of compilation', was controlled using a ,ate 
operating on the Z.O. pUses immediately before they entered tm C.A.T •• 
The gate was inserted at this point in the system to avoid signal distortion. 
The error involved was limited to the f:irst and last intervals in the 
compilatim period. The gate was controlled by a manually operated mono-
stable of variable refractory period, giving a wide range of possible 
durat ions. The effect of varying the on-period of this gate, on the T. I. 
distr:ilmtions of various speech sounds is reported in section 1.6. 
The t:1me :interval distributim s of individual members of the 
four classes of continuant speech sounds, vowels, :fricatives, voiced 
fricatives ani nasals are presented in figures 1.12 ani 1.13. The duration 
of compilat ion of eaoh histogram was 0.5 sees. For most phonemes two 
histograms are presented. Theu are taken at random from different parts 
of the same tape recorded utterance in order to illustrate some of the 
variation that oocurs within a steady state utterance at this rate of 
aampling. It can be seen that 1n most cases this is very slight. 
nasals and certain vowels are the only exoept ions. 
5 2 T. I. distribut ions of vowel sounds. 1. • 
The 
The range of vowel T. I. distributions was :found to be 2200 }la. 
The most striking featlre of these distributions is their 'peakedness'. 
In many cases four separate peaks can be distinguiahed. This is more 
than those observed by Sakai and. Inoue (55), but they measured intervals 
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under positive or negative lobes of the wavefonn only. These distributions 
are a combination of both. SoD3 general features can be extracted via.ally 
and a certa.in amount of meaning attached to them by reference to the hiato-
grams of control st:im..1l.i (section 1.4) and the vowel waveforms (fig.1.9). 
In most of the histograms the distribution centres arOUDd a 
m8xjJQ~m ~ak. The other peaks are often separated by a constant value; 
this is very clear :in the first histograms of /1. / and / a / • In ~ 
others this pattern can be seen to emerge although largely obscured by 
noise. This suggests that the time interval histogram is capable of 
reflecting information of the VOU'Ie1 colour which may be equivalent to that 
O)nveyed by the two most dom:inant formant s. It can also be assumed that 
saBe of the 'noise' in thia .imple model of mixing two formants is due to 
tlW' presence of a third fairly strong formant. 
A stud3" of s~ ot the vowel wavefonns reveals that more inform-
ation concerning the higher and weaker formants is avail.a.ble in the T.I. 
hiatogrsm than might have been expected. It can be seen clearly in the 
cue of / -i.. / that the second formant is not present in a constant amplitude 
ratio to the first formant.' It has been shown by Holmes (29) that the 
second a.rd higher fonnants are camnonly excited twioe within the glottal 
period. This variation in the relationship ot formant amplitudes, which 
jJJ JX)t aeen in the trequencv analyaia it fdrly narrow baniw1dth filter. 
are used, is of ocnsiderable importance in t:imlt domain analys:ia. In the 
case of / {. /, the first ani second formants alternately dominate the 
wawfcrm and henoe the T.I.distribution. 
The above is but one explanation of sane of the features evident 
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in the T.I. hiatogram. It is clear tram the examination of' thewave f'orm 
of /u / that the histogram pattern prodmed, not unlike that of' /1. /, is due 
rather to the interaction of the tirst and second formants. Intervals 
ohsraoterist 10 ot their difference ooour rather than intervals character-
istio ot one or both of them, as was seen in the histogram ot the two 
for.mant synthetio /3 /. 
The ordering of' the 'VOwel T. I. histograms in figure 1.12 is 
roughly according to their measured positions on a farmant 1 / formant 2 
(Fl/F2) plane. It was seen that oertain oharaoteristios ot the hiatoiram 
followed grouping in this plane. As Fl increases (left to rjght) there 
is a trend tcmards IIX)re compact histograma on the T. I. axis. This oan 
be seen espeoially in the top am. bottom rowa, which represent the extreme 
values of F2. Certain subgroups of 'VOwels can be distinguished. On the 
basis of histogram features. The clearest ones observed in figure 1.12 
are /'C£ /, /a-/, /0/; Iii, /u./; end /a /, /3/. 
It will have been noted that no reference has been made to the 
variability of the T.I. histograms of' these sounds under the typical speech 
variations of pitch, stress and speaker. Experiments were done to eDmine 
the effeot of change of pitch and change of sJll8aker. A change in stress 
could not be controlled and was not :investigated seriously. The result 
of these e%P'riments showed. that sane of the features observed in figure 
1.12 remained. as characteristic of a particular 'YOwel, but in many oases 
tb3 histograms looked completely different t'ran the ones illustrated. 
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The effect of these changes will be discussed :in the next chapter where 
the more sensitive and. uniq).le display of second order statist:ios will be 
described. It will be seen that the first order statistics can be easily 
extracted ;fran the presentation of the second order T.I. statistics used. 
1 • .5.3 The T. I. histograms of Un'YOioed fricatives. 
The five unvoiced fricatives in English,! f I, Ie 1,1 s I, I! I 
and /h /, are illustrated by one histogram each as their variation within 
a given isolated utterance could not be detected. In figure 1.13 they 
are represented by histograms displayed on the seme linear time interval. 
scale as the 'VOWel histograms. This scale was used throughout figures 
1.12 8J'ld 1.1} to illustrate the different parts of the T.I. d:1mension 
oc~pied by various classes of sounds. The amplitudes of the t'rioative 
histograms have been red~ed by a factor of 16. 
These fricatives can be considered acoustically as bandlimited 
white noise,and t~eir histograms may be compared to those !roduced using 
noise as a control stiDU1us (fig.l.}). Tb3y differ in the band of noise 
present in ~e cases, according to the manner and place of production of 
this noise. 
The sounds / f / and. / g / have almost ident ical. hi&togr8J!l8. They 
are both produced by a constriction at the froIrl: ot the mouth,either by 
lip ani teeth or tongue tip ani teeth. ihe histogram consists ot a peak 
at the "VeIY shortest intervals experienoed :in speech plus a slight peak 
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at about 200 p.s. This subsiduary peak was found. in most of the histo-
grams produoed. for these two sounds. A small number of much longer time 
intervals ere somet:imes found due to an inadvertent whistle produced with 
these sounds. 
The sounds Is I and I J I are produced by :constric:t1Jig, a: 'oontinuous 
~ ,::.: ::.~ ..... f;j,ow ' . of'.. air. by means of the tongue. Their histograms have a 
similar shape 1:ut are in a d1:f:ferent position on the T.I. scale. i"he 
peak of I s I is at approximately 100 p.aeo. and that of I f I at 200 p.seo. 
They are both very similar to a T.l. histogram of a single high frequenoy 
formant. 
The sound I h I is different :from the previous four as it is 
produced due to a oonstriction at the glottis rather than at the front 
of the oral oavity. As such it can be likened to a whispered neutral 
vowel sound. The formant oavities through which the excitation noise 
passed are re:t'l.ected in the T. I. histogram aa a double peak distribution. 
It was found for the utteranoes examined that the unvoiced fricative 
80lDlds could be discriminated by means of their T.I. histograms, with the 
exception of If I and Ie I. It has been found by others (11, 32) that 
these sounds are only separated by their context and not by 8IlY known 
acoustic speoification of their isolated fom. 
1.5.4 The T.l. histograms ot voiced fioioatives. 
The 'VOioed fricatives I v I, I~ I, Iz /, and /J-I can be likened 
to the tCAJr t'ront articulated unvoiced f'ricatives With the addition ot 
voioing. i"he tricative parts are articulated in the same we:y as I J I, 
~. 
I e I, I s I am I J I respeotively. It the short interval portion ot ea.oJa 
T.I. histogram is observed it is seen that this tact is retleoted in them. 
In the oase ot I J I however, there seem to be extra very abort intervals 
not tound in I J I. 
However, the most characteristio teatures ot the histograms taken 
as a whole are the very long intervals representq the voicing. These 
are otten DUch longer than those tound. in vowels; see espeoiall.y I v I, 
101 aniilz/. 
Diaorjmjnation between the wioed t'rioatives by meena ot their 
T.I. histograms was tound to be unreliable due to the variable emphaaia 
on the friction and the voioq. 
1.5.5 The T.I. histograms ot nasals. 
The nasals are produced in a similar way to the ~els except 
the nasal oavity is used instead ot the oral. oavity as the t:inal resonant 
cavity. The speotral. components ot the sounds prod't¥)ed are highly ~d 
revealing very clearly the periodicity of the glottis. In all the nasals 
there is a _all amount ot a high frequency component which oan perturb 
the T. I. distribut ions somet 1mes. 
The T.I. distri'butiona produced by nasal.s are typified by long 
T. I. s but, as can be seen in the case ot I'YJ I, these can be dif'terently 
perturbed within the same utterance owing to the presence ot high frequency. 
It was DOted that there is an increase in the spread ot t:lme intervals 
recorded in the sequence I'm I, 1'Yl. I thlm. / 'YJ I. 
1.' The ettect of variation of the duration of compilation of T,I. 
hiatoaraDUS. 
It was expected that the time taken far the T.I. distributions 
of ditterent classes of speech scunda to attain statistical stability 
would vary. The T.I. distribution of fricatives 'With their very abort 
T.r.s. distributed in a randall pattern would be expected. to exhibit 
stability fairly rapidly. Voiced sounds 'With their longer T.I ••• and 
the oonatra:int of glottal repetition mq need a longer duration. 
Experiments were ptrfonned to test these expectations in case 
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any departures from them indicated either the need for a change :in the 
meaaurement parameter of 'duration of compilation', or alternative 
procedllres for anal.yB:1n& ~iood and. unvoiced sounds :in future exper:iraenta. 
The etract of reduced 'durat ion of oOlllpilation' for hiatograms 
of six durations of the vowel / A / is illustrated in. figure 1.l4. The 
hiatograns of this 'VOwel 'Were found to be fairly typioal in this respect. 
The four peaks evident in the 250 msec. histogram are still present :in the 
10 11880. histogram although their peak positions are le8s well defined. 
Departures :from this behaviour were observed only in open" -vowels. The 
case of /a / has already been examined (fig.l.l) where the T.l.distribution 
is seen to Tar:! slowly with respect to 10 maec. segments. Histogram peaks 
of such "VOwels, when measured in 10 msec. segments, are seen to move along 
the t.:ime interval. d.:imenaion and aanetimSs disappear. The shorter term 
variations in the "VOwel /i / (also shown in fig.l.l) average out within a 
dJ.1r8.tion of this length. 
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The T.I. histograms of 10 msec. ot the voiced fricatives are 
aJ.so seen to bear a strong resemblance to the long term T.I.statistics 
of these sounds. The unvoiced fricative T.I. histograms retain their 
peak positions far more reliably at 10 maec. duration of compilation as 
had been expected. 
The nasal sounds showed the least stability at short durations. 
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They achieved a s:im.ilar level of stability to the 'VOwels in approx:im.ately 
twice the time. 
It is seen that the expected results were obtained in this 
eXJ!M'riment. The T.I. distributions or the voiceless f'ricative sounds 
retain their characteristic shape to the samllest durations measured. 
Those of the voic~ continuants all seemed to lose some of their character-
istics when the duration was of the order of a few glottal periods. It 
was also oont'irmed in isolated cases that the use of a duration of compilation 
less than one glottal period would cause a selective destruction of the 
distribution, depending on which part of the period was included. 
The T.I. distributions of voiced sounds for durations 10 - 30 
msecs. illustrate clearly the degree of tolerance required in the measure-
ment of T.I.s to correctly classify a given T.I. as being Within a charaoter-
istic peak of the longer term distribution. Decisions based on these 
observations will be dis<wJsed in chapter 3. 
Teacher (65) baa attempted to judge the minim..uD time needed for 
the perception of a steady state VClW'el sound. Be reported that only one 
cycle of the f\mdamental pitch was required tor vowel recognition. The 
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voiced utterances used in the duration of compilation experiments desoribed 
above run a glottal period of approximately 6.5 mseos. The min:im.un 
duration over which histogra.m.s of these sotmds were compiled is equivalent 
to 1.5 glottal periods. Only a loose comparison oan be drawn between the 
findings at Teacher and. the miniaml duration of compilation for the 
stability of vowel T. I. statistics as no information oonoerning the per-
oeption of 'olipped .peach' at Sloh durations is available. 
1. 7 The significance of histogz:ams of time interva18 delimited bl 
unidirectional Z.C.s. 
Bezdel and Chandler (5) reported that histograms of the time 
intervals between su.coessive pJsitive going Z.C.s (+00), and. those of 
time intervals between suocessive negative going Z.C.s (-00), revealed 
asymmetry. ~er:iments in this study oonf:irn8d this. 
The investigation of these histograms and their oomparison with 
those us:ing all the Z.C.s (tm) is essentially a probe into the second 
order statistics ot the !m time intervaJ.s. If the ! ZO histogram 
indicates that N different intervals occur, then the +00 and -m histo-
grsms indioate which of the poasib1e sequential combinations of these 
intervals ooeur. The possible combinations are the N double length 
intervals and the N(N-1)/2 mixed pairs of the N original different inter-
+ vals indicated by the -m histogram. It seems therefore that if the 
+ three histograms produced. by measuring intervals between -ZOe +7D and. -00 
ere taken together they will include extra intormation concerning the 
order:illg of the T.I... As second order statistios are the subject of 
the next chapter, the T.I. histograDIIS ot +ZC am -zo will simply be 
described here. 
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The T.I. histograms ot all the 001lthluants uaed in the previous 
experiments were produced tor the two unidirectional ~. conditions. The 
histograms were compiled. over a duration ot 0.5 sec. The purpose ot thia 
exper:im.en t was to look for &n3 asymmetr:r and. observe how it varied for 
various speech sounda. 
The general form of difference that mjght be expected in the 
histograms is that the mean mterval of each histogram will be dcubled, 
tlma distributing the +ZC or -1C histogram about a 'centre of gravi'f:iy I 
+ on the T. I. dimension ot twice that found. in the -ZC case. The more 
interesting feature will be the c~e of the h1.atogrsm ahape involved 
in this process and. how this cha.nge differs tor +ZC ani -ZC hiatograna. 
1. 7.1 VoWel histograms Wig unidirectional Z.C. a. 
It was expected. that the unidlreotional Z.C. histograms of 'VOWel 
aounds would show scme aBl'lJIlletr.r which could be attributed to the uni-
clireCtional torm of the excitation function. This may wall woduoe 
better definition of Z.C.s in ane direction at particular points in the 
glottal period. It fa di.f.fioult to detect such a. tendency t'ran the 
waveform alone, rut this could well be observed as peak sharpening in a 
T.I. c:1istribution ot unidirectional Z.C.a. 
The unidirectional Z.C. histograms ot the twelve "VOwels are 
ahoWn in tigure 1.15. It oan be seen that although oertain histograma 
aeem to have better defined peaks than their contra-directional Z.C. 
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versions, there ia no overall pattern to suggest that the above Si.1ggested 
dit"ference ia observed • 
The var:iability of order infonnat ion available trom the three 
histograms is evident from the following two examples. The four character-
istic T.I.s of /1, /, indicated by the !ZC histogram of /i /, oomb:1ne in 
sequential pairs to produce two intervals only', in both unidireotional. Z.O. 
histograms. The area under each pule is simUar; this indicates that 
there must be a repetitive oyole of' four intervals and the e:mct formation 
ot this sequence of intervals om be ded1.lled from the three very simple 
histograms. The narrowness of the peaka allaRS unambiguous pairin&. 
Thia case may be oompared to that of the '9Owel. / CE. /. It 18 by no means 
obvioUS :tram the three histograms how the intervals are combined in the 
clipped s)eech wavetorm. It is clear from observation of the T. I. 
histograms of f'igure 1.15 and from the above discussed examples that in 
JlX)st cases the order infonnation revealed is f'airly snall. This is due 
both to the simplicity of' the a.nalyais and the complexity of' the subject. 
It should also be noted that in most vowel T.I. h1stogrsns it is not 
+ ' possible to derive the - ZC histogram from the two unidirectional Z.O. 
histograms. It is theretbre necessary to measure all three histograms 
to obtain the maxjDlUD order infomation posawle by this method. 
1.7.2 Fricative histograms usiJE unidirectional Z.O.s. 
The unvoiced tricatives show no cha:lge in the shape of their 
T.l. distributions when unidirectional Z.O.a are used. Dle centre ot 
the distribJ.tion is simply shifted along the tim interval scale by a 
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factor of two. The histograms Ulustra ted :in f'igure 1.16 were canpiled 
aver 100 msecs. which allowed f'or 3tatistical stabUity to be achieved 
wi1hout ru.nn~ :into storage pt'ob1ems in the PDP-8/338 system (see ap~ndix 
4-) by .doh tho photographs were produced. 
1.7.3 Voiced ~icative histggrams using unidirectional Z.C.s. 
The unidirectional Z.C. histograms of voiced fricatives are also 
Ulustrated in f'igure 1.16. In all the histograms, except -~ l'lr I and 
-w It! I, there is a peak rept"esenting two :intervals of' length, :indicative 
of' the presence of' voic~, oocurrir€ together. This peak is at approx-
imately 6 msecs., which is the glottal period of' the speaker. This 
feature is strongest in the +2'D histograms. It could be explained it 
the low f'requency component of' the wavef'orm had a more rapid +2'D than it. 
subsequtnt -ZO. This i.a evident in some of the voiced f'r:icatiw wavetorms. 
It could also be expla:ined by an uneven fr:icative amp1iiude throughout a 
glott al period. 
1.7.4 Nasal histograms using unidirectional Z.C. s. 
The unidirectional ZO h1stograJl6 of the three nasal sounds ahow 
s:1Jni1ar properties to each other (fig. 1.17). In each case the +ZO histo-
gram contains a peak at en :interval equal to the Slm of two of the longer 
intervals :in the: ZO histogram. The only other intervals recorded on the 
histograms ere very short ones. :By contrast the -'lIJ histograms contain 
. + 
intermediate intervals appro:x:ima. tely eClla.1 to the lo~er ones of the - 2D 
hiatograms. 
This asymmetr,y would :indicate that when the waveform of a nasal 
sound crosses the zero uia :in a IOsitive direotion there are several 
rap:id Z.C. s due to a hjgh frequency component, but when in a negative 
direction there is only a single Z.C.. Such a result gives ;information 
concerning the relative damping of the high and low frequency components 
within the glottal period. The fact that this ia so clearly re:flected 
in the unidirectional Z.C. h:iBtrograms is due to the simple form of the 
wavefonn at na.sals with its widely separated components along the 
;frequency d.imlmsion. This is an eDmple of how the study ot uni-
directional Z.C. separately can give e.d.d.ed. :infonna tion concerning the 
waveform. 
1.8 Conclusion. 
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'lb.e study of time interval histograms on a qualitative level has 
resulted in many general impreSSions bei~ tanned ooncerning its usetUl-
ness as a speech sound disoriminator. Most of these impressions have 
been gained t'rom the utterances of a single speaker. 
An attempt was made to qua:ntifY the :impressions gained f'rc:m 
vi-illg T.I. histograns, based. on the coincidence of their peak positions. 
:Rules were developed to decide when a peak had ooouzred. ani when two peaks 
were deemed to have coincided. The result of this semi-quantitative 
analYSis revealed that it was quite conmon for wwels spoken by the sama 
speaker at ditferent ti.IlBs to give histograms whose peaks showed 100% 
coincidence if the same wrrel was uttered. This coincidence never OCC1l.lT8d 
when different vowels were uttered. There W8..S oowever a large area ot 
indecision where it was not clear whether similar or d.irterent 'VOwels had 
produced the histograms. Deviat ions fran 100% ooino:ideme were also 
~. 
eX{.erienoed when the same vowels were uttered at ditferent pitches. 
The result of this study suggested. that there are oertain characteristics 
of a VOW'el's T.I. histogram which are charactaristio of the srund itself 
but in addition thare is that which is characteristio of the partioular 
utterance only-. 
It has been found when considering the effect of pitch on both 
synthetio and naiural 'VOwel soun:1s that there are oertain predictable 
changes in the T.I. histogram due to this constraint. It is clear that 
slj,ght di1'feremes in pitch, even if formant frequenoies remain constant, 
can O8WIe changes in tho T.I. histogram which may cause confusion between 
vowel sounds. 
It seems that the four claases of oont iIulant sO'Ullds studied can 
be distinguished fran each other on the following basis. The histograms 
of vowel sounds typically have several fairly narrow Jeaks in tbs region 
of 0-2000 )ls. The voiced frioatives have time intervals of both very 
shart 8lld very lo~ duration, the peaks tending to be Yider than those 
f~ :in the 'VOwel histograms. The Ull'VOiced trioat ives are distinctive 
in their lack of any appreoiable munbar of leng intervals. The nasals 
ba:ve very long time intervals 'With oocasional short ones but can be 
distinguished. from voiced fricatives by- the width of their peaks. Certain 
of these broad dist:inctions could also be made fran mea.au-ements of the 
zero-cross~ rate. 
1be possibUity- or discrimination of the sounds within the four 
gr<1lps has been disC1lSsed above with refereme to the aemi-quantitatiw 
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analysis performed on the vowels whose histograms are lllustrat ed in 
figure l.l2,and histograms of spontaneous vowel utterances. This metmd 
was very crude and. the numer:1oa.l. results are not IIUOh more helpful than 
the qualitative impressions. These results, both qualitative and semi-
quantitative, C8lln)t be compared. With those or Bezdel and. Chandler (5) 
or Sakai and. Inoue (55) until some w1der ranging quantitative investigations 
have been made. How4var'many of the difficulties of meaSlring and analys-
ing T.I. histograms have been discovered and discussed. A thoroughly 
cpantitative analyaia of the first o~der statistics of vowel sounds will 
be considered in chapters 3 and 4. 
The discrimination within the three smaller groups cf sounds 
cen be slDlDsriaed as follows. Sane of the fricative sounds, / J / and 
/ f) / being the exception, could be dist mguiahed by their T. I. histograms 
when taped or spontaneous utterances were presented to the analysis system. 
The voiced fricatives were more con:f'uaed. rut they could. scmetimes be 
distinguished by the shape of the smrt :interval peak of the histogram. 
The only Ol1e for the discrimination of nasals by means of their T.l. 
histogre.ms was the spread ot the lang interval peaks, but this waa vexy 
dependent cn ape sker. 
The t act that a knowledge of the histograms of t:iml interval s 
between: _ZlJ, +JC, and -ZIJ can give :in1bzmation oomarning the mape of 
the waveform ani the &ecom oIder temporal. structure, :in certain sjmpl.e 
cases, has been considered. The subject of measuring second order 
statistics will be developed in chapter 2. 
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Chapter 2. - T~ qualitative study of second order statistios of the 
t:1.me intervals between zero oross3. of the speech wave. 
Introduct ion. 
The stuiy ot the second and third order statistics of the letters 
of the alphabet ani of English words,a.s used in English prose,bas demonstrat-
ad that more information about the probable form of the data from which they 
are derived oa.n be obtained from them, than fran the first order statistios 
(58). 
These digram am. trigram probabilities are defined by the equations 
~ p (i.d) = 1 ~k p(L)j,k) = 1 
I.J I.J 
~ P (i,j) = f'j L p ( l.) j . Ie. ) PI( = i. Lj 2:. p(L,j) 
- f\ L p(L,!,k) = Pj J i.k 
~ p(i,j,k} = Pi. 
jk. 
where i, j and k represent three sequential'symbo1s' of a sequence of 
symbols, and Pi, 'PJ:' and pic' are the first order probabilities of these 
separate symbols oocurring. 
When the clipped speeoh waveform is considered as the subject 
for analysis it is evident the. t even at the level ot indi vi.dual T. I. s 
there is temporal. stzuotuze. Information concerning this stzucture 
could add to the accurate description of the wavef'orm if incorporated 
in the statistical analysis. 
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Fourc:in (23) found that the information rate required to trans-
mit T. I. digram inf'onnation was only slightly less than that needed to 
transmit monogram information. However it was thought likely that certain 
classes of scums mjght oontain more digrem redundancy than others, acd. 
therefore to ooncentrate em the digram analysis of these sounds m:1ght yield 
some interestirg results. Fourc:in's results suggest that it is unlikely 
that there will be an advantage in using digram information £Or the T.I. 
description of all phonemes. 
This chapter is concerned with the qualitative analysis of the 
digrID stru::ture of the varirus sOlIDds of speech. A v.i.sual display waa 
again used for this p.1rpose. A real tim3 displlo/ wasdeve10ped in con-
junction with M. J. Underwood who was responsible far most of the electronic 
development. This display was based on two patented ideas of Professor 
D. :M. Mack83' (42, 43). As this display is unique in its applioation to 
speech,it has been used to illustrate sone or the basic problems and. the 
variability or the T.l. description of speech, which were omitted. in 
chapter 1. 
2.1 Methods of measurement of second. order T.l. statistics. 
It has already been mentioned in section 1.7 that the comparison 
of the three types or histogrlDs of the Z.C. intervals will yield sorre 
info;rmation concerning the sequence of ! zc time intervals. The three 
histograms are those produced when every zero-crossing (t ZC), only 
positive (+ZC),or only negative (-ZC) zero-crossings are used to delimit 
each time interval. As the intervals being meaa.u-ed. in the latter two 
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cases are combinations of sequent~l pairs of ! ZC intervals, 1:he sequence 
infonnation is alearly second order. 
By combining discuasion at this measure of second order inf'ormation 
with that of further meas.u-es of the s~ intonnation, it is hoped to answer 
the question lett open by Bezdel and Chandler (5). 
"As the effect of asymmetry in the s};eech wave was not known, 
positive, negative and total zero-crossing d:iatributions were analysed 
sepa.rately. • •••••• it was noticed that distinct asymmetry does exist 
in certain oha.nnels. If this feature is to be used to advantage, further 
investigations will be required, as it is far f'ran obvious haN this 
additiona:t information can be used to improve recognition scores". 
These further measures were in fact two implementations of the 
s8DB idea. It Was to displa.y the second order T.I. statistios in a two 
d,inlmsional array, SJ.Ch that the ooordinates of a point :in the display 
det"med a sequentiaJ. pairing whidl existed :1n the T.I. pattern (42). 
A similar display bas been used by Fetz and Gerste:in (19) tor the d:U!plAy 
of t~ .aeoond order statistics ot neural spike intervals. 
One of the methods of canpilation ot" such a display is very 
similar to that used :in compilil:lg the unidirectional Z.C. histograms. 
The T.I. pattern of a speech wave is processed by extracting pairs at 
se'Pent1al :intervals and using them to def:ine the coordinates ot" a point 
in the 2-D display, or using their sum to defme a bin in the. unidirecticnal 
histogram. In the latter case the two h1stograms are ccmpiled by two ot" 
'bboSe processes going on in parallel rut rut ot step with eadl other by 
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+ one - z.c. time interval. A similar parallel process lILlst operate in 
the compilation of the 2-D display to ensure that every se~ent1.al. pair-
ing is included and not e:very other one. 
However, whereas the 2-D displ83' describes pt"ecise1y the intervals 
that are involved in each se~entjal pairing. the three histograns give only 
the probability of such intervals being paired. For example, if a 
distribution peak: at "( psecs. occurs in the unidirectional Z.C. histogram, 
this only indioates that two intervals woose SUJIl is "( psecs. OCall" 
together with a certain probability. If there are m:>re than one pair 
+ of intervals giving peaks in the - m histogram whose sum is l' paecs, 
then the actual pairir,g can onl,y be descrjbed in more remote probability 
teI1IlS which are based on the probabilities indioated. by all three 
histograms • It is therefore clear that a display of the 2-D form will 
preserve lOOre of the second. order inf'onnation than the three histograms. 
The asymmetry between the unidirectional Z.C. histograms mentioned earlier 
(section 1.7) will always be present except in certain very simple T. I. 
patterns. (e.g. where the basic repetition cyole consists of two different 
intervals grouped separately in gralPS containing an odd lUllIlber of inter-
vals - e. g. 1long + 1 short; 3 long + 1 short; 3 lor,g + 3 short, eto.) 
In proceeding with the analysis of the 2-D represent at ion of the 
second order statistics, the !pest ion left op!n by ~ezde1 and Chandler was 
being followed. up in a more powerful way than that imned1ate1y Illggested 
by their question. 
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2.1.1 The parallel time base system. 
Two forms of electronic circuits were used. to investigate the 
second order T.l. distribution by means of a 2-D disp1avr. The first was 
a simple extension of the tilDe base which was reset by each Z.C. p.1l.se, 
as used to produce the intervalgram patterns. The second. was an analogue 
shift register. (~3). 
A functional diagram of the time base systsn is shown in figl~ 
2.1 and its detailed. circuit in appendix 2. A parallel arrangement of 
two t_ bases was used. They were driven by the out of phase outp.1ts 
of a histab1e circuit, which in turn was triggered by the Z.C. pUses. 
Each t:1me base oould provide a variable exponent1alrun-down, and was so 
arranged that after one pUse had initiated the run-down, the next p.1l.se 
ternrlnated it and caused. the outp!t to remain at a level which indicated 
the magnitude of the intervaJ. that had elapsed. The outp.lts were appliei 
as X ani Y de:f1ections of the spot on • C.R.T. whose brightness was sup-
pressed except fer a brief interval :i.mmediately before each t:iJ:D8 base was 
reset far a t.resh cyole. 
Typical displays of vowel srums using this system (fig. 2. 2) 
exhibited an axis of statistical symuetry about the X=Y liDs. Thia is 
explained by the fact that the occasional very :short T.l. is missed during 
the dead t:bne of the circuit. This gave roughly even chances that a 
partioular interval would. be ~prosented by an X or Y de:f1ection. This 
observation points to a basic drawback of this system. It is never 
knORIl whether a given non-axial point on the display represents a short 
Clipping 
amplifier 
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& hold 
Sample 
& hold 
Fig. 2.1 
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A funotional diagram of the parallel time-baae system. 
(a) the vowel lce/ (b) the vowel I a/ 
Fig. 2.2 Typioal displays using the parallel time-base system. 
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interval followed by a longer one or vice versa. This display simply 
:indicates that a certain pair of intervals are adjacent. If' the start 
of compilation of statistics was displaced by one interval the display 
wruld be inverted abrut the line X=Y. As the repetitive waveform of a 
wwel sound nust contain an even number of intervals, one or other ot the 
two possible p!.tterns will appear. Consistent and symmetrical patterns 
will only appear when a fairly large number of single Z.C.s are missed. 
This problem ccW.d be overcome either by syndhronising the X and. 
Y deflections with the clipped speech wave, displaying intervals under 
positive wavefonn lobes against those under negative lobes; or by intro-
ducing a time interval filter whioh would not allow the clipped speech to 
change sign for less than a t 1me interval 'I'. 't' JrJJ33' then be ohosen to be 
larger than the dead t:1me of the system. Both these precautions wO".lld 
ensure that no inverting of' the display, about X=Y, occurred. Such a 
display still 'WOuld not give any inf'ormaticn about the du-eotion in which 
ordered pairs occurred. 
An experilrEnt of playing clipped vowel sounds backwards was 
perforn:ed. Informal listening tests revealed that there was IX) change 
in its intelligibility. Even if the overall direction of the speeoh T.I.s 
in time is unimportant, this does not preolude the fact that leng-short and 
short-long pairs occurring in different parts of the speech wave may be 
i,Dlportant to a specific distinction between two vowel soundsoringto their 
relative ordering. 
2.1.2 Analogue shift register system. 
It was decided that the 2-D display would contain more relevant 
information it the axes reliably represented the 'nth' ani the 'n+ltht 
:intervals respectively. In order to achieve this, an analogue shift 
register (A. S. R. ) waa used. (4-3). This was designed by li.J .Underwood. 
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The functional. diagram of this is shown in figure 2.3 and its detailed 
c:ircuitry is described :in appendix 2.. The Z.C. p..llses of the speech wave 
were used to reset the single time base via a chain of' fiip-tlop delays. 
Each inp.lt p.llse causes the sample and hold circuit &lH - 2 to sample ani 
hold t~ out~t of a similar circuit &lH - 1. The first delayed p.llse 
causes sIR - 1 to sample and. hold the outp.lt ot the tine base, the second 
delayed p.llse resets the time base. If' tle X reflection of a C.ReT. is 
dri -yen by S/H - 2 and. the Y deflect ion by &lR - 1, the required displ~ will 
be produced. The horizontal deflection will be proportional to the nth 
interval and the vertical defiection proportional. to the n+lth interval. 
This method of display bas additional advantages over the parallel 
tilne base method. The voltages representing the intervals are constantly 
available during the measurement of a new time interval and t he tim~ of 
brightness modulation is less critical. The simple histogram may be 
ree..d. otf as the projection of the display on to eit~r axis rather than 
the projection on to the ~Y line as in the parallel time base system. 
The range of the tilm base ~. controlled by a switch and a 
potentiometer. Although basically exponential :in design it was possible 
1;0 sWitch between a variable nearly linear run-down and a more truly 
exponent ial. run-down. The latter was IJX)st useful tor viewing tle real 
Delay No.1 Delay £('0.2 .Jolay No.3 I I 
i 
~ , 
! 
S/h-2 S/R-l ... .. 'fine-base I I 
v 
,. , 
" 
x y z 
Fig. 2.3 Functional diagram of' the k1alo.;'Ue Shif't R3gistel'. 
t:ime display of oontimous speeoh. 
This fom of 2-D display of seoond order T.l. statistics was 
used throughal. t the work to be described in this chapter and was termed 
the 'digram displ~' or simply the 'digramt of the T.l.s. 
2.2 Digram displays of control stimlli. 
Digram displays of familiar signals and. of synthetio parameters 
of speech are presented. to familiarise the reader With the basio oapabil-
ities of the display as diet inet :rrom the simple histogram. 
A sine wave inp.tt gives a single point on the d1spl83'. The 
distance of this point from the origin or from either a.xis is a measure 
o'f the frequenoy of the sine wave. It the frequenoy of the sine wave 
is swept fran a low to high frequency the dynamic displ83' shows the move-
ment of the spot along tm X=Yaxis of the d1splay,towards the origin. 
A white noise inPJ,t gives a diffuse pattern of spots whose shape 
can be m:>ditiad by bandlimiting the noise source by low pass am. bandpass 
filters. The digram patterns for several suoh bandlimitations are shown 
in figure 2.4. 
Digram displays of synthetic parameters of speech are also 
illustrated in f~e 2.4 Figpres 2.4 A and D show.,the digrama of a 
two formant synthesis of / i / and /3/ respeotively, while figures 2.4 
~ & 0, and figures 2.4 E &: F are their respeotive first and second 
:rozmants. The possible changes in the T.l. distributim of a major 
'formant when perturbed by the presence ot a minor tonnant have been 
revieWed in section 1.4-.8. Harrever one or two further points arobbvicua 
LLL 
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from these digram displays. In the case of / i /, the :interval character-
istic of the seoo114 fonnant is seen to slightly perturb three of tm first 
formant :intervals wt to completely mask the fourth. This illustrates 
the pl:int that the constituent fon:oants of a vowel can be predom:inant in 
di.ff'erent parts of the glottal x;eriod.. In this synthetic case it is due 
to the greater damp.iil. of the higher fOI11'lBllts. this is seen clearly on 
the digram display as the points of the first fonnant digram are so well 
separated. When considerjng the ccmpilation of the digram statistics it 
is clear that the occurrence of a pair of EiOOrt :intervals between two 
normally sequential long :intervals can me.ke a major change :in tbel digram 
pattern. In this resx;ect it provides a more sensit ive visual :indicator 
of the presence of a minor high frequency component than t he Simple histo-
gralll does. 
In the case of /3/ the perturbation of the first formant Z.C. 
pattern by the 'Weaker second formant can be seen as a rotation of the 
firSt formant digram display. This effect indicates the relationship 
between the formant frequencies and their amplitudes, their phase relations 
being fixed by the ~thesiser design. An explanation of this effect is 
that the seootd fonnant is a hamonio of the first fOIWUlt of such an 
order that every other Z.C. is unperturbed 'When the seoond formant is 
added, wt the one in between is disturbed. to a degree proporticnal to 
t~ ;tVtation observed. This is proportional to the relative amplitudes 
of the torDflnts which are seen to be auch that no intervals characteristic 
of the second. formant alone are produced. 
This point ill made as the rotation effect has been observed 
:in the dynamic display of strings of voiced phonemes. Thill could 
therefore be h'lterpreted as the uneven onset of harmonically related 
formants. 
2." Digram displB;Ys of cent inuant sounds. 
The digram display of speech sounds was first of aJ.l viewed. as 
a real time dynamio representation. MaD\Y h'lteresting features concern-
ing the movement of parts of the display were noted, s:imilar to the one 
mentioned :in the previous section. It was imnediately obvious that to 
attempt to analyse the display :in this dynamio form would be a large task 
in whichever way this was attempted. An object ive approach of cant inually 
monitoring :individual po:ints or large features :in the display- would need 
a large amount of jnformation storage,possible only with a sizeable 
digital computer. A subjective approach of discovering which features 
of the display were imp'rtant to a b.unan subject. attempting to 'read' it 
as 'visible speech~ would need the training of a psychologist. This 
latter approach has since been followed up by I. K. Tay-lor. 
It was decided to proceed with anaJ.ysis of the digram display 
in a similar way to the previous histogram analysis. Digr8lllS of the 
continuant sounds specified earlier were produced on a C.R.T. and 
photographed for comparison with one another. In this section the eftects 
of pre-clipping differentiation will be examined together with the variations 
in the digram display due to change of pitch and speaker. 
2.3.1 Digrams of vowel sounds. 
The question, "Do vowel digrems discr:1minate between the vowels 
better than the vowel histograms?", cannot be answered f'rom the present 
qualitative analysis. The more specific question, "Can two utterances 
with similar histograms be discr:iminated better by their digr8lIS?" can 
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be answered by the comparison of the two digrams and of tm projection of 
each digram on to a single axis. An affirmative answer to this latter 
question would indicate that the different ordering ot a .similar distri-
bution of T.l.s. could be the basis for the subjective discrim:inatial ot 
the sounds. 
A single example of such a case is illustrated in figure 2.5. 
These two vowels have V8rr similar histograms (as seen in the projection 
of the display on to a single axis) yet the ordering of the intervals is 
markedly different. The extent to which such an isolated and clear cut 
case is signifioant will be seen :in the following sect ions dealing with 
the variability of the digram display. 
The digrams of the vowels whose histograms were discussed in the 
previoUS chapter are illustrated :in figure 2.6. The format.: of this 
figUre is :in aocordance with the rough positions of the vowels on the 
cardinal vowel chart (31). These positions were determined by Miss D. 
Scott, a student of speech therapy. This format'.: bears a close relation 
to the ~"2 plane a1re~ used for the illustration of vowel histograms. 
The front and close positu,n corresponds to a high F2 and lOif Fl, the 
open position to high Fl,and the back: and close position to lOW' F2 and 
lOW Fl. 
Fig . 2. 5 Time interval digrams of vowels / i I and I I / • 
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Fig . 2. 6 Vowel digrams of speakers J.B.M. and M.J.U. 
(axes length - 3 ms . linear) 
It was observed when viewmg the hiBtograms that certain vowels, 
especially the close vowels, had discrete histogram peaks whereas the open 
vowels had a more diffuse noisy looking histogram. This trend can also 
be seen in the digrans of figure 2.6a. From sane of these displays the 
actual ordering of the intervals is easily deduced by moving in an anti-
clockWise direction arru.nd. the typical four dot pattern. AJIlbiguity 
arises when more than one T.I. of the same length occurs in a glottal period. 
It can be seen tr..at the noisy etfect is often related sequentially to a 
single interval. A steady interval followed by an unstea.dy one,when 
averaged over many glot tal periods, produces dots in a straight line 
parallel to an axis. 
/0./ and /0/. 
This can be seen especially in the digrams of 
2.3.2 Subjective olassification of steady state vowel digrams. 
Twelve photographs depicting digrams of the vowel sounds were 
presented to each subject. He was instructed to divide the twel va into 
subgrouPS according to some identifiable features of the patterns, with 
the aim of dividing them into as many groups as possible. He was then 
tested by presentation of the twelve photographs in random order. He 
was required to classify each one accorcUng to hiB prior grouping of them. 
His grouping was accepted as a measure of the diBoriminability of these 
static displays if he achieved 100% recognition within his groups after 
two oomplete presentations of the set. Most subjects managed to olassify 
the twelve sounds into three or four groups. 
Digram displays of the time mtervals between +ZC and -ZC were 
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also pre.ented. The results were 5 - 6 and 4 - 5 groups respeotive1y. 
This apparent improverent is row disoounted following stud.i~s of the effect 
of pitch on the vowel digram. In these combined interval cases the 
number of intervals per glottal period was at times reduced to two,making 
the sample used. extremely pitch dependent. This is also a factor in the 
+ case where - W are measured, but to a smaller extent. 
The conclusion of this experiment is that the subjeotive 
impression of the experimenter is oonf'~d by the majority of the 
subjeots: that only four oategories of vowel oan be disoriminated by 
this method. of displ~. It is admitted that oertain extra cues might 
be present in the effeots that pitoh jitter has on each vowel digram if' 
the real. time display was used instead of photogra:t:hs. 
2.3.3 Digrams of fricative and nasal sounds. 
The digrams of the twelve oonsonant continuants oonsmered in 
the previous chapter are illustrated in figure 2.7. The voiceless 
fricatives have a T.I. axis expansion of X4, with the exception of /h/ 
which has an expansion of X2. It can be seen that there is very little 
extra information presented by the digram for these sounds. 
The voioed frioative digrams are IIX>re interest ing in that the 
degree of interminglillg of the very short and. the very long intervals 
can be seen. The length of' the long intervals whioh do oocnr sequentially 
is seen to decrease with the ordering of phonemes used. This fact is not 
available fran the histogram of the same utterances where sooh a trend could 
be deteoted only in the oase of / J-/ • It wa.s therefore simply regarded as 
(a) Speaker J.B. M. 
I~ I ~I 
(b) Speaker M. J . U. 
I~I 
Fig . 2. 7 Fricative ,voiced fricative and nasal digrams . 
en isolated di:t'ference. 
The digrams of the llaSals show that the predominant structure 
is long intervals paired with long intervals. The perturbation of this 
pattern due to short intervals is in all cases very slig..'1.t, there being 
no appreciable short with short pairing. It was seen in the h:istograms 
of these sounds that t he spread of T. I. s inoreases :£'rom Im/, through 
It is very clear fran the digram structure that I'ml 
consists of similar intervals, IT! / consists of a repetitive cycle of 
two intervals which are slightly different, and/~1 consists of two 
:intervals of greater ditf'erence also repeating in a cycle of two. The 
additional :in:f'onnation given by the digram is the number of mtervals in 
a repetitive cycle which is evident frcm the pairjng of the intervals 
observed. 
It can be seen that the digrama of these consonant srunds do 
give added information concerning the latter two classes of sotmds ani 
reveal certain trends within them. InaslIIlch as these trends disor:iminate 
between the sounds, the digrams enhance the discr:iminat ion possible us:ing 
the simple histogram. 
The dist motions between the classes of sotmds are tar greater 
thall those 'Within the classes. This fact could prove very helpfUl when 
the real tilDe display is considered as part of a visible speech display 
presenting continuous speech.. In such a situation the olass of the 
sound together With its context gives a major cue to its identity. 
2.3.4 The effects of duration of compilation on vowel digrams. 
The digrams of vowel SOWlds reveal a structure which is more 
pronounoed. than in most other speeoh sounds. Investigations were made 
to compare the temporal stability of this structure with that of the 
simple histogram. Several investigations were made :into the effect ot 
reducing the duration ot compilation ot the digram on the measurelIW3nts or 
observations being studied at various times during the work described in 
this thesis. 
Early in the study of the digram, small dif'.f'erenoes in the 
d.igraJD ot t he ste~ vowel were seen typically between 200 and. 500 msec. 
auration ot oompilation. This was reported by Mackay, Millar and. 
Underwood (44-). It was later realised that these variations were due 
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to pitch variations similar to those illustrated by the running histogram 
ot lal (tig. 1.1). 
The'\8riations in the digram structure,when compiled over 
suocessively shorter periods ot the same utterance. are shown in tigure 
2.8. Three samples usi.'"lg the shortest duration ot compilation are given, 
as they would be expected to show the greatest variation. Histograms 
ot this same utteranoe at the same duration ot compilation were found 
(seotion 1.6) to exhibit intervals under all the peaks oflonger term 
histogram tor every sample that was taken. The variat ion in the three 
digrams shown is similar to that experienced with the histograms. 
There are spots on the 10 mseo. digram at all. the major points evident 
on the 500 msec. digrams, but where the points on the 500 mseo.digram 
I 
i .. , .,~ -- . I· ·~ . " ." 
500ms ec • 1 OOm3 CC. 50rr. s'3c . 30msec . 20msec . 
(axes lengtf1 
- 3 Msec ) 
1 Omsec . 
Fig . 2 . 8 Variation of a vowel digram with the duration of compilation . 
are large, there is a correspondingly large variation from one 10 
mseo. digram to another. 
It was conoluded that there is not a gross differenoe between 
the effect of duration of oompilation on the digram statistics and its 
effect on the histogram statistics. It can also be deduced :from the 
reSllts of this experiment and tran observations ot vowel wavetoIDls 
that, in a steady vowel sound, the majority of T.I.s and their second 
order structure remain constant from one glottal period to the next. 
2.3.5 '!be variation of the digrams of utterances of similar sounds 
by a different speaker. 
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To illustrate the difference in the digram displays produced 
f'rolIl utterances by different speakers, those of speaker ~ are oompared 
to those of speaker 1&JU. in figures 2.6 and. 2.7. The voiced sounds were 
produoed at the speakers JOOst natural pitch; there were no oonstraints 
to maintain constant pitch for all utteranoes. .An utteranoe of natural 
pitch by J .B.M. had a glottal period ot approximately 6.5 msecs., ani 
that by M.J.U., a glottal period ot approximately 8.0 mseos •• 
It can be seen in tigure 2.6 that some vovrel digrams of M.J. U. 
resemble JOOre nearly the digram ot a different vowel spoken by J.B.M. 
and vice wrsa. This oan be seen especially in the oaS8S J .B.M. / P / 
and M.J.U. 1:>1; J.B.l!. Iu../ ani M.J.U. /'11/; ani J.B.l!. 1'lJ/ ani 
:M.J .U. /u./. Note that all these pairs ot vowels are adjacent on the 
cardinal. vowel plot. In most of the other vowels the lL.J.U. digrams 
appear maz-e noisy and. reveal that more short intervals are present. 
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However, some features characteristic of the vowel rather than the speaker 
can !>e seen. The three central vowels / a /, /3/ and / A / of s~aker 
I M.J.U. contain the s:imp1er patterns ot their counterparts spoken by J .».K., 
in the midst of noise. 
A similar comparison of the d igrams of unvoiced fricatives 
(fig. 2. 7) shows very litUe difference between the digrams prcxluced. by 
both speakers. The voiced tricat ives show differences which are similar 
to those seen in some of the vowel comparisons. The maxim.un interval is 
shorter in the M.J.U. dig rams tha.""l in the J.B.M. digrams end there are 
lOOre dif'ferent intervals present in a rather noisy array. Additional 
but more 'Well detined intervals are seen in the M.J .U. digrams of the 
nasal sounds. 
It is possible that most of t he differences ben,-een the digrams 
ot these two speakers can be explained on the basis ot the dU'terenoe in 
natural pitch of their voices. The similarity of the digrams of sounds 
which are unvoiced. and therefore have no glottal pitch would be oompatible 
with this exp1anaticn. 
The noisy appearance of sane djgrams could. be due either to 
pitch jitter or to noise present with the speech. In-the latter case 
the Z.C.a of the speech 'Wave w111 be perturbed ma..x:imally when the speeoh 
This happens to a certain extent in ea.ch glottal period 
as the resonances decay. It the pitch is low ani the glottal period long, 
the amplitude decay is most marked. Thus in this condition the proport ion 
ot Z.C. s that are likely to be perturbed. by noise is greater than when the 
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glottal period is aborter. Other di:N'erences could be caused by the 
shortness of the glottal period. perturbing long time intervals. Such 
perturbation would be seen in vowels in the back-close position ot the 
vowel chart. It is therefore noted that the simplicity of the digrams 
of vC7ilels spoken by J .B.M. does not of itself add weight to their 
ref'lection of speoifically vowel, rather than speaker, or pitch 
character ist ics. 
, 
2.3.6 The effeot of differentiation of the speeoh wave on vc:wrel digrams. 
The studies on the intelligibility of olipped speech by L1oh11der 
and pollack (40) and. Ainsworth (2) show that if the speech wave is differ-
entiated with respeot to t~ before clipping,a greater proportion of the 
intelligibility of the original speech is retained. This suggests that 
better discrimination between speech sounds may be possible if the T. I. 
statistics of differentiated speech are used. The process ot difterent-
iation will, as seen in the introduction, mean that the T.I.s meuured 
will be those between successive max:ima. (- W.s) and minima. (+ ZO.s). 
The transformation to oonvert these extrema into Z.O.s. involves a 
f'requency emphasis of +6 Ob./ octave. Such preprocessing was expected 
to give greater weighting to the T.I.s descriptive of the second and. 
higher formants. 
The effect ot differentiation on the digram form of the T.I. 
statistios of vowel sounds is shown in figure 2.9. The utterances used 
were the S3m3 as those whose digram statistics are shown in figure 2.6. 
The T.I. scale in both these figures is the same so that a comparison of 
t a) ~peak~r J . B. M. 
l b) Speaker M. J . U. 
Fig . 2 . 9 Digram displays of differentiated vowel waveforms . 
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the effects of ditferentiation on the time interval. values can be made. 
In all the digrams of di:f'.f'erentiated vowels there is a shif't of the 
distribution towards the shorter intervals. This shift is more marked 
in some cases than in others. The back :vowels retain their long inter-
vals more strongly than the front vowels. This is due to different 
fonD8llt amplitude ratios and the separation between formants which are 
oharacterist1c of the various vowels. 
Some interesting points can be observed by oomparison of the 
digraDlS ot nozmal speech (fig.2.6) am those of differentiated speech 
( fig. 2.9). Firs tly, in the sequence of vowels I.;, I, I I I, lei 8lld. 
I~ I, an ascending first formant is seen in the descending magnitude of 
longer intervals of the normal speech digram. In the ditferentiated 
version of the same VC1Nels, the descending second formant is seen in the 
ascending magnitude of the longer intervals. 
SecondJ.y, it is interesting to examine the digram appearance 
of the differentiated form of I v I and lu.I • These vowels had very pitch 
dependent T.I.s when a nat spectrum was used. It was noted in section 
2.3.5 that the digrams of these two vowels as uttered by M.J.U. and. J.B.M. 
could easily cause confusion. It has also been noticed that two of the 
four intervals in the glottal period or these vowels are more stable than 
the other two when the pitch is varied. This suggests that these stable 
jntervals are more descriptive of the vowel concerned. When nonnal 
speech is used it is not immediately obvious from the digrams of I ttl and 
Iu. I of both speakers which spots represent intervals which are stable, as 
all the zsp:>ts are well defined. The digram of luI spoken by M.J .U. 
shows longer intervals than that of J .D.M. and only one sp:>t occupiezs 
the same p:>sition on both digrams. It is this spot whioh ia retained 
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by the digram of the differentiated fonn of the M.J.U. utterance. The 
differentiated fonn has removed some of the speaker and. pitch dependent 
features of the display. However, in doing 80, it introduces many short 
interva1s whioh complioate the display. 
Such results as these suggest that an intermediate type of 
wavefonn preprocessing may be called for. If the normal speech signal. 
was mixed with the differentiated signal. in variable proportions, some 
opt:1Dum position might be found. where high and. low t'requency components 
of the speech wavefonn oontribute equally to the T. I. distribution. 
This was done using the smple mixing faoility a1re~ mentioned (section 
1.1.1). It was found that for individual vowels a balance between high 
aId low frequency components could be achieved. However, this balance 
position was different for each vowel and it was not clear how to derive 
a general rule for its use. The only system which Was conceived, but 
never implemented, was one using feedback from a measure of the Z.C.rate 
to oontrol the mixing prop:>rtions. 9.lch a system would cause a change 
in the mixing ratio untU the Z.C. rate attained some predetermined value 
in the middle of the vowel T.I. rBllge. 
problems in extreme oases such as I u. I. 
There would however st ill be 
2.4 Some changes in instrumentation. 
2.4.1 The use of the Language Master. 
The Bell end Howell Language Master (see appendix 3) was 
used for most of the recorded s~ech sounds in the latter part of the 
qualitative studies and throughout the quantitative studies. The 
advantages of this device were many. It replaced the awkward tape loop 
previously necessary when a particular sound. was required Jn8.DiY t:imes. 
It enabled such sounds to be literally filed away and thus be randanly 
accessible rather than being in the middle of a spool of tape. It 
enabled random orderings of stilIuli for listening tests to be reordered 
s:imply by the shuffl:1ng of the cards. 
The o~ disadvantage was its restricted frequency response 
(fig.A. 3.1) • ~e low frequency deficiency did. cause the ra tic of first 
to second. formant amplitudes to be modified. Certain vCM'els with low 
first formants, such as I i I and I I It were reproduced with wavefoI1IlS 
whose T. I. patterns were governed JIk)re by the higher frequencies than 
would be expected from a device with a wider flat pass bani. 
The intelligibility of the reproduced waveforms, when clipped, 
was not impaired by this frequency response, as is shown by the results 
of Ainsworth (2). 
2.4.2 The use of low pass flltering to remove high freg,uency noise. 
A variable low pass filter was acquired and inserted. in the 
preprooessing circuit to rellX>ve high frequenoy noise which was outside 
the band useful to the digram display. It was found that for vowel 
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utterances recorded on the language master, 2.5 Key's was the lowest cut-
off ];X)int for which no effect on the digram display o~ any vowels could 
be seen. This check was made for the JOOre stringent condition of 
differentiated speech and the same cut-oIT value Was used for normal 
and differentiated preprocessing. If the low pass cut-off was reduced 
below 2.5 Kc/S the digrams of the differentiated versions of Ii I were 
disturbed. 
2.5 The digram analysis of utteranoes of oontrolled pitoh by two 
speakers. 
Several of the differences between the digrams of the two 
speakers l.!.J. U and J.B .M. have been explained in terms of the differenoe 
between the natural pitohes of their vo ioes. It was the aim of the 
following experiments to discover whether two speakers oould produce 
the s~ or more similar digrams by controlling the pitoh of the:ir 
utterances. 
Two values of glottal period were chosen, 8.0 msecs. and 6.5 
msecs. The former was a medium pitch for speaker M.J.U. and the latter 
was a medium pitch for speaker J.B.M. Both speakers experienoed no 
strain in producing vowel sounds at the prescribed pitoh levels. 
The pitch of the utterances were controlled in the following 
way. A sine wave oscillator was set at either 125 O/S or 154 ey's to 
gi va a similar impression of pitch to a vowel sound whose glottal period 
was 8.0 msecs. or 6.5 maecs. respectively. The speaker could listen to 
the oscillator through headphones,prior to uttering the vowel sound,to 
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aid his memory of the pitch required. The glottaJ. periods of the result-
jng utterances were checked by viewing their waveforms on an osoilloscope. 
Results. 
The digrams of utte!"ances produoed by both speakers at a glottal 
period of 8.0 mseos. are shown in figure 2.10. Many of these digrams are 
far fran being identioaJ. to the corresp:mding digram of the other speaker. 
The control of pitoh has however resulted in som vowel digrams being tn:>re 
similar to those of the same vowel by another speaker. A olear example 
is that of lu.I whioh had. previously shown great differences. It had 
been seen previously that the T.I. pattern of lu.I was very pitch depend-
ent but what is shown here is that its dependence on the speaker is very 
slight, even at the level of the digram structure, if the pitoh is 
controlled. In oontrast to this oase the vowel I'll I has a strikingly 
different digram for the different speakers. The vowels la I, I A. I, 
I a. I and I:J I also show differenoes. It is notioed in several of these 
cases that the differences are not only m the second order struoture of 
the T.I.s but also in the first order distribution. 
It is olear that the control of pitch oan eliminate serne of the 
differenoes in the first and. second order T.I. distributions of utteranoes 
by different speakers. A greater understanding of the effect of pitch 
ani the difference between speakers, as separate entities, was expected to 
be gained frc:m an examination of the utterances of both these speakers at 
another controlled pitch. Accordingly, digrams of utteranoes having a 
glottal. period of 6.5 msecs. are shown in figure 2.11. These results 
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present a fairly contusing pioture. Certain vowel digrams of s~aker 
J .B.M., e.g. I.f. I, I II end I" I ~ with a glottal period of' 6.5 mseos., 
are IOOre similar to the same vowel digram of speaker If .. J.U. with the 
same glottal period than to that of J .B.:M. with a glottal period of 8.0 
mseo. These oases po:int to the dom:inenoe of pitch rather than any other 
speaker charaoteristios jn detennining the T.I. structure of the vowel 
wavefonn. There are, hov/ever, those vowels of speaker J.B.}!, e.g. lal 
end lei, whose digrams of utterances with different glottal periods are 
more sjmllar to eaoh other than to those of lJ.J.U. With a simUar glottal 
period. 
A IOOre detaUed analysis was perfonned on the features that 
appear in the digrams of vowels by the same speaker, iITespeotive of pitch. 
They were compared with the features observed jn digrams of vowels wit h 
the same pitch, irrespeotive of speaker. This oomparison revealed. that 
there is a greater variation in both first and second order T.I.statistios 
with pitch than there is with speaker, for the four sets of utterances used. 
2.5.1 The effect of wavefonn differentiation on digrams of controlled 
pitch utterances. 
The effect of waveform differentiation on digrams of utterances 
with a glottal period of 8.0 msecs. is shown in figure 2.12. There is 
m:>re agreement between the digram pat terns of the two speakers than was 
apparent when pitch was not controlled. It is :interest ing to note however 
that this extra agreement between speakers does not ooeur in the digrams 
of the same vowels that sho'Y"ed this tendency for utterances which were not 
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differentiated. For example, the digrams of the differentiated version 
of lui are fairly different, whereas when normal speech was used, there 
was a large amount of agreement. Conversely there is a larger amount of 
agreement between the digrams of the speakers after differentiation :in 
the case of their utterances of 13 I, /11/ and 1=>/. 
The digrams of the differentiated version of the 6.5 msec. 
glottal period utterances of both speakers, illustrated in figure 2.13, 
are on a different T.I. scale. The patterns are magnified four times to 
reveal l'OOre of the structure of the T. I. s of the differentiated waveform. 
In certain isolated cases, for example / D / and / ~ /, the fairly olear 
pattern for one speaker can be seen jn the midst of the more complicated 
pattern for the other. In lIl8.l\Y vowels the first order T. I. statistics 
are dissimilar and the general :impression is one of considerable divergence 
between speakers when these digralIlS are exammed :in detail. 
It was found that no general elimination of the inter-speaker 
differences m the T.I. statistics was achieved by differentiation of the 
speech before clipping. It was not possible on the basis of these results 
to draw any more definite and positive conclusions on the effect of 
differentiation without describing each digram pattern am. comparing them 
in detail. The introduction of cr.,lantitative ~asurements enabled more 
general conclusions to be drawn concerning the a'fect of dif'f'erentiation on 
the perturbations of the T.I. statistics caused by different speakers and. 
pitches. The use of quantitative measures will be descr:ibed in chapters 
.3 and 4. 
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2.6 The removal of unwanted inf'ormation f'rom the dip;ram display. 
The aim of measuring T.I. statistics is to discover whet relation-
ship they have to the diacriminability of speech sounds. It is known from 
work done on various models of speech analysh that only same of the inform-
ation present in the speech wave is of im:r:x>rtance to this discriminatbn. 
It hC:U3 been pointed out (in the introduction) that the phenomenon of pitch 
is of no discriminatory value in the separat ion of voiced sounds on a 
phonemic level. It has been seen, however, in the preceding sections 
that this very factor of pitch has a large effect on the T.I. statistics. 
The perturbations that are caused are o::msid.ered sturious when related. to 
the overall aim of speech sound discrimination. 
A further cause of srurious intervals is the effect of noise. 
A filter has been used. to reject all noise which lies outside the f'reg)lency 
band of the signal of interest. No attempt has been made to reject noise 
within this band, which will be amplified with the speech signal and will 
dominate the T.I. pattern when the signal to noise ratio is low. This 
will occur accordmg to the relationships between the relative amplitUdes 
and the relative frequencies of the components of the signal and. the noise. 
in a s:imilar wa:y to that discussed for the mixing of two formants (sect ion 
1.4-. 8) • 
As the study is comerned with isolated continuant sounds, the 
dominance of the noise during silent intervals was not a problem. In tre 
early stages of the study, when the electronic circuits were designed, it 
was thought better to avoid the indescriminate T.I. distortion of differing 
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rnagnitude~ involved in any of the several. ways of rejecting noise (see 
section 2.6.1). It was decided to provi.J.\3 a high signal to noise ratio 
thus keeping the electronics simple and the T. I. measurements accurate. 
The noise problem was left until a later stage when some experience had 
been gained in the accuracy of T.I. measurement required for discrimination 
of certain scunds, and in the sensitivity to noise of the statistics being 
measured. 
Before describing the measures that have been taken to combat 
the perturbations of the T.I.s which oonstitute 'noise' m this analysis, 
the mthods of noise rejection that have been used by others working on 
z.c. measurements of speech will be brief"ly reviewed. 
2.6.1 Noise rejection methods used by other workers. 
The use of a trigger circuit with oontrolled positive and negative 
hysteresis. 
The clipping transfon:nation performed by this system :i.3 shown 
:in figure 2.14- (a). A crossing of the actual zero level is not registered 
as a 'zero-crossing' unless it crosses by more than a defined anxnmt 'hh, '. 
Suoh a system effeotive1y quietens the olipping amplifier when the input 
signal has a peak to peak value of less than h. This discrimination 
againSt amplitude applies to all inputs Whether noise or sp'ech, and also 
high 
to all/ frequenoy components of a complex wave, such as the speech wave, 
which have an amplitude of less than this leve1,even though the overall 
amplitude is greater. In addition it involves an error in the measurement 
of T.I. s under high amplitude lobes of the waveform,OIrlng to the use of 
(a) Clipping level hysteresis . 
(b) Low frequency ~quare wave bi as . 
h t 
(c) High frequency sine wave bias . 
h t 
spurious 
cross-overs . 
multiple 
cross-overs. 
Fig . 2. 14 Illustration of noise rejection methods . 
displaoed clipping levels on the asymmetrio waveform. This error is 
however the smallest :in all the Simple noise rejection teohniques that 
have been used. 
The addition of 10\" :frequency bias. 
The olipping transformation per:f'ormed by this syistem is shown 
in figure 2.14 (b). The additbn of a low frequency (-20C¥s) square 
wave to the speech signal will lift low amplitude noise Day from the 
zero level either positively or negatively depending on the instantaneous 
state of the square wave. This would work admirably during silence 
periodS, keep:ing the clipping amplifier quiet. The only Z.C.s that would 
be registered. would be those representing the freq,uency of the square wave. 
When used. during the presence of speech a greater degree of T.I. distortion 
occurs than with the previous method, as one :interval is shortened then 
the next is lengthened while the bias is towards one s:id.e or 8.IX>ther; 
the 
then various distortions or spurious intervals could ooour when/bias wave 
switches. It has the advantage of be:ing easier to control for vsrying 
noise levels. 
!,he addition of a high fre$lency bias. 
The clipping transfc:srmation perfo~d by this system is shown :in 
figUre 2.14 (c). This ~thod. is similar to the previous one :in that it 
cause. T.I.s. outside the range expected during speech to occur during 
silence periods. In this case these intervals are very short, caused by 
the addition of a signal of - 20 - 50 KC¥ s. The peak to peak amplitude 
of thia signal is h, the level below which the speech signal is to be 
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ignored. The interesting effect of the bias is that on the T.I. pattern 
of a speech signal with an amplitude greater than h. This system offers 
more soope in the way in which the spJI'ious Z.C.s that are proouced., may 
be prooessed. To ignore all the very short intervals invites lInre T. I. 
distortion than either previous method. To add. these intervals into an 
adjacent interval, could be nearly equivalent to the first method if' the 
phase of the clipped wave was s3!lchronised with the original speech wave. 
This present methoi would in fact have the advantage of giving an indication 
of the presence of a low anplitude high frequency ripple component on a 
high amplitude low frequency waveform, which the hysteresis system would 
ignOre. 
If an on-line comPlting system was used with the high :frequency 
bias system,a more accurate estimate of the true Z.C. s could be made by 
interpolation within the bursts of short intervals at each true Z.C. 
2.6.2 Noise rejection :in the present study. 
These :bhree noise rejection ~thods have been reviewed, as noise 
rejection is oonsidered important for a practical Z.C. measuring system 
working in undefined ambient noise, or for a system which is working on 
eontinlous speech where a constant signal. to noise ratio is not possible 
due to the nature of speech. 
In the present situation the need for such precautions is minimal 
although noise is present in the room, microphone, tape recorder and 
electronic circuits of preprocessing ani clipping. The s1gn8J. to noise 
ratio at the recording amplifier stage :in the tape recorder was DeaBured 
at +52 db. In such f'avoure.ble oircumstanoes it was decided. to investiga.te 
forms of noise rejeotion speoifically related to the speech wave; a system 
that will take account of the redundancy present in speeoh. Two forms of 
suoh a system were investigated. 
2.6.2.1 The amPlitude modulated digram displal. 
One problem "a.s encountered with a branch study, on the digram 
display of oontinuous speech. It had beoome obvious in the early stages 
of experimentation using the digram display that it had some potential as 
a fonn of 'visible sp3eoh' (see appendix 8). Accordingly some 'WOrk has 
been progressing in parallel with the present study on this aspeot of 
display, used in a real-time dynamio mode. A suggestion for noise rejeotion, 
during silence or low amplit'llde portions of speech, was made by M.M. Taylor • 
.An eleotronic syst611 to imple~nt the suggestion was designed and built in 
collaboration with M.J. Underwood. It was subsequently used .by I.K.Taylor 
to evaluate the usefulness of the display as visible speech. 
The basic idea was to display the digram on a C. R. T. as previous-
ly desoribed, but to modulate the brightness of each spot by an amount 
proportional to the differential amplitude of the waveform lobes whioh 
defined the two T.I.s displayed. It was intended that in the real-time 
'visible speech' display, this amplitude llX>dulation of the brightness would 
separate syllables and darken the display durL~ silent intervals. The 
system was evaluated separately f'rom the 'visible speeoh' projeot as an 
example of a noise rejeotion scheme whioh gave a weighting to T. L s. under 
varioUS parts of the waveform depending on the instantaneous signal to 
( a) 
(b) 
Waveform measurements involved in the Amplitude Modulated digram display. 
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Fig. 2.15 A functional diagram of the Amplitude Modulated digram display. 
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noise ratio. Where the signal to noise ratio was high the intervals were 
measUl~cd as aocurately as possible and given a high weighting, but where 
the ratio was low, the intervals, still measured without distortion due to 
the noise rejeotion, were given a low weighting. 
Mode of operation. 
The detailed a:im of the system can be seen by reference to figure 
When the interval pair, t" followed by t2 are to be displayed, . 
the brightness ~f the spot. with coordinates proportional to t1 am. t;2; will 
More generally, and illustrated here for 
the lower amplitude part of thewavef'onn, the intervals t and t 1 are 
. n ~ 
displayed wit..1. weighting proportional to h + h 1- It was therefore 
n n+ 
necessary to store both h and h 1 until. t 1 had elapsed. 
--n n+ n+ 
Figure 2.15 (b) represents the fUnction of the system designed 
to provide this weighting. Two analogue shift register (A.S.R.) stages 
were used to record the max1m..un positive and negative exaursions, and. hold 
voltages proporticnal to them until they were re<pired.. The T. I. s were 
measured in parallel with the amplitude measurement.and sequential pairs 
stored by a double stage A. S.R. as previously described. The positive 
end negative amplitude peaks were recorded by chargmg two oapaoitors 
thrOUgh diodes of opposite polarity. These peak deteotors were sampled 
alternately at every other Z.C.; the negative peak deteotor at the -Z.C., 
8J1C1 the positive at the + Z.C.. I.rmrediately after their voltages had been 
transferred on to an A.S.R. stage ,they Were reset and allowed to recharge 
aocording to the amplitude of the wavefonn at that time. The outp.lts of 
the two A.S.R. stages were fed to a .differential. amplifier. D.Jring the 
period of each time interval t 2' the outIUt of this amplifier provided 
n+ 
a voltage proportional to ~ + ~+1. The delayed Z.C. tulse,which reset 
the time-base in the T.I. measurement system.controlled a gate on the 
outp.l.t of the differential. amplifier. The output of this gate provided 
the Z - modulation for the C.R.T. 
Results. 
The difference between the T. I. statistics produced using this 
amplitude weighting and those produced without amplitude weighting is 
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illustrated in f~e 2.16.* It can be seen that in most cases a nuoh 
clearer vowel digram is achieved using amplitude weighting. :Most of the 
noisy areas of the display have been removed indicating that they were due 
to low amplitude areas of the vaNe1 wavefoIm. Thus amplitude weighting 
of the T.I.s can be considered as an effective noise rejection technique. 
There are same disadvantages which are similar to those of the methods 
reviewed in section 2.6.1. The low amplitude high frequency ripple 
component of sounds such as I i I and Ir I will be affected by this weight-
ing. A small crossing of the axis will only be displayed with any 
appreciable weight if followed or preceded by a large amplitude lobe. It 
is seen in figure 2.16 that in the case of these two vowels, the short-
short pairings have disappeared from the digram leaving only soma short-
long pairings in the case of I I I . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
ill These photographs were taken by M.J. Underwood. 
(a) 
(b) 
1 1. 1 I I I l e I l ce l 
( 9.) 
(b) 
13 I l al 1 " 1 / 0.. / 
(9.) 
(b) 
I v I I -:J I 1 0 1 
tig • 2 . 16 Vowel digrams obtained (a)with and (b)without Amplitude Modulation. 
Time interva l s c ale . 
o 1 2 !, msec . 
Thus stable features of the digram display have been rem:>ved. 
This method also does nothing to remove that other form of 
noise which perturbs the T.I. distribution; that due to pitoh. The 
six spots of the digram of Iu/ which remain after amplitude weighting 
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are known to be very pitch d~pendent. It therefore seemed reasonable 
to build lOOre speech wave redundanoy into the analysis in an attempt to 
reJOOve this other form of noise. 
2.6.2.2 Pitch synohronous gating. 
Amplitude we:ighting of the T.I.s was still a fairly general 
pu'pose approach. The only information ooncerning st:eeoh that it used 
to advantage is that the signal to noise ratio is not a constant, and 
varies very widely even during vowel producticn. In a typioal 'VOwel 
waveform however, a ;low~a:mplitude .lobe .. < .. : ;: ' .... ,'; in one part of the 
glottal period oould be jmportant, but unimportant if it occurred in 
another part. For example, the low amplitude lobe of the Ii / wavefom 
between the larger amplitude low frecpency lobes can be important for 
the discrimination of /1. / and //.1./, but a similar low amplitude lobe 
near the end of the glottal period of /at / would be quite unim~rtant. 
There seems to be a case for devising a noise rejeotion technicpe 
which uses the redundanoy of the speeoh wa~ caused by the oonstra:int of 
pitch. A method has been developed which is based on the assumption 
that all vowel waveforms are a mixture of damped sinusoids whose amplitude 
falls signifioantly towards the end of the glott~ period. This method 
should therefore be lOOst effective when a vC7Rel waveform approximates 
closely to this model. 
This method can be considered as a sjmp1ification of the 
amplitude weighting system. The latter part of each glottal period 
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is considered to be of low amplitude and. is given zero weighting. The 
method is described as pitch synchronous gat ing (p. s. g.) as it is equiv-
alent to gating the wavefozm such that only the early part of each glottal 
period is measured. When applied to a waveform simUar to the model on 
which p. s.g. was based, it has a very simUar effect to that of amplitude 
weighting,except that low amplitude crossings of the clipping level near 
the beg:inning of the glottal period are given high weighting. When 
applied to waveforms which do not decay so rapidly, it has the des:ired 
effect ot removing some of the most pitch depement intervals at the em 
of the glottal period,which constitute T.I. noise in a V"arying pitch 
signaJ.. A similar torm of analysis has been reported by David and 
Macdonald (12), Mathews et ale (46) and more recently by Stover (61). 
These workers have used pitch synchronous measurement in an attempt to 
reduce the bandwidth for speech transmission while retaining intellig-
ibility, or to separate the characteristics of the glottal exoitation 
from those of the vocal tract. The present use of the technique, for 
snalysis solely in the time domain with the latter p..1rpOse in mind, has 
not been reported in the literature. 
The proposal of this method posed two questions. "VYhat is the 
most reliable and simple method to detect the beginning of each glottal 
period. and on what basis oan a decision be made on the extent of the 
gatmg to be used. in each period?". 
2.6.2.3 Pitch detection. 
The reliable detection of pitch has been the sUbjeot of maqy 
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studies in reoent years. Several methods have been used and they vary 
:in the amount of inf'ozmation given about the exoitation function. 
Inverse til tering of the speech spectrum (29, 49) gives the actual 
excitation function minus a few harmonics. The accuracy and great detail 
obtained using this retbod depends on the spectral structure being well 
defined. It therefore requires accurate fonnant tracking if it is used 
:in cont:inuous s};eeoh. Harmmio deteotion :in the speech s};ectrum using 
'cepstrum' analysis (50) oan give a measure ot the :f\mdamental frequency 
even if no energy at this frequency exists. Two further methods operate 
:in the time domain of the speech waveform. The length of the glottal 
period can be obtained fran short term autocorrelation measurenents on 
the speech waveform (27, 62.). If the additional inf'onnation of the 
position of the start of the glottal period in tjme is req).lired SOIOO form 
of peak detection must be applied to the waveform. (26, 54, 61). 
It was clear that :in order to control a gate to perform P.s.g., 
a pitch detection method which incorporated peak detection was necessar,y. 
A peak detector preceded by an automatic gam control was designed by M.J. 
Underwood. This circuit :incorporated a dead-tllne which did not allow 
the circuit to reoord a peak within 3 msecs. of a previous one. This 
avoided the error of detecting two high amplitude lobes near the beginnillg 
of the period. This system was found to follovr the pitch of IOOst vowels 
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although more difficulty was experienced in tracking the pitch of close 
vowels, which do not conform to the I!X)del of damped sirrusoids so well as 
the open vowels. The performance of this circuit was :improved for use 
with vowels of a stea4y pitch by introducing a variable dead-time which 
could be adjusted to be just less than the glottal Feriod which was to 
be detected. The output of this circuit was a p:laitive going edge when 
ea.ch peak we.s detected; this feature was termed a '.pitch marker'. 
2.6.2.4 The extent of gating in ea.ch glottal period. 
Havir.g f01.md a method to extract the at art of the glottal 
period with sufficient reliability for the present rurrose, the way in 
which the pitch Inarkers should be used to control a gate on the T. I. 
measurement remained an open question. This question was discussed with 
M.J. Underwood in order that exper:iments on pitch synchronous synthesis 
of speech could be made ptrallel to the present stu4y on pitch synchronous 
analysis of speech. 
Evidence from perceptual experiments and. analysis of articulatory 
and waveform behaviour contributed to the answer to this question. 
Underwood (66) refOrts parallel work on the perception of pitch 
synchronously gated clipped speech. Slight improvement was found in the 
intelligibility of isolated vowels when only 6 mecs. of each 7 msec. 
glottal period were retained. A srectral analysis of the wa.veform after 
p. s.g., showed that formant peaks were apparent after 3 - 4 msecs. of ec.ch 
glottal period were included. I,'hen the whole period was included these 
peaks were sometimes not so well defined. Some s:iJnilar perceptual 
experiments have recently been reported by Stover (61). 
The acoustic waveform can be considered as a carrier of 
inf'onnation concerning both the state of the articulators and the excit-
ation funct ion. T'.aere is nothing in the excitation function of voiced 
sO'..l1lds which dist~l'\lishes one phoneme from another. Flanagan (20) 
has shown that changes in the vocal tract can have only a negligible 
effect on the excitat ion function. The state of the articulators are 
however mJst important in phoneme discrimination. 
It was suggested by W. Lawrence (private cor:nmication) that 
the latter part of the glottal period may not be a very good reflection 
of the positions of the articulators for the following reason.. Studies 
in inverse filtering of voiced sounds to examine the glottal excitation 
:f\mction (49) have shown t.~at the ma.xill1um amplitude peak of thewaveform 
corresFQnds most closely in time to the rapid closure of the glottis. 
Holmes (29) has shown that the higher formants can be excited m:>re than 
once :in a glottal period; typically at the opening and closing of the 
glottis. The decaying resonances of each excitation due to the closure 
of the glottis are therefore perturbed toward3 the eni of the glottal 
period by the effects of the reopening of the zlottis. These effects 
will include a gradual build up of pressure and the re-excitat ion of the 
higher fozmants. It would therefore seem that there is a case, based 
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on art icu.1atory argwrents, for looking only at the wavefonn which follows 
the maximlm amplitude peak. This will be a more p.lI'e refiection of the 
resonances due to the positions of the articulators. Flanagan (21) states 
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that in vowel production the glottis remains closed for between 4C(o and. 
7Of'o of the glottal period. These figures suggest that it may be worth 
ignoring up to 60}& of the glottal period; that is, the time when the 
glottis is open. 
]Urther observations have been made of the stability of Z.C.s 
at various parts of the glottal period. In the majority of vowels sane 
variation is seen in the intervals :inmediately preceding the maxinum 
amplitude peak. When the stress or pitch of the utterance is changed 
it is most evident that such variation takes place (f'ig.l.5). Holmes 
(29) rep:>rted changes in the shape of the glottal wavef'orm accompanying 
such subjective changes. 
It would seem from this evidence that in some cases the rem:>val 
of up to 60% of the glottal period might make the T.I. statistics less 
pitch dependent. The p:>rtion of' the period to be gated out would be 
that terminating at the f:irst Z.C. after the maximum amplitud.e peak. 
Th1:s position was ohosen as it is olear f'rom figure 1.5 that the interval 
under the maxinum peak is very unstable in so far as its initial Z.C. is 
concerned. This choice differs tram that of Mathews et ale (46) and. Stover 
(61) who oommenced their pitch synohronous analysis at t he Z.C. before 
the principal peak. . 
M,easurement of the gating period. 
The control of the gating period according to the number of' 
T.I.s which had elapsed was oonsidered, in order to avoid the problem of 
fragtoontary T.I.s. oocun~ing to cOOlplete the 'on' period of' the gate. 
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It was considered that such an approach would cause IOOre severe P.s.g. 
on the vowels that were close to the assumed ideal of heavily damped 
sinusoids. Those which are not close to this ideal tem. to have longer 
t;ime intervals and thus more of the period would be included if a constant 
number of T.I.s per glottal period were measured. If the only a;im was 
to reIIX>ve the low amplitude portions of the wavefonn this approa.ch would 
be help:ful, but it would admit the end of the glottal period if very fe!W 
Z.C. S ocOJ.rred. This fact combined with the uncertainty in the :number 
of Z.C. s per glottal period, especially :in vowels such as / i /, caused 
this approach to be abandonned. 
Other methods can be sumnarised as those which use a constant 
'on' period, or a constant 'off' period, or a constant ratio between the 
two. To ma.:intain a constant 'on' period assumes that as the glottal 
period increases the portion that reliably refiects the position of the 
articulators is constant, and the end of the period is increasingly filled 
with either low amp1itud.e signal disturl>ed by noise or that perturbed. by 
the glottal excitation. The perturbation of pitch, or pitch jitter, has 
been found by Lieberman to :increase With increas:ing glottal period (38). 
Flanagan (22) has lIhown that as pitch and intensity :increase, the width 
of 'glottal p.Use' is often reduced, thus tendir>.g to maintain a fairly 
consta."1t closed period or perhaps a fairly constant ratio of open and 
clOSed. perioo.s. The constant 'on t period method is the only one that 
can be implemented simply for real-time analysis; it would use a mono-
stable controlled gate, and logic circuitry to avoid sp.lI'ious fragmentary 
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int erva1s being created. 
!he other two m:lthois could easily be implemented when the 
glottal period was m:lasured and. stared. They were partly invest~ated 
later in this study when using the PDP-8 comPlter. 
2. 7 T. I. a.nalysis after p. s.g. of' vowel wavefonns. 
2.7.1 Experimental method. 
The effect of p.s.g. on the T.I. statistics of vowels was 
investigated using the PDP-8 canputer and three registers far the inPlt 
and output of data. (see appendix 4). The T. I. s were stored in the 
PDP-8 store as described in appendix U. The program which coo.trolled 
the anal.ysis was based on one written by M.J. UndeI'W'ood; mdifications 
were added to control the duration of compilation, and later to retrieve 
T.I.s stored. on digital magnetic tape. 
The T.I. during which the start of a new glottal. period. was 
detected was denoted by adding to the value of the stared T. I. a large 
number, :in the form of sett ing the mst s~nificant bit of the 12 bit 
comp.1ter word eq,ual to 'one'. This was eq,uivalent to an :interval in 
excess of 24- msecSo,therefore no confusion with long interva1s was likely. 
In this way the T.Ls together with pitch markers were stored. in the 
machine. A pitch synchronous analysis of' the T.I.s was then'carried. out. 
The gating period was controlled in steps of 1 msec. by the S\vitch register 
on the comp.l. ter console. The T. I. s which were wi thin this per iod were 
denoted by setting the most Significant bit of the comp.1ter word conta:in-
ing their value. The state of this bit was used to control the 
z- modulation of a digram display. This display was produced by feeding 
the values of adjacent T.I.s into digital to analogue converters which 
in turn controlled. the X and. Y defiections of a C.R.T. This latter 
part of the program was a. complete s:il:ulat ion of the analogue shift 
r~ister described earlier (section 2.1.2). 
The sinulation of the A.S.R. and the process of p.s.g. within 
the PDP-8 had sane great advantages. The earlier work on the analysis 
of digreJllS had. involved three photographic exposures to obtain the digram 
pattern, plus two reference axes, on film. This had involved the use ot 
a complex SWitching system. The A.S.R. sitrulator used a sm.ple subroutine 
to write axes on the C.14 T. display. The output of the same intervals 
was cycled continuously enabling detailed observation of the digram patterns. 
The effects of p. a.8. could be seen by changing the severity of the gating 
on the same intervals in a non-destructive manner, tills enabling comparison 
and recomparison ot various p. s. g. conditions. This use of the computer 
greatly reduced the number of exper:imental p8.rrureters that needed monitor-
ing to ensure that accuracy in T. I. measurement and. pitch detection were 
maintained during analysis of the digrams. Such monitoring was now 
required only while the T. I. s were being measured ani stored in the 
complter. In all subsequent analysis the experimenter was able to devote 
all his attention to the effect that p. s. g. had. on the digrams displayed. 
l he aims of this analysis. 
The aim was to answer several questions that were raised by 
the intluence of pitch on the T.I. statistics. Firstly, "What e:f'f'ect 
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does varying the gating period have on the digram statistics, and. does 
this effect vary from one vowel or class of vowel to another?". Secondly, 
"D::Ies p. s.g. reduce the digram display of utterances of the same vowel at 
diff'erent pitches to the same pattern?". Thirdly, "D::Ies it reveal that 
digrams of differently pitched utterances of two speakers can be reduced to 
the same pattern?". 
2. 7.2 The variation of the gating period. 
The p,lrpOse of this e xper:iment was to invest igate the effect 
on the digram display of rem:>ving a successively greater proportion of 
the glottal period. It was ex~cted that the removal of a small portion 
at the end of the period would. tend. to reduce the noisiness and pitch 
dependence of certain vowel digrams. AiJ this portion was :increased. it 
was expected that some of the characteristio pattern of the digram would 
begm to disappear. 
This was found largely to be true with some exceptions. 801m 
of the digrams Which followed the expeoted pattern are shown in figure 
2.17. The vowel /1 / spoken by M.J.U. with a glottal period. of 6.5 mseos 
(which will be abbreviated to /1 / - MJU - 6.5) is seen to became less 
noisy and finally to lose its characteristio short intervals as suocessive-
ly only 5 meeo.,3 msec., and 1 msec. of wavefonn is retained in each 
glottal period. The p. s.g. versions of /0/ - JBM - 6.5 down to 2 msecs. 
are simply less noisy versions of the ungated form, but at 1 msec. the 
pattern begins to break up. The digrams of the other three utterances 
shoWn in figure 2.17 are seen to behave in a similar way. 
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Certain vowel digrams are reduced to a single spot by severe 
p.s.g.. If the spot is not on the axis it must represent the first two 
intervals of the glottal period arrl illustrates the degree of stability 
of these intervals from period to period. An example of this is seen 
in figure 2.17 d. If the spot is on the axis it could represent a wave-
form which is dominated by a particular frequency, and the T.I. perturb-
at ions seen in the digram of the ungated form are due solely to end. of 
period intervals. A very clear case of this has not been photographed 
but close approximations are seen in figure 2.18. 
A further effect of reducing the gated portion of each period 
is for portions of the digram pat tern, which seem to be equally strong in 
the ungated fom, to disappear completely. Some examples of this are 
shown in figure 2.19. In these cases the latter part of the period 
seems to contribute a significant part or the display of a constant pitch 
ut terance, but it rna:y be very pitch dependent. Most of the digrams that 
exhibit this type of behaviour under P.s.g. are of vowels which do not 
conform to the nOOe1 on which p. s.g. was postulated: 
-in 
significant damping with/the glottal period. 
Discussion of these results. 
th~ do not ahow 
It is clear fran the above results that p. s.g. does have 
different effects on different vowels. It is also clear that these 
different effects do follow certain classifications of the vowels and 
are not very different within these classifications. 
The classes of sounds which in general are effected differently, 
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although oertain overlapping charaoteristics are seen, are front-olose, 
baok-olose,and open vowels. !he oentral vowels tal, /3/, /A/ 8Ild/O/ 
seem to be affected in less predictable ways dependw.g on the particular 
utterance ooncerned. It should be roted that for the first two classes 
of vowel it was more difficult to deteot the start of the glottal period 
reliably. Examples of slight unreliability in this deteotion are seen in 
figure 2.19 when a strong sp:>t in the digram display is almost but not 
quite rexooved by P.s.g. The best possible pitoh detection was achieved 
in these oases by fine e.djustment of the dead. time of the peak detector. 
The front-olose vowels,/ i / and /I / , very oft en had a greater 
proportion of their short intervals towards the end. of the glottal period. 
This can be explained by the secondnry exoitation of the higher fonnants 
at the opening of the glottis, as described by Holmes (29). As the 
relative amplitudes of first to second formant is smaller at the secondary 
excitation of F2, there is a greater probability of short intervals dOOlinat-
inS the T.I. pattern at this point. The consequent effect of p.s.g. is 
to remove the short ir~tervals before the longer ones. In such a oase 
pos.g. has little value. ::: '. ',' "A' Pitch perturbations tend to be assimilated 
in the short intervals which individually contribute so little to the whole 
glottal period. Exoept in extremely lCJ'lg glottal periods, the amplitude 
remains high~to the slow decay of the first formant resonance. 
The back-close vowels, having very long T.I.s, were usually 
reduced by the removal of a sir.gle prominent sp:>t or pair of sp:>ts from 
the display. These sp:>ts have been shown (section 2.3.5) to be very pitch 
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dependent, therefore p.s.g. was exceedingly useful in these cases. 
The open vowels shC1l'led. a gradual reduction m the noisy areas 
of the dis;,lay as the gatL'1g period. was decreased. Such features as 
lines of dots paraliel to an axis, revealing a steady chru"-ee of one inter-
val adjacent to a stable one,were removed with fairly slight p.s.g. It 
was for such vowels as these that p. s. g. had been suggested in place of 
the more elaborate amplitude weighting syst6l1. In most of these cases 
the use of p. s.g. was fully justified in producing s:imple patterns from 
the midst of noisy displays. 
The extent to which p. s.g. can reroove perturbations due to 
pitah, beyond those caused by noise in the case of op3n vowels and by 
lor..g pitch dependent intervals in the case of back-close vowels, will be 
examined more closely in sections 2.7.4/5. 
2.7.3 ~e effect of P.s.g. on differentiated vowel d~~Jms. 
The effect of p.s.g. on differentiated speech might be expected 
to be different to that on nortJal sreech for several reasons. 
lbe use of the differentiated waveform ena.bles the reasurement 
of reliable intervals earlier in the glottal period than :in the normal 
case. This is apart from the reduction in average length of the intervals. 
The first interval to be measured is the one iIlJlnediatelyafter that in 
which the start of the period is detected. In the case of a nort1al wave-
fonn, measurement starts at the end of the interval under the max:im.un 
amplitude waveforo lobe. whereas in the differentiated case measurement 
starts at the max:1m.un of this lobe. Therefore the pitch synchronous 
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measurement of the T.I.s of the differentiated waveform provides a slight 
advantage over that of the normal wavefor:n, in that the T. I. s measured are 
under a part of the waveform which is deemed to be a more reliable reflect-
ion of the state of the articulators. The advantage is of course dependellt 
on the detection of the start of the glottal period from the normal wave-
fOIID,even when differentiation is included. before clipping. 
The T. I. statistics of the differentiated waveform might also 
be affected by p.s.g. differently to those of the normal waveform, as the 
portion of the glottal period which is gated out is that which will contain 
any secondary excitation of the higher formants. It could reasonably be 
assumed that the ald of the period in the differentiated form could contain 
a large amount of information concerning the second formant. 
Results. 
In fact p.s.g. was found to have little general effect on tre 
differentiate~ vowel digrams until the gating period was reduced to 2 - 3 
msecs.. The use of this gating period was frund to have a fairly similar 
effect on IOOst of the vowel digrams (fig. 2. 20). The digrams of the 
ungated fOIm are found in figure 2.13. In the case of / i /, II I, / e /, 
/ a /, /3 I ani I J / the digram is reduced to a nuch simpler pattern 
representmg very nearly the T.I. characteristics of the second formant. 
An example of the usefulness of the digram over the histogram is seen 
in the digram of I:> I. A continuous first arder spread. of intervals 
.between two values is seen to lie, in digram space, on a line of approx-
iroately X + Y = constant. This indicates the presence of some 1,"" 
Fig . 2. 20 Th e effect of p . s . g . on the di grams 
of dilTerentiated vowel wa veforms . 
(axes length - 0 . 75 ms . linear) 
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frequency, presumably the first formant, dominated by a higher f'reque ncy , 
presumably the second formant. An est jmate of F2 could be made by use 
of the equat ion 
F 2 = lIe where C = X + Y. 
The digrams of I~I and I" I cannot be described. so simply owing to the 
effects of third formant in the case of 1at.1, and. first and third forments 
:in the case of 11\1. The digralDS of the vowels 10 I, Iv I anl II).I show 
a larger dependence on the f:irst fonnant. 
The result of t..i.e use of p.s.g. on the differentiated vowel 
waveform is to produce a more general noise elimination in the digram 
d:iBplay. This often results in T.I.s characteristic of the second 
formant being predominant. The secondary excitation of th:iB fOI1Il8nt, 
described by Holmes, seems to have little effect on the T.I. distribution • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Striotly the value of C is given by the X and Y ooordinates 
only at the ends of this line. That is when the low fl:oequency compon-
ent's 'waveform has zero slope. If the separation of the frequencies 
concerned is great, and. the amplitude of the higher £'requency is JIUch 
larger than that of t~ la.ver one, the line X + Y = C is approximated 
by the display. 
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2.7.4 The stability of p.s. gated vowel digrams under pitch variation. 
The effect that p. s.g. has in removing the effects of pitch 
on vowel digrams of two differently pitched utterances of the same speaker 
was investigated. Comparison was made between the digrams of utteraroes 
with glottal periods of 8.0 msec. and 6.5 msec. by the two speakers, 
J.B.M. and M.J.U.. F~e 2.21 illustrates the effect of p.s.g. on the 
digrams of sane of these utterances. In all the cases illustrated, it 
is clear that the digrams of waveforms which are more severely gated are 
IOOre similar to those of a similar utter~e of different pitch,than are 
tpeir respective ungated digrams. This was only frond to be true :in a 
minority of vowels. The digram pattern of utterances after gating often 
retained features which were particular to the utterance and perhaps to 
its pitch. It has been realised throughout that perturbations of the 
T.l. pattern due to pitch are not solely at the end of the glottal period. 
Wl'l'3n a formant becomes a harmonic of the fundamental f'recpency, a change 
in tre T. I. pattern can be caused in other parts of the glottal period 
(section 1.4.4). This perturbation is of course most pronounced in 
vowels w~re the T. I. pattern is nicely balanc ed between the influences 
of two formants. It is not clear how such a perturbation could be 
eliminated or accounted, far while workmg solely in the time domain. 
2.7.5 Tre stability of p.s. gated vowel digrams under speaker variation. 
In tre light of the results of the previrus section it seemed 
unlikely tmt pitch, as seen jn its effect on the T.I.s of t~ latter part 
of the glottal period, could be the major cause of difference between ~he 
L-\ LL· LL" LL :~.4t - ~ .'" . . ' . 4!' . • . • -. 't •. 't ~ . '" ' . . '" . • . . Speaker M.J.U. 6 . 5ms . glottal period. 
131 
13 I 
I;) I 
I;) I 
lui 
lui 
4ms . 3m3 . 2m3 . 1 rn3 . 
8ms. glottal period . 
5:'Os . 3ms . 1 ms . 
Speaker J . B. M. 
6 . 5ms . glottal period . 
5ms . 3ms . 1 ms . 
ems . glottal period . 
4ms . 2ms . 1 ms . 
6 . 5m3 . 6 . 5ms . 
glottal glottal 
period . period . 
4m3 . 3ms . lal 2ms . 
8ms . 8ms . 
glottal glottal 
period , period. 
3ms . 2ms . I~I 2m3 . 
Speaker M. J . U. Speaker J. B. M. 
Fig . 2.21 The effect of p . s . g . on digrams of differently pitched 
vowel sounds by the same speaker . (axes length - 3ms . lin.) 
LL 
/A / 6ms. 4ms. 3ms. /A/ 3ms. 
8ms. glottal period (J .B. M.) 6.5m3. glottal period (M.J.U.) 
~-
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Fig . 2.22 
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T. I. statistics of different speakers whose natural pitch was different. 
Indeed tre utterances of M.J'. U. end J' .B.l.~. at different pitches, wren com-
pared after a certain amount of p. s.g., only revealed two vowels whose 
digrams were similar (fig. 2.22). The digram of the vowell A I - JB:.1 -
8.0 is reduced to a ver'J similar pattern to that of I" 1 - ltiJU - 6.5 if 
only the first 3 msec. of each glottal period is retained. The converse 
pair of digrarns (/,,1 - J'BU - 6.5 ana. 11\1 - lmJ - 8.0) do not show suc.l-J. 
a:imilarity. In these converse sets of vow'els however, tre simple one spot 
pattern of I::J 1 - tOO - 8.0 is found in the digram of I:) 1 - J311 - 6.5, 
again at'ter approximately 3 msec. of the glottal period is reta:ined. 
Further comparisons were made between the digrEJIlS of vowels 
uttered by di:f'ferent speakers but at "the same pitch. It was thrught 
that tre operation of p. s.g. on these utterances might lead. to the 
elimination of certain speaker dependent featureS we to tm individual 
shape of his glottal excitation waveform. Evidence for any such 
eliminat ion was very small and spread over Ir.a.rJY vowels. There were no 
vowel digrams that were photographed which revealed clear evidence for 
the above qypothesis. 
2.8 Conclusions on tm qualitative study of P.s.g. 
i1hen p.s.g. was applied to the open vowels which I!k)st nearly 
resemble the damped sinusoid IOOdel of vowel waveforms, from which the idea 
of p.s.g. evolved, dramatic rejection of noise on the d~ram display has 
been seen. The clear pattern Which appeared has somet:imes been similar 
to that which has emerged from noise :in the digram of the sane vONel but 
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in a d:if'ferent utterance J of a different pitch, or from a dif'f'erent 
speaker. This 1s certainly not the case for all vowels. It seems 
that the intervals even at the start of tre glottal period are sonewhat 
pitch dependent, both :in their first and second order statistics. This 
difference in the T.I.s at tre start of the reriod could be explained in 
two ways. Firstly, there is the effect of changing relative amplitudes 
between torrmnts, as the pitch changes cause alterations 01' the harmonic 
structure 01' the srund. Secondly, there is the effect 01' the a.c. 
coupling of tre record.:ing machine on differently pitched signals. The 
effective rennval at one section of an asymmetric wavefonn will cause a 
slightly different a.c. zero level to be defined. 
The extent to which sjmilarity between digram pat terns of 
s:imilar sounds has been increased by p. s.g. of the waveform cannot be 
adequately Jmasured usmg a qualitative photographic approacil. Tm 
s~ problem arises as with tre qualitative histogram analysis. Althoogh 
there are a wider variety of teatures :in the digram display, the b..unan 
observer is not· able to retain and compare full impressions of the patterns 
involved. In addition, the digram display uses two djJrensions for the 
display of T.l. info rnJat ion , and the probability of occurreroe infonnatian 
has to be recorded as brightness modulaticn. A great deal of this latter 
dimension is lost during the photographic process. Differences in tre 
texture of the display J occasional drif't of the d. c. brightness of tre 
C.R-T., and. variatiCJls in tre photographic process itself have ccntril:uted 
to this. 
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These problems of visual analysis led to the quantification 
of tre method of analysis where all three dimensions were measured to 
~ desired accuracy. The facility of an accurate memory of previous 
displays unpertUI'bed by pmtographic limitations was a great advantage. 
The use of the PDP-8 comp,lter in this analysis is described in the 
:following chapters. 
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Chapter 3. The introduction of quantitative measurements. 
Introduct ion. 
The qualitative analysis of the histogram and digram statistics 
described in the previous chapters has mdicated many of the variat ions 
that occur :in the T. I. distributions of speech, even durirg isolated 
phonemes. It has also shown that a quantitative estimate of variation 
between statistics could be a useful a:id to memory of the visual present-
ation, assuming that it offered a reljable measure of difference and 
s:imilarity between these patterns. 
This chapter is concerned with the quantificat ion of both the 
statistics themselves and the relationships between them. The first 
problem was to decide in what units ani on what scale the T. I.s should 
be measured, :in order that the first am. secorxl order distributions would 
be quantised :in some optinum way. The second, was to find a suitable 
measure of s:imilarity or difference, which would. make possible a flexible 
comparison of all the statistics which have been investigated. 
The chapteralao describes fUrther investigations into these 
tv.u forms of quantification which have the aim of making them lIX>re related 
to measurements of speech. 
3.1 The reduction of scop3 to the stuil of vowel sounds. 
On the basis of the photographio results illustrated in the 
pr'evious chapter, it was clear that the digram statistios revealed more 
structuring of the T.I.s of vowel sounds than of the other classes of 
sounds examined. The nasals and voiced fricatives revealed structuring 
which was descriptive of their class,but with:in the classes the t:1me 
intervals changed only :in size with no obvious changes in struoture. 
The digrmns of unvoioed frioatives yielded little extra information to 
that obt ained fran the smple histogram. 
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It was considered that a cpantitative measurell'.ent on the 
statistics of the twelve vowel sotmds was within the storage and 
processing capabilities of the small digital caD.p.lter available. This 
proved to be true,although the oomplexity of the analysis was restricted 
until magnetio tape storage beoame available (see appendix 4). The 
size of the machine was a problem because of the requ:irement that the 
statist ios of all twelve vowels should be present in the machine for 
final analysis of the differenoe between them. The completion of this 
e.nalysis in one program run greatly speeded up the analys:Ls pr-ooedure, 
eliminated the high probability of human error :in handling many paper 
tapes, and produced a con:plete matrix of the inter-relationships bet-
ween the vowels. 
3.2 The general farm of quantifioation. 
It has been ment ioned in seot ion 2.3 that there are two forms 
of quantification open to the experiIrenter in s~ech analysis; one, the 
subjective method involving the quantifioation of a subject's resp:mse 
to speeoh st:lJruli, the other, the objective method where speoific physical 
measurements are made,and some form of 'artifioial response' is sinulated 
after eotnpltation has been done. The fonner method was employed, at the 
same twe as this present study, by Underwood (66). The availability 
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of on-line computing facilities being anticipated, experiments to measure 
the discr:iminability possible between vowels using the histogram and 
digram analyses were pl8.1"..red. Quantitative answers Were srught to 
questions wch as, "How does the discriminability of T.I. histograms 
based on a unidirectional Z.C. definition of the T.I.s compare with that 
possible when bidirectional Z.C.s are used?". "What effect does pre-
clipping differentiation have on vowel discr:1m:L"lation using bath histogram 
and digram statistics?". "Is digr~ analysis better for discrimination 
of vowels than histogram analysis?". "What effect does pitch synchronous 
gating have on the discrimination possible with these statistics?". 
3.2.1 The scale of time interval quantisation. 
Clues to the most appropriate quantising scale for the T. I.s 
were sought both from the earlier work of this present study, and reIOrts 
of tm work of others who have used the T. I. dimension in the analysis 
of speech. 
The distributions, or narrow'in histograms, produced in the 
earlier part of this study were based on a linear T. I. scale. It was 
seen that., particular linear scale enabled a good distribution of the 
features of each class of scunds, 1:ut that different linear scales were 
required for the distribution of features of different classes of sounds. 
Chang et al. (8) reported on several T.I. scales considered for 
use with the unqnant ised 'int ervalgram' dis play. They sholved that a 
s:ilnple exponential curve,of time constant 0.3 ma., prov:ided a good approx-
ilDation to the subjective pitch scale of Stevens and. Volkmann(60) and 
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the artioulation index scale of French and Steinberg (24). Asfulilar 
exponential curve was used in the present stud3" when the T.I.s of 
continuous sre ech were displayed in unquant ised form. 
Bezdel and Chandler (5) used a quantised scaJ.e affording equal 
accuracy of Jreasurement for each bin, having found that,"a I1LUllber of 
different channel distributions can p:-oduce equally successful scores". 
Sakai and Inoue (55) used a quantised exponential scale on 
which they did not comment. They used this same scale for analysis of 
the original speech wave and that of the differentiated version. 
It was decided to use a shallow exponential time scale in 
pre1imhl.ary exper:iments on vowels. This decision was based on the facts 
trJ.8.t only v~e1s were to be analysed ani that a fuller exponential curve 
would not be warranted unless high resolution of short intervals was 
recpired. The experience gained from the use of a linear scale during 
the experiments using the C.A.T., also suggested that a 'near linear' 
scale should be sufficient for the analysis of vovrels. 
3.2. 2 The quantisation of the T.l. scale. 
The linear scale that had been used in the C.A. T. was quantised 
in 20 fS. units. The distributions obtained had revealed that the average 
peak in the case of vowels had been 7 - 8 quan.ta wide. Some later 
ad hoc experiments were done using quanta of 150 rsec. and displaying 
the histogram stored in the core of the C.A.T. on an external oscilloscope, 
making' possible IIllch greater magnification of the harizontal dimension. 
In these experiments histogram peaks were found to be only one or two 
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quan ta wide. 
The quantisation chosen,started with a bin of 120 }ls. at 
the shortest tilDe interval end, rising to 35(); 11s• at the longest t:ime 
interval end. This scale of 16 bins had a range of 4-. 2 msec~. which. 
was suff lc lent to cover all the T. I. s founi in vC)Vrel SOUllds, whether 
defined by unidirectional or bidirectional Z.O.s. 
3.2.3 statistical Analysis. 
The use of the term 't ime interval s tatis tics' has been rather 
100 se thus far. In the case of the histogram analysis described in 
chapter 1, the bin widths used were much smaller than the significant 
variations i..11 the time interval distribution, thus the histogram 
approximated towards this distribution. The digrrun analysis, described 
in chapter 2,used simply the digram distribution, i.e. the statiatical 
averaging was over a period of tiIre rather than over the tjme interval 
dimension. It was necessary to quantise the t:ime interval d:imension 
in order to make quantitative measurements on both first and. secom. order 
distributions. Fran now onwards the t ezm 'digram t will be used to denote 
a cr.lantised digrsn distribut ion. The same quantisation scale and bin 
divisiOns were used for both histogram and digram statistics. 
3 3 Measurements of separation or difference between statistics. . -
One of the major diffiOllties of the qualitative work was the 
lack of criteria on which to base the statement that one digram statistic 
was mCl['e swilar to a second statistic than it was to a third. 
The IIOst natural form of sinulation of the visual discrimination 
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of the patterns would involve some fom of feature extraction, measure-
ment of the 'strength' of these features,and possibly a measure:nent of 
the difference between sane of the features. However it seemed that 
a sllnPler approach was required to provide an initial Cluantitative 
evaluation of the discrimination possible using these T. I. statist:ics. 
ConseCluently two fonus of difference or separat ion measures were 
invest igated. They were (a) the correlation coefficient, which def:ines 
the extent and phase of any similarity between two patterns in space 
or tilm, and. (b) the euclidean distance which def:ines a distance of 
separation in an N dimensional. space, where N eCluals the number of 
measUt"ed parameters of the patterns. In the present case these could 
be the number of bins used in the statistic. 
~ ~ 1 Correlation coefficient. ~.~. 
The correlation coefficient of two Plterns Xl (t = 1. ••• N) 
ani y t (t = 1 ••.• N) is given by the expression 
N 
(= Lx,u, • I.JI. I. 
where and 
This measure gives the value +1 if' the patterns being 
OOOlpared are ident ical, -1 if they are comp1et ely 'out of phase' 
with one another ani 0 if their relationship is ccmpletely random. 
A preliminary trial was caITied out by applying this .measure 
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to T. I. histograms of vowel sounds. Histograms were compiled. for eight 
sequent ial seg~nts of each vowel utterance. The values of correlation 
coefficient obtained for ccmparisons between histograms from the S8JIJ3 
vowel utterar:ce ranged. over + 0.7 to + 0.99. Those for comparisons 
between histograms of different vowels ranged over - 0.2 to + 0.92. 
This method clearly had some potentialities as a discriminating measure. 
A basic disadvantage soon bec~ apparent however. If extra bins were 
added to the statistics in order to accommodate fUrther variations of 
th9 T.I. distributions, the oorrelation coefficient Was not comparable 
with that comruted using a smaller numbet" of bins. This became very 
-
apparent men anpty bins were added in anticipation of the:ir use by extra 
long !. I.s when unidirectional z.e. intervals were to be ~asured. 
The extra zeros in the catalogue of bin contents constituted additional 
similarity to another histogram with the same unused bins. This 
inflexibility of the measure made it impossible to compare the differences 
between histograms with different numbers of bins. The ne asurement that 
was required was one that would ignore the empty bins until they were 
used, thus rendering statist ios with different munbers of bins more 
directly comparable. 
3.3.2 Euclidean distance. 
The euclidean distance measure was chosen as it overcame the 
problem found using the correlation coefficient. In this me asure the 
contents of each of the N bins of the statistic are normalised then 
cons:idered as excursions along each of N orthogonal dimensions of an 
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N -dimens ional space. It is def:ined by the expression 
E.D. -
The addition of empty bins in no way changes the measuranent 
between two existing patterns as there is no term in the expression 
dependent on N. Thus the facility exists to extend the number of b:ins, 
if especially long T.I.s are anticipated, or reduce them if the tim 
scale is contracted, (e.g. if it is to be used for differentiated speech). 
The max:innJ.m value of the above express ion occurs when two 
statistics have only one bin with non-zero oontents, this b:in being a 
different one in each statistic. .As the bin contents are nonnalised 
and. all the bins which are empty :in both x t and Y -t can be ignored, this 
case reduces to a 2-dimensional space with each statist:ic be:ing represent-
ed by a unit vector at right angles to that of the other statistic. The 
max:im.un value of euclidean distance is therefore..fi • 
This can be expressed mathematically 
f( '<> ~~, - N J 1.J'~~i. E.D. max. I. = N '" L ~~1. ~Ij'" 
It " 
.., N 
where ~ x~ 1:: :x.~ a.na t'i. = '1j , k. ¢. j . 
&. 
" 
11.5. 
is 
This/based on the mathematical inequality a 2 + b2 ~ (a + b)2 as E.D. 
max. is expressed as a sum of squares; i.e. the contents of each statistio 
are in' one bin rather than in several. ' 
(Xj lij 2 'I. 
E.D. max 
- Yj :\::k.) +(XkYi 
- "lk.Xk.) 
= (l:: k. ~j ) 2 
E.D. max = J2 a.s X' J :: ~k =0 
Thus a measure of euclidean distance which has a maxinum of 
. + 1 and a mininum of 0 is defined by the expression 
E.D. = 
Bezdel and Chandler (.5) used both correlation coefficients 
and a form of euclidean distance in discrimination tests on the T.I. 
histograms of five vowels. After exhaustive tests they fotmd that the 
euclidean distance measurements gave the better discriminat ion. This 
may well have been due to the problem mentioned above: the positive 
effect of bins with zero contents. They also proposed the use of a 
'weighted euclidean distance' thereby giving greater importance to S0m3 
of the bins of their histograms. In the present work the storage of 
weighting factors posed a problem until additional complter storage was 
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obtained. The :importance of some fom of weighting will be discussed 
in section 3. 6.4, and. discrimination measures using weighted euclidean 
distance will be described m the following chapter. 
3.3.3 The measurement of euclidean distance in the compt.lter. 
The comr:uting faciljtjes aV"l?.ilable at this tlme were those 
of the phase I mstallation of the PDP-8 system described in appendix 4. 
PrograJDS were written to compile the statistics of the T.I. distributions 
. 
within the computer as described m appendix 4 B. The measurement of 
euclidean distance was tren achieved by a program of a hybrid tyte, USll1g 
both the maohine 1ar..guage, PAL 3, and the higher level, Fortran language. 
The floW' diagram of this program is shoun in figure 3.1. The output was 
a triangular matrix of the euclidean distances between 811 the vowel T. I. 
statistics :in the machine. The maxinum number of statistics tha. t could 
be analysed by this program was twelve. 
'When the statistics of seq).lential" ,segments of an utterance were 
analysed, only the values on the h;ypoterruse of the triangle were used. 
3.4 Exper:iments using Euclidean distance separation measurements on 
the T.!. statistics of vowel sotmds. 
3 4 1 The ef'fect of 'durat ion of compilatirn' on Euclidean distance. . . -
This experiment was done partly as a control ani partly as an 
extension and a quantification of observations made during the qualitative 
studies. 
As a control it was viewed as a useful way in which to become (E.D.) 
familiar with the variation of euclidean distance/while varying a parameter 
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whose effect on the T.I. statistics was fairly easily understood. This 
understanding was based on the experience of s:imilar qualitative Work and 
an elementary knowledge of statistical sampling tmory. 
The E.D. that was measured in the present experinmt was that 
between digrams of sequential segments of the utterance. The dur.ation 
of these seg1D9nts was varied and. two sets of results were measured. Firstly, 
as illustrated in :figure 3.2 (top), the overall variation or E.D. with 
duration of ccmpilation was measured. Secondly, as illustrated in figure 
3.2 (bottom), the variation of E.D. far individual vowels was measured. 
Figure 3.2 illustrates that the effects of a short duration of 
canpilation,and therefore of a lack of statistical stability, are seen 
when this duration is reduced between .50 - 20 msecs. Below 20 msecs. 
the effect is most marked, as the length of a single glottal period is 
approached. 
When the resu1tsof this exrerilnent are broken dcwn :into the 
E.D. separat ion for each vowel taken separately, the majority of vowels, 
independently of their characteristic T.I. distribution, conform to the 
overall trends of figure 3.2. The obvicus divergences from this, seen 
in the 30 msec. segments of Iv I and I:J I, have significantly higher 
standard errors ( '" 30%) than the average (--10 -15 %). 
The rank ordering of the vowels at the edges of figure 3.2 
is intended purely as an aid to distinguishing one vowel pl6t !'rom another. 
No significance is placed on the order in which they occur for different 
durations of compilation. The differences between the level of the plots 
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on the E. D. scale is in some cases significant and in other cases not so. 
A knowledge of whether there was a significant difference in E.D. for 
different vowels analysed under s:imilar conditions was considered :important 
for the design of subsequent analysis schemes. 
rhe euclidean distance separat ian between segment s of an utter-
ance which were not sequential d:id not show any significant increase over 
that between sequential segments, in the majority of cases. Tlnls the 
results presented,represent the level of statistical instability rather 
than a gradual movement :f'rom one pattern to another. 
The result of this experiment was tha t a smoothly varying 
numerical representation of a trend,a1re~ observed qualitatively,was 
observed. This gave a degree of. confidence in the interpretation of 
the numerical results to follow. It has also enabled the extensim of 
the earlier work,to check that all the vowels behave in a similar way. 
F.owever it is important to observe that different vowels analysed at the 
same duration of canpilatim have very djfferent E.D. separation figures. 
It is therefore obvious that a separation of N units of E.D. does not 
have the sane meaning for each vowel. There must therefore always be 
a relative scale against which vowel separat ions are measured. 
On the basis of the results of tr.is experiment it was possible 
to choose a duration of compilation of statistics,most useful for future 
analysiS. It was desirable to use the shortest duration compatible with 
statistical stability, in order that rapjd phonetic chaIlges could be 
resolved in a full recognition systan working on continuous speech. 
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The value of 50 msecs. was chosen. 
3.4.2 The measurement of separation on a relative scale. 
The separation between digrams compiled jn different temporal 
segments of the same utterance of various voTTels has been found to vary 
quite widely. In each measurement relating two speech categories, it 
is important to derive the spread jn N-dimensional space wi thin both 
categories that are to be compared. The speech category can be either 
a vowel, defined by several utterances of it, or s:imp1y one utterance of 
a vowel, defined by several sequential segments of it. Initially the 
latter case only was investigated. 
The rethod used in the subsequent experiments was as follows. 
Each utterance that was to be compared with another utterance was divided 
into eight sequential 50 msec. segments. A measure of the spread of the 
digrains of these segments jn euclidean space was made, in order to define 
the 'territory' of each utterance. At the same t:ime.one of these 
sequential digrams was chosen to represent tm utterance for comparisons 
with the representative digrams of other utterances, 
The centre of the distribution of sequential digrams was 
£0Wld by comPlting the mean digram. This was simply a digram whose bin 
contents were the IOOan of tb.e contents of the respective bins of the 
sequential digralllS. The E.D. s of e8ch of these sequent ia1 dig rams from 
the mean were ccmputed,a.ni their mean ani standard. - deviation found. 
The choice of the representative digram. 
The digram chosen to represent the utterance in further 
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analysis was the .one closest te the nean digram :in euclidean space. 
This digram was chosen rather than the mean digram itself for the follow-
ing reason. When viewing the real-time digram display for a cont:inuously 
uttered vowel sound, certa:in discrete movements were noticed apart from 
certa:in contirnlous movements. Such discrete lmvements could typically 
be caused by the less or gain .of twe T.I.s in the sequence .of :intervals. 
Rather than choose a reean digra;:n, which might be represented by a FOint 
jn euclidean space which was midviay between occurrent .or even possible 
positions for the utterance cencerned, the digr~~ which was nearest to 
the mean digram position Was chosen as typical .of the utterance. This 
choice could be imr:ortant if the sound were te be synthesised frem the 
stored statistics :in ~~ active analysis-by-synthesis procedure. This 
ferm of representative statistic was used throughout the werk described 
in the present chapter. In subsequent work, when the effects of mi.xing 
the statist ics .of several speakers .or .of several differently pitched 
utterar..ces were investigated, the mean statistic was chosen te represent 
the speech categer,y • In these later experiments there was no intention 
.of basing synthesis en the representative statistics. They Were simply 
a measurement used in the recor;nitien process. 
The cheice .of the representative digram is described :in 
m 
diagrw!atic farm ir. figure 3.3. The N-dimensional space has been 
projected en to two dimensions. In additien to the representative 
digram beine chesen, a circle Whose radius is the mean distance .of the 
sequent ial digrams from the roeM dir;raru was dra\m, with the mean digram 
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as centre. The distribution of distances of the sequential digrams 
:Cram the Jrean djgram apProximated to a normal distribution. This was 
a su:r:Cicient condition for the state:rent that 501 of tre diCl'rams lay 
, <;;> 
withi'1 this circle. It proved most difficult to derive a ~~asure of 
the probability of confusion on t..1.e basis of oyer-lap of s'J.ch circles of 
different vowel s. The translation of measurenents of a normal distribution 
of' distances, being a single dimensional lOOdel, to probabilities :in a 
256 d:imensional model is not a smple matter. SuC:1. analysiS was not 
attempted at this stage. Later on in this study this d:U'ficulty was 
avoided, and. the probabilities founi usi!"'£ a different method (cMpter 4) • 
. '>": --
Comruter program for thi.3 analysis. 
ComIUter programs (fig.3.4) to rerfonn the analysis described 
above were basically s:L"Ililar to that described in section 3.3.3. The 
major difference was in the choice of output data. The important outtuts 
of these programs were the radius of the !rean distance lJvrpersphere in, N 
dlmensional space, the standard deviation about that mean, and the bin 
contents of the representat ive digram. It was also possible to obtain 
the bin contents of the mean digram and. the individual E.D.s of the 
seq,uential digrams from the mean. At an earlier stage,prior to entrance 
into the Fortran program, the bin contents of each of the sequential 
digrams could be obtained if required for detailed analysis or diagnostic 
p.u-poses. 
The output of the above important data was via the ASR-33 
teletype. The bin exmtents of the digrams were printed. out in a two 
Normalise statistios 
stored in the 
PAL 3 program 
coopute mean digram 
and store in the 
FOR1'RAN program 
PAL 3 - get the 
individual of the 
next statistios ••• 
FOR1'PJJ'i - compute 
E.l>. 1~rOrl mean 
digra~. Store in 
the EORl'EAr"i program 
~'i.nd statistic 
nearest to mean 
No 
in Euclide~~ spaoe. 
Coopute mean distance 
and standard deviation 
of all statistics from 
the mean digram. 
Print - all distances, 
the mean distance and 
standard deviation,and 
the representative 
dieram• 
Fig. 3.4 Flow diagram for tho computation of the representative digram. 
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dimensional array, thus facilitat:ing co;nparison with earlier qualitative 
results. The bin contents of the representative digram were also recorded 
on paper tape, in preparation far re-entry into the machine for inter-
utterance analysis. 
3.4. 2.1 The estimation of likely confusions between VC1N'els on comparison 
of their representative statistics. 
A :f\.u"ther ~brid. program was used to operate on the represent-
ative statistics produced on paper tape. .A:3 there was no storage space 
. 
available in the Fort'ran program to oonta:in these representative statist:ics, 
they were transferred into another part of the s tore by a PAL 3 program 
as soon as they were accepted from the p!.perta~ :, reader. The form of 
the program froI:l this point onwards was the same as shown in figure 3.1. 
The e1ermnts of the outPlt matrix referred.:in this program,to 
the inter-vowel E.D.s. These inter-vowel separations were then related 
to the known spread for each of the vowels. ~rspheres of radii 
equal to the zooan spread, and the !man spread plus one, two and three 
standard deviations,were constructed around each 'VOwel digram to define 
several confusion thresholds. The likely confusions based on these 
,various thresholds could then be estimated. The reSJ.lts were expressed 
as percentages of the total Ill.llllber of vowel pairs which were separated 
from one anot her by this analysis. 
3.4.3 ~rimenta1 Results. 
Sounds used in these experiments. 
Three speakers (W.A.A., M.J .U., J.B.l.!.) recorded the twelve 
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vowel sounds previo-.lsly described, on language master cards. These 
utterances were used. as :inIUt to the clipping c:ircuitry, with 2.5 Kc{s 
low pass :filtering as standard preprocess.ing. 
3.4.3.1 Vowel discrimination using unidirectional Z.O. histograms. 
The three sets of twelve utteraroes were processed three times. 
(hce using bidirectional Z.O. int'armation, ani once each using the two 
sets o:f unidirectional Z. O. inf'onnation. The likely confusions between 
vowels using these three forms of T. I. histogram were coIDruted according 
to the nethods rutlined. in section 3.4.2. 
The number of confUsions between vowels, when unid.:irecticnal 
Z.C. s of both signs are used :for histogram compilation, is seen to increase 
m:>re quickly as the confusion threshold is lowered,than when bid:irectianal 
Z.C. histograms are used. Confusions likely when using the two uni-
directional Z.O. histograms are· seen, however, to be smilar. There is 
no evideme of an advanta..:,ae in the use of either + Z.C.s or - Z.O.s. 
The results (fig.3.5) show that this trend is true far the utteraroes 
of all three speakers. 
A supplanentary experlroent was done using synthetic sp:3ech 
(prcx:1uced by the parametric synthesiser). The confusions calculated 
for these sounds were founi to be just slightly less than those for the 
three sets of natur'al utterances in the bidirectional Z.O. case but 
substant ially les s in the unid.irect ional case. The reas-:m for this 
lack of increase 1.'1. the number of confusions for a unidirectional Z.O., 
T.l. histogram description of ~thetic sI2ech is rot clear. Note that 
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the results for synthetic sr,:eech and speaker M.J.U. are rot presented 
fur the - Z.O. case owing to loss o£ data. The major outcome of the 
experiment, hbvrever, can be seen f'ran the results presented. 
A related perceptual experlmmt was conducted by Ainsworth (2), 
who presented short pulses,generated at either + Z.O.s or - Z.O.s,to a 
rumber of subjects. His results for unidirectional Z.O. s also shC1N 
similarity between recognition scores for + Z.O. and - Z.O., both o-r' which 
are approximately half' that registered for pulses at every Z. C.. There 
is the difference that Ainsworth used phonetically balanced (P.B.) words 
as the speech subject of his distortions, whereas the present work has 
been done on isolated vowel sounds. If' this difference can be ignored, 
a similarity between human and artificial discrimination o-r' vowel sounds 
is seen. When the speech infornation is reduced f'rcm the pattern of 
bidirect ional Z.O. s to the pattern of unidirecticn al Z.O. s, human dis-
cr:imination scores are halved. A similar reduction is seen when the 
T.I. histogram information of these patterns of Z.C.s is used as the 
basis of artificial discrimination. 
3.4.3. 2 Vowel discrimination using dif'f'erentiated speech. 
~ 
In these experilllents differentiation W"a.a used in addition to 
2.5 K C/S low pass filtering in the preprocessing stage. 'lhe result s 
for histogram and digram statistics are presented. Similar trends can 
be seen in the effect of differentiation on both statistics far all three 
speakers and for synthetic sr,:eech. (f~.3.G). There is a general 
increase in the rrumber of confusions calculated at all threshold levels 
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for all speakers. This is a very decisive result which was partially 
expected from experience in observing the digrams of differentiated 
vowels on the C.ReT. display. However, this result runs counter to the 
results of' subjective experi.nents by Licklider and Pollack: (40) ani 
Ainsworth (2) in so f'ar as they are comparable. Possible reasons for 
this are discU3sed after further experiments reported in chapter 4. 
3.5 Limitations of this analysis du~ to the unwe:i,ghted distance 
measurement. 
The quantitative Imasurements to detect likely confusions 
between vowels are restricted in their applwation owing to the use of 
unweighted euclidean distance. 
The model of analysis ani o:::mparison which has been proposed 
is one in which a certain speech category, a single utterance of a vowel 
sound, a vowel by a particular speaker on different occasions, or even 
a vowel by ~ sl~akers, is represented by a set of concentric hyper-
spheres in N-dimensional space. Each of' these hyperspheres includes a 
certain percentage of tre points def'mm& partirular utterances Within 
the category. The decision that a oonfusion between two categories is 
likely, IlllSt be based on the extent of overlap of the respective sets of 
~rspheres. 
The use of unweighted E.D. has reat4ted :in all directions in 
the N-space being treated with equal weight, thus causing all volumes 
to be described as hyperspheres. The true shape of the spread of the 
individual utterances within each category is lost. The as aunpt ion 
that no weighting is re~uired will be called the hypersphericit,y 
assumption. 
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The acceptance of the hyper-sphericity assumption had unequal 
effects on the analysis of histogram ani digram statistics. In the 
latter, the, number of dimensions of the bypersphere that did not contain 
variat ion was far larger than in the case of the histogram, as a nuch 
smaller proportion of digram bins than histogram bins were occupied. 
Therefore lmre spurious confusions were calculated, owing to th3 assumption 
of .hyperspherical distributions, when digram rather than histogram analysis 
was being used. The onJy exreriments that could usefully be done us:ing 
this system were thos e in which comparisons were made between various 
types of processirg on the same statistic, that is, histogran or digram. 
3.6 Improvsnents in the definition of the analysis space and the method 
of difference measurement. 
The assumption of hyperspherical distributions in the analysis 
space bas clearly restricted the direct comparison of histogram and digram 
analysis. There are ala:> further errors implicit in this assumption. 
It is likely that certain vavels have variation in a different number of 
d:1mensions compared to other vowels. This will give an tUleven overestim-
ation of the confusions actually occurring between all !X)ssible vovel pairs. 
It 'was obviously necessary for the success of this analysis 
that the hypersphericlty problem should be solved. This could be done 
by making measurements on the T.I.s and their statist1cs,whlch were more 
dependent on the T. I. characteristics of the signal being measured. The 
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previous reasurements had assun:.ed bJperspherical distributions rather 
than the actual distributions of the vowel statistics :in the analysis 
space. 
The analysis space it self could be made lOOre sI8cific to the 
particular vowels beir'.g analysed,rather than bejng defmed sanewhat 
arbitrarily on the basis of gereral observations of the characteristics 
of vowel T. I. distributions. 
3. 6.1 Empirical measurements to derive the o;etim..un shape far the 
analysis space. 
'Ihe work of Fourcm (23) revealed that a long term T.I. 
distribut ion for continuous speech showed certain features which could 
be interpreted as the contributions of certain classes of sounds. 
Vowel sounds,with their strong isolated frequency components in the 
middle of the s~ech band, were suggested to be responsible for the 
'plateau' in the middle of the distribution. 
A coIIplter program was written to make a Similar measurement 
far all the twelve VO"fels used in these studies. The aim of this 
measurement was to investigate whether an empirically derived time scale 
could be a variable between different sets of vowel utterances, and so 
be useful as a 'tune-m' adjustment to a new speaker. Differences:in 
the long term T.I. distributions for various speakers were found by 
Fourcin. He fcund. them ma:inly in the plateau region which he attributed 
to vowel sounds. Therefore in studying only the vowel sounds a signi-
ficant difference was expected. 
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3.6.2 The reasurement of 'equiprobable bin divisions'. 
The measurement of the shate of the T.I. distribution was 
approached in a different way fran that of Fou.rcin. The aim was to 
stecify histogram bins which would be equally filled when equal segments 
. of each of the twelve vowels were presented for T. I. measurement ani 
accunulative h:Lstogram compilation. 
The equiprobable bin div:Lsions are defined as follows. Let 
P ij be the probability that a T.I. of length i oocurs in vc.wel j, then 
I. MA" 12 
~ :L 1'" j = 1 
i. = L.m;", i = 1 
~ equiprobable bin divisions are given by 
12 
~ l'i.j 
i. .. i. n j.1 
where N is the total rrumber of equiprobable bins ard LII < i. l.. ""+1 
is the range of tre nth bin. The use of this scaling of the T.I. 
dimension made the measurement space relative to the particular set of 
vowels within which discrimination was required. As the overall 
probability of each bin' s having the same contents is the same, this 
choice of bin divisions provides a measuremmt space of maxiJIum infarm-
ation capacity for t he set of vowels concerned, it' all bins have equal 
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we:ight (68). 
The comruter program to perf'orm this transf'ormation is 
descr:ibed by its flow diagram in f'igure 3.7. A T.I. histogram of the 
twelve vowels was cOr.1piled on any convenient T. I. scale. A large number 
of soall bins was preferred, to reduce any errors due to linear inter-
polation at a later stage. This histogram was used as the inp,lt to 
the program. It was normalised am the probability content of each bin 
was found. These probabilities were compared with tre desired probability 
l:imits of the set of equiprobable bms. The new equiprobable bin 
divisions were calculated in terms of' the :inrut bins by a process of' 
linear interpolation. 
3.6.3 The results of equiprobable bin measurements. 
The v-ariation of the overall distribution of T.I.s of the 
t\velve vowels, when spoken by different speakers, was measured. The sets 
of vowels recorded on language master cards by speakers IV.A.A., J.B.M., 
1.!.J.U. were used in tr.is experiment. A L.P. filter of 2.5 Kc/s was used in 
the preprocessing st age as previously describ ed. 
The plots of tre time intervals defining the equiprobable bin 
divisions for these three speakers are shown in figure 3.8 a. The plots 
are seen to differ far each speaker, but all approximate to a certain general 
shape. The two bins at either end. of the distribution include all T.I.s 
greater than, or less than the respective extreme bin divisions. 
To assess the signif'icance of the variation observed in figure 
3.8 a, three utterances of J.B.!'!. with glottal period3~f 8.0 InSeo, 6.5 msec. 
Read 
oombined 
histogram 
Read num er 
of equiprob 
-able bins 
Normalise 
histogram 
L.P~ =1 
• 
Add in the next 
bin probability 
PSUM=PSUM+P(I) 
Linear 
interpolation Output 
no 
yes 
Inor. probabili~ 
r-----11101 limit to that of 
the next bin 
Fig. 3.7 Flow di~gram ot the Equiprobable bin division program. 
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and 5.0 msec. were measured in the same way. The plots ~or these sets 
o~ utterances are shown in ~igure 3.8 b. The V'~iation observed here 
:i.B slightly less than that seen between the three sreakers but the 
previous utterance of J.B.E. (used :m the three speakers exper:iJ:nent) 
lies just outside this spread. 
This result did not cause a conplete rejection o~ the use of 
tm.s measure as a useful tune-in factor J but s.~owed that it :is likely to 
be fairly limited in such a role. 
This experirent did m.rever give an iJldication of the shape of 
the overall vowel distr:iliut ion in tenus of the 6luiprobable bin divisions. 
They define an empirical t i.roo scale which does not approxima. te to any 
simple function ~ tina. It seemed reasonable to adopt this tin'e scale 
as Imasured for any body of data which itwas proposed to analyse. 
T.I. distribution o~ dii'ferentiated vowels. 
The shape of the equiprobable bin division plot for t.~e 
differentiated version of the vcr,vels of the three speakers used above 
was measured (fig. 3.9). The plot is seen to retain very wealdy the 
characteristic shape of the normal speech plots. ~ fact was noted 
by Fourcin (23) in the caSt; of the T. I. distribution of differentiated 
cont:inuous speech. The curve could be matched fairly closely to a ! 
octave curve between 50 fS. ani 1000 F.. However, it seemed m:>st reason-
able that the empirical curve should be used here also. 
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3.6.3.1 The effect o~ P.s.Fa. on the overall vowel T.l. distribution. 
The rean equiprobab1e bin division plot for three sets of 
utterances by J.B.M. at difi'erent pitches 1.3 given by the continurus 
line in figure 3.10. \/hen several forms of p. s.g. were performed on 
these utterances the equiprobable plot given by the dotted line was 
obtamed. There was an insignificant difference in this plot when the 
amount of gating was varied fiom 10 - 50% of the glottal period. 
The overall difference betwee n the equiprobab1e plot for 
p.s.g. vowels and that for non-p.s.g. vowels,is that the foroer shows 
a decrease in the length of the average interval. There is no major 
change in the shape of the plot. This result can be explained by the 
fact that the longest interval in the glottal period is often that under 
the max:iJIum amplitude lobe of the waveform,as it o~ten engulfs the last 
two intervals of the previous period. This interval is t he first to be 
rejected by the p.s.g. procedure. This result mdicates that after th:i:l 
initial decrease in the length of the Irean :interval, any further gating 
effects tjme :intervals of all values evenly. 
The difference in the equiprobab1e plot caused by p.s.g., is 
within the spread experienced between different utterances of the same 
speaker, tlnls it was not considered :important to vary the tim scale when 
using p. s.g. analysis. 
3 6 4- }':ethods to overcane the nroblem of hypersphericitv. . . - - "-
The empirically derived equiprobab1e bin distribution was 
designed to make the T.l. meas'Ur'ement space nure tspeech-sha~dt. 
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It had been thought -that it oould be given a form c...~aracteristic of a 
single speaker, but the results of section 3.6.3. sho."1ed that this shape 
was insignificantly dif':f'erent far the three male speakers used. In the 
case of t.1.e digram,the equiproba'ble bin distribution provides only a 
partial transformation to a 'speech-shaped' spa-ce,as it was only derived 
for the one dimensional histogram statistic. 
Even if a 'speech-shaped' measurement space has been derived, 
there still remains the fact that certain of its dimensions contain more 
reliable canponents of the statistic of a particular soum than other 
dimensions. 
A measurement S'jStem was requu-ed which 'WtlUld. weie#lt the 
contribution of each dimension to the measurement of separation between 
two statistics. This weighting Would be proportional to the variation 
of the contents of this dimension in one or both of the vowela ,,' being 
compared. These weights for every dirension would replace the previous 
est:imates of spread. within each utterance, which were given in tenns of 
the scalar distances between the positions, in euclidean space,of the 
variant forms of the statistic. 
size of the spread is neasured. 
In this way the shape as well as the 
Two metmds of analysis of these data are possible. Firstly 
the spreads of two statistics oould be matched dimension by dimension to 
check for overlapping distributions of bin contents. This ll:)9thod would 
necessitate the oomr:utation of the probability of confusion for each 
d:imension. A final decision on the probability of ooni'usion, that is of 
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identifying the statistics as similar, could then be made :trom a comb:in-
ation o~ the results from each d1rension. 
The second method. is a silnpl~ication o~ the ~irst,by the use 
o~ a recognition systan. The absolute probability that the statistics 
of two utterances represent the same vowel is not reqJ.lired. 7lhat is 
required is a rank ordering o~ the vowels, according to the proximity of 
thelr T. I. stat istics. This ordering could be derived using a meaSlre 
monotonically related to this probability. In a recognition system the 
weights of only one of the statistics to be compared. (statistic A) would. 
be used. The other statistic (statistic B) would be compared in such a 
way as to answer the. question, "H~ s:imilar is statistic B to statistic 
A, bearing in mind that statistic A can vary' alJ. described by 
its weights for each dimension?". This simplification a.lllOunts to the 
fact that a measure of the probability of B being confused with any member 
of the spread of A is co:uprted, but not the overall probability of an 
A - B confusion. 
Th1.s method may be imple.-nented by using the E.D. measurement 
and. weighting the contr:lliution of each dimension. The resulting weighted 
E.D. could. only become mean:ingful in tenns o~ l:ikely confusiOns when com-
pared with the numbers similarly obtained when statistic B is compared 
with all the other statist ies of the set. The comparison yield:ing the 
smallest separation in weighted euclidean space would indicate the most 
l.:ikely identity of statistic B. 
Th1.s method is similar to that used. by Bezdel and Chandler (5) 
in their reaognition experiment on five English vowels. 
The computer storage to contain the mean statistics plus 
their we:1ghts and each of the secpentially compiled statistics of: an 
utterance which it was desired to recognise, was not available until 
phase 2 of the PDP-8 system was installed. Experiments using the 
second method proposed. above are described in chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4. Quantitative analysis using a vowel recognition system. 
4.1 Introduction. 
The approach to the quantitative analysis o~ the T. I. 
histogram and digram statistics was modified to incltrle empirically 
derived weighting of the dimensions of the measurelOOnt space, which 
itself was based on "the equiprobab1e bin distribution. 
A vowel recognition program based on this analysis was 
written for the PDP-8 (including the second phase of the installation 
- see appendix 4). The possibility of artificial recognition based 
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on both histogram and dizram analyses of the vowels of several speakers 
was investigated. 1fure detailed studies were made on the recognition 
of a single speaker's utterances,vrhen only some of these utterances 
were used to compile the reference statistics. The effects of pitch 
on vowel recognition were examined, together with the count~r effects 
of pitch synchronous gat ing. FUrther checks were made on the effect 
of pr:-e-clipping differentiation of the waveform,which confirned the 
results previous~ reported. Finally, the effect of grouping the vowels 
according to an articulatory model was investigated. 
4.1.1 Comparison of statistics using a we~hted euclidean distance. 
The we:lghting factor chosen to give emphasis to bins in 
which there was little variation was 
w· Co 
J Ia-. Co 
where O"~ was the standard deviation of the contents of the i th bin , 
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as zooasu.red in sequentially compiled statistics !'rom a single utterance. 
This weighting was chosen as it represented the same variation expressed 
by the wi thin-utt erance spread, used in the previous analysis. This was 
the mininwn ar:lount of variation that could be considered as characteristic· 
of the sound. That between different utterances and between different 
speakers could be added at a later stage by combinir..g these weights 
derived for smgle utterances. 
4.1.2 Outline of the recognition system. 
The basic purpose of the recognition system was to compare, 
using the weighted E.D. veasure, the T.I. statistics of a sound presented 
to the comruter :in Z.O. pllse form, with the stared statistics of all the 
sOWlds fran vihich it was hoped to recognise the newly presented sound. 
These stored statistics comprised the mean statistic of an utterance, 
or set of utterances, of a given vowel,plus the standard deviation of 
each bin of that statistic. A set of twelve such statisti.cs for all 
the vowels will be referred to as a set of reference statistics. 
4.1.3 Exper:i.r!ental aims. 
The aim of these eXIeri.Ioonts was to anSiVer the following 
questions. "',That is the relative importance of digram inforrw.t ion as 
compared to histogram information , for the discr:imination of vovel sounds 
according to their T. I. distributions?" "Vlhat effect do the perturbations 
of the T. I. distr:lbut ions~du .. to pitch have on vowel discrimination?". 
"HoW effective is the counter measure of p.s.g. in removing pitch effects 
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which cause redmed. vowel discriminat ion, from the T. I. distribut ion?" • 
These questions were not answered :in chapter 3 owing to,eitl~r 
the restrictions of the ~sphericity asswmption,or lack of time while 
using the earlier more laborious method. The present experiments are 
based on the more realistic se::;:a,ration measure of wejghted E.D., m the 
context of a recognition system. 
4.2 Description of programs. 
The programs necessary to conduct the recognition experiments 
:fall into two categories. Fll'stly, those concerned with the comrutation 
and storage of the reference statistics, and secondly, those concerned 
with the comparison of newly presented vowel scum statistics With the 
reference statistics, and the recognition of the presented sound on the 
basis of this comparison. 
4.2.1 Computation and. storage of reference statistics. 
It W"dS necessary to construct a store of reference stat istics 
for each vowel sound that was to be recognised. These refereme 
statistics comprise the mean contents expected. :in each bin and the 
standard deviation about this mean for each bin. 
The T.I. statistics, in this case 256 bin digrans, were com-
piled for ten sequential 50 msec. durations of a single utterance, and 
were retained in the core store (see appendix 4.B). These statistics 
occupied over one quarter of the COl~e store available. The mean digram 
and the standard deviation of the 90ntents of each of the mean digram's 
b inS were calculated. The orig:inal stat ist:lea were destroyed in this 
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process owing to lack of space in the computer store. Theneandigram 
and. its standard deviations were then transferred to digital magnetic 
tape. 'When this analysis had been completed for each of the twelve 
vowels, a :f'ul1 'single utterance reference set', that is a reference 
set in which each vowel is typified by a single utterance, was stored 
on the magnetic tape. 
4.2.2 The cOIllrutation of mixed reference sets. 
It was required to obtain JlX)re general descriptions of the 
characteristics of each vowel,rather than that allowed by the measure-
ment of several sequential segments of a single utterance. A program 
was written to mix the s:i.r>..gle utterance reference sets to obtam a 
'mixed refereme set'. The mixture could be, for example, of referellCe 
sets of single utterances at different pitches by the sa.me speaker, or of 
reference sets of single utterances by several speakers. The mathe-
matical derivation of the mixing algorithm is presented in appendix 7. 
4. 2. 3 Comparison and recognition programs. 
The fUnction of this part of the flYstan was to compile tte 
statiatics of a newly presented vowel and compare them with the refe~nce 
set, by complting weighted E.D.s. The vowel whose reference statistic 
was found to be ~arest to the newly presented vO'Nel's statistic,was 
identified with this presented vowel. 
The program measured statistms of only eight seq~ntial seg-
ments of 50 msec. because of storage limitations. These limitations 
were caused by the need to recall,f'rom magnetic tape into core store,the 
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reference statistics of each vowel; one at a time. These reference 
statistics need twice the space of the basic Wlprocessed statistics 
owing to the addition of standard. deviation values for each bin. 
Instead of prod.ucing a mean value of these eight statistjcs 
and obtaining a single euclidean distance :t'ran each refererce statistic, 
which would of course give the vall:.e zero if' trn same smg1e utterame 
reference was used, all eight actual digrams were ccmpared to each 
reference statistic. This preserved the Within-utterance variability 
factor in the T.I. statistics,through to the final act of recognition. 
Using this method,it was not necessary to make any assumptions about the 
variation of the stat ist ics within the utteranc e and the uncertainty in 
recognition that this variation .,muld cause. The probability of the 
presented vowel being recognised as a pu-ticular vowe1 t was indicated 
simply by tM score out of eight in the final stage. 
For each presented vowel, tre program comruted 96 weighted 
E.D. s. It then searched for the minim..un distance in each of the eight 
groups of twelve distar.ces, which mdicated the separation of the eight 
sequential se~nts of the utterance f'.rom each of the twelve vowel refer-
ence statistics. ! The vcwrels which coincided with these minima were 
punched out in numerical code on the high speed paper ta.pe pLmch. The 
flow diagram of this program is shown in figure 4.1. 
4.2.3.1 The use of digital magnetic tape storage. 
The full FDF-8 systan, described in awendix 4, was available 
from the outset of the use of these recognition rrograms. This enabled 
VOWEL RECOGNITION PROGRAM 
Get next 
reference 
set from 
mag. tape 
Compute the 
weighted :So D. 
contribution 
of each bin. 
Sum the 
contribut- 1----< 
ions. 
Advance 
counter 
Advance 
vOVlel 
nUI:lber 
Advance 
counter 
E.D. for 
each seg-
ment. 
Reset 
counter 
Fig. 4.1 Flow diagram of the vowel recognition program. 
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two spools of digital magnetic tape to be in use during the Sam;! progran, 
although not at the same time. Initial.ly one spool was used to store 
the reference statist ics required by the pr'ogram, and. the other was used 
to store the values of weighted E.D., produced and 'llSed by the IrOgram. 
Only the results of the recognition procedure were pmched out on paper 
tare. This magnetic record of.' the B.D. measurements enabled a check to 
be made if 'W'lexpected results 'Were obtained. It was most useful in t.lJ.e 
early stages of this experi.rrent. The tares on the second unit were 
la.ter used to store the T. I. s of.' the waveforn:s of all the utterances 
which it was desired. to recognise. This was found to be exceedingly 
useful as it eliminated the relatively high chance of error in the contin-
ual presente..t ion of '\'-owel sounds to the computer :f'rom the Language Ilaster 
recorder. This process became more error prone when information concern-
:ing the start of the glottal period was requirea. for experiIoonts on p. s.g •• 
Various vowel sounds required dit"ferent adjustments to the deal time of 
the glottal period detector for this period to be detected accurately. 
This was ill ad1ition to the need to monitor the gain of the pre-a!nrlifier, 
m order to maintain an :input voltage cacpat ible with accuracy in the 
clipping amplifier. 
The T.I.s of each sound together with the slottal pericxi 
markers were measured in the norrrru .. ay. The block of core store contain-
mg then was then trar...sferred to magnet ic tape. Only when different 
preprocess ing, or the speech of' a di:f'ferent sr:eak~r.was required for analysis, 
were new intervals recorded on to magnet ic tape 1.'1. this way. The SaJre 
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intervals were used -ror I:".any variant s or analysis to be described in 
this chapter. A major advantage of this system was that the recognition 
programs could run untended for periods up to nine hours. 
4.3 T. I. analysis of vowels by three sl,)e8kers. 
A series of experir:lents were done i.'1 v;hich the VO\vel utter-
ances of three spea..'.;:ers we:::-e used as inp.lts and. refe:::-ences of the recog-
nition program. These experm-ems can be divided into two parts; those 
where the reference statistics were derived fran the utterances of' sir-ogle 
speakers, and those where they were derived from the utterances of ill 
three speakers. 
4.3.1 Experiments using same speaker as reference. 
The purpose of these experi:nents was to obtain an estimate of 
the within-utterance variability, as measured by the recognition program. 
M mentioned in section 4.2.3, no measure of this variability was mde 
explicitly d.ur:L.""lg the r3cognition procedure, but aa a sequential set of 
t:ime seg~nt3 from each utterance were used as tre inrut, this variabilit'<J 
is inherent in all the results. 
The link between the variability of tm statistics, am the 
recognition scores obtained in this exper:iment, mlSt be th:ught of in the 
follow:ing terms. Variability is seen as the risk of a 'VOwel ventur:ing 
nearer to the centre of anotl~r vowel's territor,r, def:ined in tre N-space 
of the statistics, than to tm centre of its own territory. This point 
is naJ.e, as it is clear that it is not possible for a histogram description 
to be JlX)re variable than the corresponding digram description, in absolute 
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terms. Variability of t re statistios was therefore defined, as above, 
in terms of the phone~-shaped hypervolumes in the N-space. 
The utterances of each speaker were compared with his O'T.n 
reference stat:i.stics derived f'rcm the same utterances. Recognition 
scores were obtained f'or analyses usi."1g digram and. histogram statistics 
of both normal ani difi'erent iated utterances. Tre time scale used in 
these analyses was the mean equiprob8_ble scale for all tht-ee speakers. 
W.A.A. 
:M.J.U. 
DIGIW~. 
l-~ormal. Differentiated. 
96. 96. 
96. 91. 
85. 78. 
Normal. 
91. 
94-. 
77. 
HISTCGRAM. 
Differentja ted. 
87. 
69. 
70. 
Table 2. Recognition scores (out of 96) illustrating tre within-utter-
Mce variability of various analyses of the T.I.s of vowels 
by three speakers. 
The within-utterance variability is seen to vary with speaker, 
type of statistic, and pt'eprocessing of the waveform. b recogniticn 
scores (table 2) reveal that M.J.U. has nnre variable T.I. statistics 
than the other two speakers. The scores for all speakers show poorer 
discrimination between sOWlds when using histogram rather than digram 
statistics, am wllm usmg differentiated rather than normal speech. 
This result shows that for each speaker the digram statistics of the 
normal. sreech T.I.s is tre least variable of the four statistical 
representations of the vowel phoneres. 
4.3.2 Experi.n:ents using mixed speaker reference. 
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The purpose of these experim9nts was to find wre.t effect the 
two types of statistic ani farms of pr-eprocess:ing have on the recognition 
of Ue utterances of all three speakers. against a mixed rei'ererx:e. Tre 
variability of tre T. I. statistics of three spe akers with difi'erently 
pitched voices, which had been observed qualitatively :in chapter 2, was 
therefore be:ing investigated. The recognition scores are given in 
table 3. 
J.B.M. 
w. A. A. 
l!.J.U. 
Normal. 
90. 
84-. 
62. 
DIGRAM. 
Different iated. 
56. 
73. 
58. 
HISTOOP • .All. 
Normal. 
85. 
SO. 
66. 
Dill erent ia ted.. 
63. 
61. 
54. 
Table 3. Recognition scores illustrating the effect of mixing the 
references of three speakers. 
The I1l:Jst useful analysis of these figures.is in comparison 
with those obtained in the single speaker e:x:p;lriIrent s just described. 
They do not show any clear distinctions between the tYf6 of stat istic 
or preprocessing. The only pattern that can be discerned is in t..~ 
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averaged differences between the results of this exper::i.:Ient and those 
of the experiment usmg single speaker refereroes. For example, in four 
cases,scores tor differentiated speech show a bigger difference than those 
tor normal. speech, but in tre otrer two cases the opposite :is true. 
However, the averaged differen::e shCY«s that tre variation due to tl:e 
mixing of speakers causes a greater reduction :in recognition soore for 
differentiated speech than tor normal. sreech. Similarly the digram can 
be seen to be more sensitive to speaker variation than the histogram. 
Note that this sensitivity :1a defined in a similar way to 'variability' 
in section 4.3.1. 
4.3.3 The analysis ot confusions in these ex;periIrents. 
It seemed reaso.."1able to asstl.IOO that the pattern ot confusions 
between vowels, on tre basis of these statistical descriptions, might 
differ frcm one group of vowels to another. The open VO"NelS were son:e-
times found to have T.I. statistics that were ver./ similar to each other. 
Tm close vowels occasionally showed such mutual similarity,dependmg on 
tre relative amplitudes of tIE f:irst ani secrn.d formar.ts. It has been 
seen that differentiation of the vowel/u./ caused the digrams of this 
vowel, uttered by J.I3.1~ and l.!.J. U., to be more similar to each otrer 
(section 2.3.6). Such isolated. cases may be indicative of groupings 
of vowels whose discriminability is dependent on speaker, type of statistic, 
and. preprocessing, in a different w83' f'rom that of other vowels. The 
following analysis of cor...fusions was therefore made. 
Confusions were mapped on to tre cardin.al vowel chart and 
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categorised as follows. Those which occurred between adjacent positions 
on tre cm.rt were considered separately fro:n those which occurred. over 
lOOre than one vowel botm:l.ary. In this way serious and trivial cOllfusio:ns 
were separated. The confusions were :further subdivided into front-back, 
ot:en-close,or diagonal shif'ts .in the cardinal vowel space. These corres-
pond respectively to tre acoustic d:imensions of first forment, second 
formant,and a mixture of both. 
It could be predicted on the basis of the known function of 
differentiation on tle waveform, that fewer second formant confusions 
should take place after differentiation. The ratio of F1 to F2 confusions 
should be relatively high and should increase as intm:-speaker dif'i'erences 
are included. The reverse should be hue of norml speech. It was 
not clear prior to this experiment ha.v histogram and digram confusions 
would differ. 
The choice of the cardinal vowel diagram,as a space into Which 
to map confusions,was made after a preliminary survey of the results. 
It vras obvious that a one dimensiona1 s:p8ce was unsuitable as parallel, 
in addition to serial, ccnfusion links between the voYTels oCcule~ frequently. 
A model based on articulatory proximity seGIood a reasonable choice, as the 
long term aim of acoustic analysis of sreech is to establish acoustic 
correlates of articulatory status aIrl. movement. 
A relative ~asure such as d:irection was chosen in preference 
to specific df.splaceIrents in the sJ;e.ce. Tre latter was obtainable, when 
required, t'ro;:n confusion oatrices which were plotted for all the recog-
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nition experiments. 
Plots of the cor.i'usions between the varicus categories when 
summed for al.l three speakers, are shown m figure 4.2. It is a conven-
ient shorthand when referring to f'ront-back confusions, open-close, and 
diagonal confusions,to call trem Fl., F2 ani X confusions respectively. 
4.3.3.1 Analysis of trivial confusions. 
The pattern of non-diagonal. confusions is expressed in terms 
of tre ratio of Fl. confusions to the F2 confusions, arrl. the change in this 
ratio when speaker differences are :li:troduced into tl:e analyses. 
Confusions in nornal s~eech histogz-~ analyses Were seen to be 
mainly due to F2 confusion. When inter-speaker dif'ferences were intro-
duced, the F1 and X confusions increased, but the increase in the former 
WaS not sjgnificant for all three speakers. In the corresponding digram 
analyses, the en:phasis on F2 confusions fias increased by the speaker 
variations in the case of two speakers. 
In the case of differentiated sreech the ratio of F2 to F1 
confusions was increased insignit'icantly when speaker variations were 
included :in tre histogram analysis. The digram analysis showed.a signifi-
cant swing :in the opposite direction. 
So it is seen that SOL1.e different trends in .the most likely 
confusions occur in the histogram and digram analyses. The FJ/F2 ratio 
arrl cranges in th:Ls ratio wren speaker differences are included, are seen 
to be as predicted for all the digram aralyses, but are largely against 
the prediction in the case of the histogram analyses. In all cases, 
Means and standard devia.tions of points plotted in figure 4.2 
~\l 3'2 X : 
- -
-
l.ree.n Std.dGv. ?:ean Std.dev. ., i .. ean Std..dev. 
- - -
Trivial 
con1'usions 
Histogram 
analysis 
N.S.S. 3 16 16 8 3 3 
N.M.S. 15 10 16 6 22 18 
D.S.S. 9 13 9 9 16 15 
D.Lj.S. 20 9 23 17 13 11 
Digra.m I analysis I 
N.S.S. 2 3 11 15 2 3 i 
N.M.S. 4- 3 19 5 13 11 
D.S.S. 1 2 14 22 3 5 
D.M.S. 41 14- 13 2 33 30 I I 
Serious 
confusions 
Histosram 
analysis I 
N.S.S. 11 17 1 2 2 2 I 
N.ll.S. 7 12 10 2 7 2 
D.S.S. 10 2 17 12 19 17 
D.M.S. 3 3 17 7 34 23 
Digram 
analysis 
N.S.S. 2 3 1 2 1 2 
N.l,1.S. 7 10 10 15 5 9 
i).S.S. 0 0 12 11 3 5 
D.M.S. 1 2 9 5 10 7 
Table 4.2 
except the histogram a.ns.lysis of dll'ferent iated speech, the X confusions 
are ala:> increased with speaker variations. 
It has been found, by reference to the standard deviations of 
the original data in table 4. 2, that only a SI!lal1 prop:lrtion of the trends 
shown in figure 4.2 are signi:£'icant for all three speakers. Tb9 
V'"c1Xiation in the histogram confusions is seen to be greater than that in 
the digram confusions. The above facts tend to reduce the signif'icance 
of the unexpected trends observed in the histogram reoognition scores. 
4.3.3.2. The analysis of serious confusions. 
The higher Fl/F2 confusion ratio, found for the serious confusions 
produced by the histogram analysis of normal speech, is seen to be insigni-
ficant when averaged. over all speakers. The pattern of car1usions rcroduced 
by digram analysis of normal speech, does not shaw any significant dif'ferences 
between F1 and F2 ccnfusions. 
Both the digram and histogram analyses of different iated speech 
produ:::e significantly more F2 than F1 confusions. The decrease in the 
F2VFl confusion ratio,when speaker differences are introduced,is not 
significant in either case .• 
4.3.3.3 Conclusions on analysis of confusions. 
This analysis of the types of o:mfusions has revealed that trivial 
ccnfusions in the digram analyses alVlays confirmed the prediction made in 
section 4.3.3. This result suggests that some simple transform of the 
two formant frequency description of' vowels is :tresent in the digram 
patterns, with a few exceptions which cause serioo.s confusions which do 
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not confoI1ll. 
However, a large number of the confusions based on histogram 
analysis, inc1udmg IOOst of the sericus ones, do not confonn to t re pre-
diction, but are of 1~ significance. In the abseme of further detailed 
analysis based on a larger a.Illo~t of data, this ruggests that the histogram 
analysis does not Iroduce patterns which are as simple transforms of the 
F1 - F2 description as the digram patterns. 
4.4 Variation in recognition scores between two program runs. 
The reference statistics for each utterance were compiled over 
ten consecutive segments of 50 msec. Subsequent recognition program runs 
used the sane intervals plus those that followed these ten segments. The 
f:irst progrrun run was started at exactly the same interval as the compilation 
of the reference statistics; tm seccnd run was started 256 intervals 
later. This corresponds to two blocks of magnetic tare storage. This 
arrangement meant that the 50 msec. segments, with:in vihich the statistics 
were compiled, coincided d:ur:ir>.g the f:irst run with those used jn th3 refer-
ence compilation, in fact with the first eight of the ten used. By the 
choice of a displacement in tine equal to an arbitrru:y number of tiJoo 
intervals, tre boundaries of the eight segmer.ts used 1.'1. the second run 
were displaced from those used in the first run. In additian,use was 
nade of the extra 100 msec. of the utterance,used :in tre reference compil-
ation but not in the first recognition run. 
An analysis of the dif'ference between the recognition scores 
obtained on these two IU!lS was done. The results were:-
1rean Difference. 
Speaker. J.B.l~. 
Speaker. M.J .U. 
Standard Deviation. 
3.2 
3.2 
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If a normal distribution of these d:ifferemes is assumed, 68/~ 
of the same utterarce scores will be 'wi thln 7 units of each other, ani 
9.5% within 10 units of each otr...er. The unit is defined as a recognition 
score of 1 out of 96. Individual tests of these differences were mde on 
the six different forms of statistics used in the following experimmts, 
but no coherent d:ifference was evident. There were, therefore, no grounds 
for expectin& some statistics to give IOClre reliable scores than others. 
In the following experinents the scores are presented as the Ire3l1 
of th:: t"l'1O runs, thus the above dii'ferences are equivalent to a tolerance 
of % 3.5 (68,~ confidence) and % .5.0 (95~ confidence). These figures are 
presented as a guide to tre interpretat ion of the results to follC1tT. 
4.5 A cor::parison of recognition resu.lts usir..g histogram and digram analysis. 
The discr:ilninative IOwers of a digram analysis of the T.I.s of 
vowel waveforn:.s were Ll1vestigated qualitatively b chapter ~. The main 
concern of that study was to deteI"...nine ~ stable the digram display was 
with the usual speech perturbations of changes in pitch and speaker, and. 
also when pre-clipping differentiation was used. The digram was used 
simply because it was a sensitive and original method of T.I. analysis of 
speech waveforI:1S. It Was sh(1iV'n for an isolated. C<;1.Se (section 2.3.1), that 
two vowel sounds could have very Silllilar T.I. histogrOOls rut be clearly 
distinguished by the:ir digram patterns. At that st1l[;e this could be 
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shown only for isolated cases , and the overall advantage of analysis by 
tre digram statistics, if an , could rot be judged. 
These experiments to be described no\v Were designed to anSi1er 
tre question . "Is there any additional information in the digram statistics 
of' the T. I . s of vowel waveforms t !at "ill improve the discr:imination bet-
ween vowels achieved usir..g histogram statistics?" 
Exped.mentaJ. procedure. 
The sJ:eech of one sJ:eaker was taken at a tline. Several sets 
of utterances of both s akers used, had bee examined qualitatively : some 
had a controlled pitch, others were not so controlled. Those chosen for 
use in these q'Llantitative e !'":llrents were three controlled itch utter-
ances and two uncontrolled pitch utterances for each vowel . The controlled 
itch utterances were c hosen t o cover the ?itc rlLl"lge of the s eaker, ani 
form the basis of a reference set of statist ics. The uncontrolled pitch 
utterances were .:ncluded to :l!'Ovide a me asure of the difference between a 
single speaker ' s utterances at different times. The five utterances, so 
used , would be a test for a single seer recognition systEm; to determine 
wmt range of utterances '-ould hs.ve to be used in the compilat ion of refer-
eme statistics, in order to cope adcquatel i7it all vowel utterances of 
that speaker . The present experiments provide an estimate of the use:fu.l-
ness of three s:ingle pitch utterances in providing a vowel refereme. The 
sets of utterances i7ere labelled 1 - 5 , where 1 - 3 were controlled pitch 
utterances with glottal periods of' 8 . 0 msec. , 6. 5 msec . , ani 5 msec . for 
speaker J . B.l: .) ani 9. 5 msec . , 8 . 0 resec ., and 6. 5 msec . f'ctr speaker . J . U • • 
The result of a recognition run on twelve vowels was given as a score 
out o-r 96. This Was the llUlriber of digrams compiled from the inp.lt 
set of vowels. 
The form of presentation of the recognition scores, to be used 
throughout this chapter, 1.3 a chart with the utterance munber (1.- 5) as 
abscissa and the score out of 96 as the ordinate. In all cases the 
scores for utterances 1 - 3 are linked by straight 1ines,and those of 
utterances 4 and. 5 by a further straight line. These lines are not 
inten-led to convey an interpolation of recognition score between the 
utterances, but merely as a visual aid to distinguish the controll,ed 
pitch 'within-reference' sounds, and the uncontrolled pitch 'outsiie-
reference' sounds. 
Figure 4.3 A and B illustrates the results -ror a histogram and 
digram analysis system res~ctively, for speaker J .B.M.. It is seen 
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that sounds used as part of the reference statistics (within-re-rerence 
sounds) are recognised r.lOre reliably than toose Which were not used as 
part of the reference statistics (outside-reference Sounds). The scores 
obtained using digram statistics are seen to be near 100% for within-
reference sounds, and. around 3Oi1 for outside-reference sounds. This 
indicates that the analysis is far too sensitive to the peculiarities 
of particular utterances, rut also that the nethod of combining statistics 
to obtain a mixed re-rerence set has, in this case, yielded recognition 
resul ts which are independent o-r pitch. The scores obtained using histo-
gram statistics show some interesting differences. The within-reference 
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Fig. 4-.3 Recognition scores obtained using digram and histogram 
analysis with three T.l. resolutions. (Speaker J.B.M.) 
'Recognition score significance limit :-1 
s0und.3 are also recognised more reli8bly than the outside-reference 
ones, but the d.ifI""erence between them is reduced: this reduction 
be1J1..g mainly due to t.1.e poorer recognition of the within-reference 
sounds, which is seen to be verJ pitch depend.ent. 
4.5.1 Comparison of results with those for another speaker. 
Similar scores for histogram and. digralIl analysis were found 
using a similar set of utterances spoken by l:.J.U. (fig.4.4 A and B). 
There is a slight decrease in the scores for the digram analysis of 
within-reference sound~ which is just significrult (section 4.4.), ani 
a similar increase for the outside-reference sounds, compared with the 
results of figure 4.3 A and B. The decrease in the Within-reference 
scores could be attributed. to the overall lower pitch. Within each 
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50 msec. segment tl1.ere are fewer zlottal reriods, and therefore a greater 
proportion of this time is oCCllr;ied with intervals which are under low 
amplitud.e lobes of the waveform in many of the vowels. Tws there may 
be a greater proportion of variability in the reference statistics. 
There are greater differenCes between the speakers in the scores 
for the histozram analysis. The max~ and minimwm scores for the 
pitch dependent within-reference sounds are similar for both speakers, 
but the mean level over the three utterances is 71 for l~.J. U •• and 65 for 
J .B.M. This isdue_, to the fact, which is obvious from figure 4.4 B, 
that two of the IT.J.U. utterances give the maxiI:lum score whereas only one 
did for the J .B.LI. utterances. This result indicates that the pitch 
dependence of the within-utterance statistics is not due to a rrcnotonic 
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change of the statistics with pit ch, such that the mean pitch corresponds 
most closely to the mean statistic , but rather is due to the pecularities 
of particular glottal period lengths . This agrees well with the behaviour 
of the T. r. distributions illustrated in figure 1. 6 , where certain features 
appear, disappear and reappear as the glottal period is vari ed monotonicall y . 
4. 6 FUrther analysis by recognition experiments. 
The l arge diff'erence between the s cores achieved using wi thin-
r ef erenc e sounds and those achieved using outside- reference sounds , and 
the pitch dependence seen when using the histogram analysis , suggested 
two further variants of the analysis system. The first was t o vary the 
T.I. r.esolution used in the classification of the intervals , and the 
second was the use of the already investigated technique of pitch syn-
chronous gat i..'IJg. 
4. 6.1 The variation of T. r. resolution. 
The reduction of t he T. I . resolution Was designed to elimir~te the 
s eparat ion of utterances of the same VO\vel whose intervals were s lightly 
differe nt , and thus with a minimum of within- reference sounds , reliably 
recognise all u t teran;es of that vowel b the same speaker. This action 
if taken too far would inevitably cause the merging of groups of vowels 
wi th similar statistics. 
The method used was to divide the 16 bin equiprobabl e time scale 
into fewer bins . Reduct ions by factors of two and four were the simpl est 
t o :implement . The results of' t.bis experiment are shown ll1. parts C, D, 
E and F of figures 4 . 3 and 404. The differenc e between scores a chieved 
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using withL~-re£cl~nce sounds and those adlieved usir~ outside-reference 
sound.::; is seen to ha~ be,:n re..i.uced. The najor com,onent o£ this red:'<lct-
ion has been the reduced score for the v:it..~b-refcrence sc.unds. 
For a given level of T.I. resolution, the d~ram analysis gives 
significantly higher,an1 less ~itch dependent reco~nition scores than 
the histogram analysis, for the within-reference so'Lmds. In the case of 
4. b:in resolution of !.::'J.U. utterances, not all the digram sco!'es are 
significantly greater than the histogram scores. As the T.I. resolution 
is reduced there is a slizht overall increase in the scores for the outside-
reference sounds. In several cases this increase is only just significant 
over the full range of 16 bin to 4. bb T. I. resolution. 
The differ::mces in the zec ogn it ion score between the analysis using 
digrams or histograms of t..~e within-reference sounds, and. the analysis 
using digranE or histograms of the outside-reference soun:1s,lcad to the 
following conclus:L:m. The ~reater detail of description p.1ssible in the 
higher informati:m capoicity di,:;ram is lIX)re specific to the partio.llar 
s~xnds used as references, than the detail of descri~tion possible using 
the lower capacity histogram. The 4. bin resolution dierams, havin& 16 
bins in all, and the 16 bb resolutwn histogram,have the sane capacity 
and therefore provide a useful comparison. The res<l1 ts for both speakers 
show that both within- and outsid.e-reference sounds have slightly h:igher 
scores when the digram is used, but for several of the utterances this 
difference is not significant. 
The above results suggest that many of the features observed in 
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these recognition scores cO.n be correlated with the in£ormation capacity 
of the statistics irrespective of the T.I. resolution used or the order 
of the statistic co:npiled. There could be two variables of the speech 
sounds used. which are resp::nsible for this pattern of recognitbn scores. 
The first coul3. bl~ described as 'utterance peculiarities' and the second. as 
'pitch peculiarities'. It nay well be that the fonner are a special. form 
of the latter, but t.~ey are seen as distinct in the results of this experi-
ment. The former variable is responsible for the difference in the score 
between the within- ani the outsid.e-~ference sounds. As this differeroe 
decreases with decreasing T.I. ~solution, the pitch dependence, caused by 
the second variable,increases in the scores of the withL~-reference sounds. 
This could not be seen in the outside-reference sounds as they are not of 
controlled pitch. These two variables have been separated,as they have 
been seen to act in opposite directions as the T.I. resolution is changed. 
It has been found PJssible to offer an explanation of only the pitch 
peculiarities of the utte~ances,and their effect on the recognition scores. 
An explanation of the pattern of pitch dependence observed could 
be based on the same model of vowel wavefozm stzucture for which p. s.g. 
was postulated in chapter 2. If the effect of pitch chaJl6es is simply 
to perturb a rather noisy sequence of L~terva1s at the end of the glottal 
period, the use of high capacity statistics could result in many bins having 
an odd one or two co--mts in them. In comparison, the 10\V' capacity statisti03 
will on average have l~er bin contents. Any shift of noisy intervals 
frenll one area of tho statistic to another, will therefore cause a greater 
separation in the euclidean space, when a snaIl number of bins are used. to 
contam the contribution of these mtervals to the total. probability 
distribut ion of the statistic. This :is based. on the simple matheIJ1.!:l.tical 
2 2 2 fact that (a ... b) :). a + b , as E.D. is calC'lllated. using a sum of squares. 
4.6.2 Conclusion on the variati~n of T.I. resolution. 
The desired. result of reducing the difference between the scores 
obtairLed when within-reference and outside-reference SO~3 were used, was 
achieved. There were the un::lesirable side ef'fects,which seem to be depend-
ent on the capacity of the statistics, of reducing the withm-reference scores 
with only a ve~ sl~ht increase i~ the outside-reference scares. The 
pitch dependence of the fonner was also mcreased. 
The IDtormational capacity of the vEXious statistics could have 
been kept constant by adjusting the quantisation of the contents of the 
bms. .An increase in this quantising unit would simply aIn01.mt to the 
addition of noise to the bin contents am would not result in any improve-
ment in recognit ion. 
Quantisation of the dimensions of bin contents and of the T. I. 
scale, have different effects in this analysis. The former is of advantage 
only to the cOll1IlU11ication engineer, who requires the mininum information 
specification,corJ.patible with adequate recognition. The latter defines 
the groups of intervals whose values are asS't.W~d to be independent of all 
others when E.D. measurements are male. It is seen there fore that the 
effects of vaIj"ing the T.I. resoluticn could not be changed ina way advant-
ageoW3 to recognition by adjusting the quantisation of the bin contents. 
This quantisation is sufficiently small to measure the absolute number 
of T.l.s involved in ea~~ statistic. 
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4.7 The quantitative L~vestigation of pitch synchronous gating (P.s.g.). 
The qualitative results obtained in chapter 2 su:;gested that 
there could be some advantage in the use of p. s. g. to eliminate pitch 
depend.ent perturbat ions of the T. I. distribut ions of vowels. Sane 
digrams of the remnant of the glottal period after p.s.g., showed partial 
s:imilarity to digrams of differently pitched utterances of the same vowel 
which had been s.imilarly gated. The use of the recognition procedure on 
these d1grams and the corresponding histograms, should help to dec:ide 
whether p. s. g. is truly useful as an eliminator of noise and pitch effects. 
The mixed reference statistic will accentuate those parts of the digram 
which occur 1."'1 other dignuilS of the some vowel. 
Two types of p.s.g. will be described. : Reasons were g1 ven in 
chapter 2 for the gating period to be a fixed time from the start of the 
glottal period. In addition to this basic form of gatir~, one of the 
other rethods described was used. This method was to IOOnitor the glottal 
period of the speech being analysed, and remove a fixed time segrrent from 
the end of the period.. This was done by measuring each glottal period 
then assuming that the next period would be of similar length. The gating 
period was then adjusted accordingly to give an 'on' period of the glottal 
period minus one millisecond or the glottal period minus ~70 milliseconds 
(I'S} - 1 or P"'..::G - 2). In the more orthodox method, when four or six 
milliseconds at the start of each glottal period were included, the gating 
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is referred to as PSG + 4- and PSG- + 6. 
The P.n - 1 and. FS3- - 2 gat~were used. on the speech of J.B.M •• 
It was thought that this fonn of gating might help to extract roore relevant 
ini'ormation from vowel waveforms w:hich do not conform to the t10del on 
which p.s.g. was first based, i.e. a wavcfonn without a significant 
amplitude decay ill each glottal reriod. This type of waveform will 
occur mainly at the higher pitches v.hon there is little tirne for any decsy. 
For this reason, the method was used on the utterances of J. B.l!. rather than 
on those of ~,:'J.tT. When very little decay occurs with a high pitch, it 
is typical that 8. large prorortion 0-;: the period is pitch derendent. 
17hen very little decay occurs with a lower pitch, tre T.I. inforInc'ltion 
in some of the latter }.a1f of the period is quite reliable and. may well 
be used. In this situation,if a fixed 'on' period is chosen, a smaller 
and emaller proportion of the duration of compilation is actually contri-
butir>.g to the statistics as the pitch is lowered. 
period 
fofft/could be an advantage. 
Therefore a fixed 
The speech of 1~.J .U. used in these analyses Was gated using only 
P5G- + 4 and FSG + 6, as lJ'k)re of his vor;els showed significant decay :in the 
glottal period, owing to their lower pitch. 
4.7.1 The results of p.s.g. on recognition scores. 
SC£J.e preliminary expedments gave striking results. A typical 
set of recognition scores for the five utterances used, and the effect of 
F.:JG- - 1 gatir..e, is shown in figure 4.5. It can be seen that the effect 
of PS} - 1 gat:ine has been to reduce the pitch dependence.and to increase 
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Figure 4.5. 
the outside-reference recognition score. ',Then a score fairly uniform 
with pitch was obtained for the gated within-reference sounds :instead of 
a strongly pitch dependent result from the tingated sour~s, there ,vas usually 
little increase in the average value of the recognition score. Such 
results as these ~~dicated that p.s.g. was a useful preprocessing to the 
compilation of' T.l. statistics. 
These results were obtained in pr-eliminar'J experiments and are 
not typical of all the experiments later oonducted, using different types 
and amounts of' gating, on the speech of' two speakers. Certain of their 
features are seen however, in many other cases. These features include 
the jmprovement of the recognition score of one but not both of the outslle-
reference sounds, and the smoothing of' pitch dependence, for low but not 
high pitch ani vice versa, for the within-reference sounds. The recogni-
tion scores for the p.s.gated speech of' J.B.1i. analysed by histogrrun and 
digralD statistics are illustrated in figures 4-.6 ani 4-.7 respectively. 
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All the scores recorded are the means of two runs of the program. 
4.7.2 Pitch der~ndence. 
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Very little pitch dependence is seen in the results using the 
higher capacity 256 bin and 64- bin digram statistics. The steady increase 
in score seen in the ungated form of the 64- bin statistic, is just signi-
ficant when related to the measurements of section 4Jt.. P. s. g. in this 
case gives largely insignificant differences in score to the ungated fonn. 
PS:} + 4 and p:'''£' -2 gatir..g give a just significant increase in score for 
utterance 1. 
A clear instance of reduced pitch depender..ce can be seen in the 
16 bin digram. In all forms of p.s.g. there is no sigd.f1.cant change in 
the score for the medium pitch, but for pm -2 both high and. low extremes 
of pitch show significant increase. IOCr -1 gating aJ.so :improves the 
score for the high pitched utterance (3), and PSG + 4. :improves the score 
for the low pitched utterance (1). FUrther comnent on this will be made 
in sect ion 4. 7.4. The pitch dependence of the recognition scores is more 
marked for histogram rather than for digram analyses. It becomes increas-
ingly severe as the number of bins is reduced. Most of the forms of p.s.g. 
are less ef'fective :in rem:>ving the pitch dependence of these statistics. 
4. 7.3 The effect of p. s. g. on outside-reference sounds. 
No clear picture of the dii'ferential effect of p. s.g. on the 
within-reference and outside-reference sounds Was seen in the recognition 
scores. As the outside-reference SOun:lS did not have a controlled pitch, 
it was not fQssible to predict that one form of gating should increase the 
161. 
score for either utterance 4 or 5. All that is clear is that, ~or each 
individual vowel utterance, FSG- + 4 will retain a fixed amount in each 
glottal period, whereas pg:;. -1 and P.I;. -2 will retam a variable amount 
dependent on the pitch. 
\1hen 256 bin digram analysis was used, the recognition scores 
for utterance 4 were increased by all forms of p. s.g., whereas those for 
. 
utterance 5 were decreased. The opposite was true for analysis by 64 
bm and 16 bin digrams, with one insignificant exception. Scores ~or 
histogram analysis are increased by all ~onns of' P.s.g. in the case of 16 
bin and 8 bin histograms for both utterances 4 and 5, rut are decreased 
by all fo~s of p.s.g. in the 4 bin case. In both histogr3lIl and digram 
analysis, the 4 bin resolution statistics gave very low recognition scores 
• 
for all fo~s of P.s.g. on both the outside-reference sounds. further 
conment will be made on this in section 4.. 7.6, a~ter consideration of the 
utterances of another speaker. 
4.7.4 Review of the effect of p.s.g. on the re<1ognition of the utterances 
It was to be expected that the different forms ,of p.s.e. would 
affect differently pitched utterances in different ways. One case has 
already been mentioned in section 4.7.2. In this part icular instance, the 
¥'.;i; + 4 gating gave a score insignificantly different from that obtair::.ed 
using P"".JG. -2 gating of utterance 1. Both these scores are significantly 
better than the score in the ungated case. These gatings of the glottal 
period correspond to the inclusion of 5~ (4 msee.) and 75% (6 msec.) of 
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the period. A .similar comparison can be made between PSG - 1 and. PSG - 2 
gating of utterance 3, when 80~ (4 msec.) and 6crfo (3 msec.) of the glottal 
period respectively are included. The reason for Fo.JG. + 4- gatine (80% of 
the period) giving poor results here. is not knOi'm. These two ex~p1es 
indicate that, for a s~rrnificant increase in recoGnition score caused by 
p.s.g., the 'or.' period of the gate, or the proportion of the glottal 
period that this repres3nts, are not at all crucial. 
There is evidence in figure 4.. 7 that Fo.JG. + 4 gat:i.ns increases 
the recognition score of the low pitched utterances ID:)st, whereas the 
negative gating, usually PSG - 2, increases the scores of the high pitched 
utterances. As the capacity of the statistics is reduced, it is evident 
that the pattern of behaviour of the recognition scores after p.s.g. 
changes. p:~ - 1 gives s:imllar results to the ungated. i'orm, and the 
other forms of p. s. g. give scores which fall short, by a considerable 
margin in some cases. 
A further relationship was expected between the scores obtained. 
using PS:; 2 and P"'~ - I if the proportion of the period gated out vras 
important. There is slight evidence of this in the 64 bin die't"81!l results. 
At the low pitch (utterance 1),PS; - 2 gat~, ,,;bich gated out 25~ of the 
period, gave a similar score to that obtained us.ir.g Ps; - 1 gating on the 
high pitched utterance 3, which involved the gating out of 20;~ of the 
period. The r;at:ine out of ~ of this latter period, 11Owevcr, did not 
make a significont change in the recognition score. 
It has been seen that all the v3I'bus foms of p. s.g. have 
advantages in certain circumstances and that no one form can b e said to 
be most effective in impro~-r~ the r eco nit ion scares for utterances of 
J .B.l.I. There are several indications t t a fixed ' on ' period for t e 
gating is not optimum, and that a fixed ' off ' eriod of 2 msec. is more 
approPriate for the h~her ca~acity statistics, being reduced to 1 msec . 
for the lCWler ca acity statistics. However the differences in score 
were sometimes onl just significant and no overall conclusion can be 
dravm. 
4.7. 5 he efrect of p. s . g . on the recognition of utterances by . • J . U. 
The major dif!'erence between the utterances of II . J •. an~ those 
of J . B. I . was that the former w·ere of lower pitch. Utterances 2 and 3 
corresponded, in engt of gl ttal riod, to utterances 1 and 2 or J . B • . I . • 
It could be p edicted that p.s.g . would have e. greater overall effect on 
these utterances than on those of J.B.!>I. . The following results show that 
this is in fact t e case. 
30th m:;. + 4 and PSG + 6 gat ing increase the s cores for 256 
bin, 64- bi."'1 and 16 bin digram analyses (fig. 8. As t e scores of the 
tP'lgated waveform for 256 and 64 b in analyses were not as high as in the 
case of J . B •• , there was room for this 'ust significant increase . The 
strong pitc de endence of the 16 bin digram scores is cam letel elnnbat-
ed using PSG + 6, and artially so using PSG + 4. Note that in the case 
of utterance 1 , with pSG. + 4 gating , nearly 6 % of each period is being 
rejected. The effect of . s . g . on t e pitch dependent scores obtained 
using histogram analJ~is is very clear and doe~ not weaken as T. I . resolution 
is reduced (fig . 9 . PSG + 6 ating was consistently better for utter-
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ance 1, but tl->.,e scores usb:.; both PS; + 6 an:1 F3; + 4- gating approd.mate 
to eacb. other for the higher pitched utterances. This would indicate 
that a certain pr'oport ion of the period is important rather than a fixed 
length. 
The effect that p.s.g. has on outside-reference recognition Scores 
varies considcr-ably. The scores obtained for 16 bin analysis of utter-
ance 4- are seen to be increased more by p. s.g. thnn by reducing the 
resolution to 4- bins. This is not seen, houever, in the case of uttcr-
ance 5. A further feature is that P"~ + 4- gat:i.ng always gives a higher 
soorld for utterance 4- than for utterance 5, and ::Ex. + 6 gating does the 
opposite. This could be explained only in terms of the actual pitches 
of the vowels making up the utterance sets, 4- and 5. 
P.s.g. of the uttersnces of l,:.J.U. is seen to be more effective 
in remov:ing pitch dependence than p. s.g. of the utterances by J .B.1r. just 
examine 1. The relative a.lvantaees of pa; + 4- and P.n + 6 gating are also 
better defined than those of the mixed :pJsitive and negative gating of 
J.B.E. utterances. 
4. 7.6 Conclusions on the use of p.s.g. 
The recognition scores obtained usir.g p. s.g. on the vowel wavefoms 
have shov.-n that a considerable reduction in pitch dependence is achieved. 
This has been seen in so;na cases to be loosely co:r.:-elated with the prorortion 
of the glottal period whichwas ret~ined after P.s.g •• rlhen less than 50% 
of the period has been retained, results no better than the score for the 
unga ted waveform have been recorded. The results achieved When psg 
• • • • 
was applied to the speech of 1,;.J.U., who has a lower natural pitch than 
J .B.l:'., were f01.Uld to be nore coherent throughout the range of statistics 
examined. The application of p. s.g. to the outside-reference sotmds has 
sho'wn t}1..at when some increase in score has been achieved, it has been 
limite-J to the higher T.I. resolution statistics. This can be clenrly 
seen in the case of ut terance 4- in figures 4.8 and 4.9; the same tendency 
is evident in fio~es 4. 6 and 4. 7. On the basi3 of this evidence, it 
may be concluded that the increase in score for outside- reference sounds, 
achieved by red.ucing the T.I. resolution, is not fUrther enhanced by P.s.g. 
4-. 7. 7 Recognit ion scores obt ai.l1ed. 
Throughout this study it has been assumed that T. I. analysis 
alone is i.."'..sufficient for a complete artificial recognition system. This 
assumption has been reinforced by the great variabUity observed in the T.I. 
stat1stics,especially that d.ue to pitch. P'JOwever, it has also been found 
in subjective experiments, when the clipped vowel sounds,used i.11 the analysis 
experiIrents. have been presented to a number of subjects for recognit ion 
(appendix 5), that ver.:! low scores have been achieved. It was therefore 
thought useful to compare the scores achieved by human subjects with those 
achieved by statistical analysis. 
Direct parallels cannot be drawn between all the scores,~to 
differences in the recognition procedures. The human subjt:!cts were 
presented with a sequence of twelve different veyrel sounds in random order. 
This set of breI vc vowels by a single spea1<er was repeated three time s 
during a 30 min. listening sessbn. The average recognition score for 
these presentations was taken as representative of the recognition ~hich 
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is possible. 
The artificial recognition of theoe sounds was the result of 
the cOI!lparison of the T. I. stat istics of a set of utterances with a 
reference statistic, d.erived,either from the sarm utterances, or f'roIll 
similar utterances by the same speaker. It could therefore be postulated 
that the within-reference SOU1'lds recocnition scores are roughly equivn.lent 
to a learned response of a subject Who has studied the utterances concerned, 
ani has established a relationship between the deflll:i.il.g symbols of these 
vowel phor.enes enrl the sounds themselV8z. This situation was not tested 
by the subjective e:A-periments. 
The outside-reference recognition scores are rou~h1y equivalent 
to the response of a subject who has had the chance to 'tune-in' to the 
spebker briefly, but is then pr-esented with new utterances which he has 
to recognise. This situation is much nearer to the su~jective tests 
which were done. 
It is theref'ore proposed to compare the outside-reference scores 
with the lru.man recognition scores. The mean values of the outside-
reference scores for speakers ,j. B.l:. and. 1,:.']. U. are surrmarised in table 11-. 
IrIS TOO-RlIlI. 
16 bin. 
8 bin. 
4 bin. 
Table 4. 
The subjective score of 47~ for the same t;<;elve isolated 
vowels indicates that s:imilar scores can be ac..hieved using both recog-
nition systems, the lruman ani t e artii'iciaJ. . 
4. 8 Recognition based on the analysis of' the T. I . s of the differentiated 
wavef'onn. 
The scores obtained by the analysis of the dif'ferentiated ave-
f'onn are given in figure L. ... IO. ~e results fur ungated waveforms are 
given by the points ljrlJced by solld lines and can be ccmpared vri th those 
obtained f'or normal speech \7avef'orms :in f'igure 4. 3. 
Wi thin- ref'erence ut ter ances . 
"!hen high ca acit statistics are used :in the analysis of' with:in-
ref'erence utterances there is very little dif'f'erence in the scores f'or 
both preprocessing conditions . When lower ca acity statistics are 
used, the scores for t he differentiated speech are IO'wer than those f'or 
the normal 3 eech. This differeme becanes significant only in the 
case of 8 bin and 4- bin histograms. 
4. 8. 2 Outside- reference utterances . 
The increase in recognition score for the outside- reference 
utterances , observed for norrrzl speech when 4- bin resolution was used, 
is not observed in t e differentiated case. 
8. 3 Pitch synchronous gating. 
~he effect of PSG + 4- gating on differentiated uavef'orms Was 
investigated. The results are given by the oints joined by the dotted 
lines in figure 10. TO significant increase in score is gained by this 
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gatinz,or by any other fonls of p. s.g. th&t were tried :in conjunction 
with the 16 bin histogram only. 
4. 8.4 Conclusions on the T. I. ana.lysis of differenth,ted speech. 
Throughry~t this stuay there has been the const~t impression 
that the T.I. statistics of differentiated vowel waveforms do not contain 
such strong features, and. hence do not discrjminate between vowel sounds 
as well as those of normal speech. In secti~n 2.3.6, an isolated case 
of the elimination of some pitch dependence, seen :in the digram pattern 
of the normal waveform,was seen, but this was accompanied by the intro-
duction of a noisy area of the pattel'n. The analysis of the different-
iated speech in section 3.4.5 showed that far mre confusion between 
vowels occurred when differentiated speech Was used than when normal 
speech was used. It was not clear, however, at that stage,whether this 
result was affected by the restriction of hypersphericity or not. If 
the variation between vowels was spread over fewer of the bins in the 
differentiated speech statistics this could well be so. 
In the present chapter, the recognition experiment, which did not 
assume hypersphericity, gave similar re::>ults for both norImI and different-
iated speech when h~h capacity statistics were used, but lower scores for 
differentiated speech when lower capacity statistics were used. It has 
also been seen that p.s.g. has no s~~ificant effect on the reco~nition 
scores using differentiated speech T.l. statistics. 
4.8.4.1 Check on t.~e vl'xiance of e~ch bi.1i's contents over the twelve vowels. 
A c.1.eck 'was made on the variance, over the twe1 vc 'vowel s, 'Of the 
centents 'Of each bin 'Of the 256 bin digram statistic fer beth nerIl'.a.1 and 
differentiated versians 'Of t7ro sets 'Of utter~ces. TVio arbitrary levels 
'Of variance were chosen. The nun:ber of bins which had variances greater 
than the higher level and those wi1ich had. variances in between the higher 
and 1ewer levels ",;-ere ceWlted.. The results are given in table 5. 
NOE.:AL. Dll'i":&:.&tiT IAl'ill. 
UTr. > EIGB: 16 9 
1 IIJ:V - HER 44- 20 
U1T. > HIGH 18 7 
2. IJYi7 - HIGH 57 30 
Table .5. 
given 
This shewed clearly that a/level 'Of V'ariance r.as shovm by a 
greater number 'Of bins in the normal than ll: the differentiated speech 
statistic. The difference is 'Of the 'Order 'Of a fact 'Or 'Of tv/e. Although 
beth tyres 'Of preprocessli'..g are analysed. on their 'Own equipr'Obab1e bin 
scale, all the bin contents are net e'luivariable. This fact ceuld explain 
some 'Of the lewer recegnition scores 'Obtained fer differentiated speech. 
It might be p:>ssible te extract mre mfennatien £'ron the differentiated 
speech T.l. sta~istics,if weightin~ proportional te the 'Observed variance 
in each bin was applied in the E.D. a..'"lalysis. The results 'Of listening 
tests on the sounds used in these recognition experiments shewed, hewever, 
that the perception 'Of clipped ise1ated vewels was e£fected ver,y little 
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by predifferentiation. This is contrasted ~~th the results of 
Ainsworth using PB words (append:Uc 5). 
4.8.4. 2 Compariscn of results with rubjective reco,jr..ition scor~s. 
If the subjective recognition score is co.'llpared with the mean 
outside-reference scores, it is seen that the 53~'~ recorded :in the subjective 
experiment is consistently higher than aIlJ' of the scores obtai.1'1ed. (Table 6). 
It is noted that the scores sho"rVIl in table 6 indicate that the different-
iated waveform T.I. statistics give the optimum discrimination ~nen a 
max:ilIlum number of b1.1'1s are used. This is the opposite of the results 
for normal speech. As f€!'lrer bins ccmtain the variations which separate 
the vowels, reducir..g the number of bins is likely to cause the cancellati0n 
of a greater proportion of this variation than in the case of normal speech. 
DIGR.~ HIS Tm RA1.1 
16 bin 31;'0 40~ 
8 bin 28~ , 36;; 
4 bin 31~~ 3073 
Table 6. 
4. 9 The effect on the recognition scores of grouping the vowels. 
It was apparent f'roi.1 the qualitative studies on the T.I. histo-
gram that the T. r. at at ist ics of some vowels were more similar to one 
another than to t..'1ose of the reste,£' the vowels. This sug2ests that 
certain groups of vo;vels might exist,within which,conf'usions based on 
T.I. statLstics mi,cht be ql.lite COi!ll:lon, but inter-.c;roup confusicns might 
be q).li te rare. 
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A test was perforr:led using the confusion matrix of the recognitbn 
exper:i.;nent based on a 16 bin histograo analysis of ungated within-reference 
utterances of sl~aker J.B.},:.. It was found that a mininwn number of bter-
group confusions ".ere recorded if the followir.g four groups 'were established. 
1. /i./, /1/. 
2. /V/, /u./. 
3. /E /, /0../, /0/, /?£./. 
4. /A/, /3/, /~/, /j/. 
This grouping correspcmds to the follo'ITi."lg nreas on a C:u-d:ll1a1 
vowel diagram. 
CLOSE 
2 
BACK 
4 
It C8n be seen that the I?roposed grou.)s are cont lllUOUS on 
this art1culati0n cha1~. 
4.9.1 ~he results of zr~lpin£ the vowels. 
A comruter progrcoID W3S written to recalculate the recognition 
scores from the confusion matrices of e2.c11 reco.c;nitiol1 test, ignoring 
confusions within the:;:e groups. The reS'~t of tr.is further analysis 
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is shoYm in figures 4. 11, 4. 12. The nature of this analysis meant that 
there could onl be en improvement in the recognit ion scores , but any such 
:improvement is a t the cost of onl discriminatir'..g four categories ot: vowel 
instead of weI ve. 
The i~provement recorde for the within- referenc e sounds seems 
to r each a ceiling 'IThen 6 bin digrruns are reached, descending the ca acity 
scale . The improvement for the outs:ide- reference sounds is fairly uniform. 
4 
The results for t e/bm histogr~ shw t at scores of between 70 and 90 
were obtained for both with·~- and outside- reference sounds. The only 
value in increasir..g the c apacit of the statistics 'i"ras to increase the 
scor es of the 7Tithin-reference sounds . The effect of mcludmg some 
p . s . g . as well is neeligib e, as no forI!l. of • s . g . for either s ealcer 7a:, 
found to give significent increase i..'1 the scores of the outs:ide- reference 
sounds when low capacit statistics were used. 
The mcreases in scores obtained , when grou ing the vcwrels of 
J .B.1.1. after reCOi~nition e eriment on the T. r . s of their differentiated 
waveform fie . 4. 13 , 'ITere in many cases less than t .os found in the ca se 
of normal wavefonn analysis (fig . 4. 11 • mhe increases of the cores for 
the out side-reference soun s were consistent y smaller. The loW' scores 
of t e 8 bin ani 4 bin histogram anal ·ses of differentiated within- reference 
sounds were no t increased relative to the normal speech s cores by the process 
of rouping. 
4 9 2 Conclusion on the effect of grou:?mg the va l1e1s . . . - --
The grou iI".g of t h e twel ve vowels mto four categorie~ , com atible 
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Fig. 4.13 Recogni tion scores illustrating the eft'act of grouping the 
twelve vorrels into four groups on their di scriminability 
using digram and nistogram analysis of the differenti ated 
waveform. t Speaker J . B. ,I.) 
Recognition score significance limit :-1 
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with p.' xinity 0:' an :::rt.i...cUJ..ato17 c: ..,rt , has been seen to increase t .... e 
reco::;nition scores b:- up to a fecto o. wo . 
in the score \Tas for -: e r:o~ aveforo 0 t e outside- _ eference utter-
ances . 
':he ir.cre e i'1 th~ dit "er<::ntiatei speech score due to this 
rou?ing is no as ..... re t as that ic.. the nor!:lal s!?Cec._ score . This 
in icates th3.t th~ re s real of i.'1tervowel v in. ilit , alrea 
me E.sured sec t ion +. 8. , is 1lO t different ial . related to the e v ious 
groups . 
cor LUSlC~S P30SPEDTS. 
The !Urpose of this stu laS bee to investigate various 
techni ues for analysing the sequence of time intervals between t e 
zero crossings of s ech waveforms, 'I7ith a view· to discriminating 
between the speech sounds . hese measurements have been made 
mdependentl of t eir relation to the conve tio al frequency analysis 
of these saunds , b Qeans of which a large amount of discr:im:ination 
.has been shown to be possible ( 1, 48 • On several occasions 
s:im:i.larities of pattern between the ~ . I. description of a sound and 
the frequency description have been seen , and these have been noted. 
ITo more rigorous at tempt has been rna e, however , t a associate the 
two . Tie object of all the measurenents used has been the 
discrim:ination of s eech sounds . 
Conclusions from the present study. 
T. l . s of speech wavefor~ and their histograms. 
It is obvious that statistical measures of the T. I . patterns 
17L:-. 
of speech cannot rega in the , information lost during the cli ping process, 
except in the s~cial cases of very long and very short T. I . s of a b and-
limited signal . The T. I . histogramre resents T. I , s in isolation from 
their context , and there:fore the histograms of only simple wavefor ms 
provide an indication of the T. l . pattern that they represe t • 
.An interesting feature ,·whic is important to the study of 
speech via its T. I . pattern, has emerged from the study of vo i c ed wave-
for ms (1 . 5 . 2) . Not all frequency components of the compl e x wavefor m 
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are present at the Sa.=le time with the same relative amplitudes. Formant 
decay tires varJ, and their times of excitation relative to th:: elottal 
wave:f"oru are displaced with respect to one a.."1Other. It is therefore 
possible for the T. I. pattern to be influenced by frecp.ency components 
of 101'7 average amplitude I which would not affect the T. I. s if' all compon-
ents were present with constant relative amplitudes. 
The ad.1it ional frequency :ini'orrnat ion available :in tre time 
domain did not result in T.I. histo[7'aIlls which could be used to distinguish 
tre twelve vowel sounds examined. The result pointed rather to the 
fact that only broad classifications could be made on the basis of tIe 
T.I. histogrsm (1.5.2). 
The only speech scunds, in Which there was founi a clearer 
relationship between the T. I. histogram and. the :frequency components, 
were the fricatives ani voiced fricatives (1.5.Y4). In both these 
groups of sounds the general frequency descript:LJn is simple. The only 
merit of the T. I. histogram analysis is its simplicity co:npared with 
freq~nc;r analysis. This latter IX>int has already been mde, concerning 
T.l. analysis in general, by Cnang et ale (8). 
These comments about the T.I. histogram are expressed from too 
point of vie'" of relating it to other representations of speech which 
are known to characterise various sounds. The complexity of many of the 
histogram patterns made it necessary to use a quantitative analysis to 
estimate He discriminative power of this simple time domain measure. 
The quantitative analysis for the twelve vowel sounds, as spoken 
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by two male spee-.kers gave the follow~ generalised results. In most 
cases the sc'Ores obtained for within-reference sounds vrere highest for 
the maxinum T. I. resolution of 16 bills, and for outs:ide-reference sou.rrls 
tre 4- bin resolution often eave the ma.xim..un score. The spread of scores 
for the differently pitched utterances of the within-reference sounds 
was between 6o~ and 80;~, this spread be:ing reduced to 70;:; to 8o;~ for the 
'Optimlm p. s.g .• The scores for the outs:ide-reference s'Ounds were 40~<~ 
t'O 50;:6. 17hen the vowels Were groi.lped into four categories, di.scrim:i.natian 
between these categories was increased to give with:i.n-referen:~e scores 
'Of 78~ - 94~, ani outside-reference scores of 78;~ - 85~. 
Comparison of the qunntit8t ive analysis of T.T. histo,P;rRmS with that 
'Of Bezdel and Chandler. 
Some comparable figur(;s f'rem the vrork of Bezdel arrl Chandler (5) 
are 97,"'0 for male speakers within the reference group and 87,"b for male 
speakers outside the reference group. There are however several differ-
ences bet"rreen their exper:i.:oonts and those of the present stu:Jy. The 
major difference, in terms of its effect on the recogniticm scores obtained, 
is that their five vowel categories were eac..1. represented by only a single 
vowel, although spoken by different speakers. The nearest equivalent 
scores of tre present study are for the four vowel categories, but in 
this case each category was represented by a wide phonem:ic ranee within 
the category. Vow'els on the peripheries of these categories would be 
eXj;.ected. to be more readily confused with those in other grouIJS than if 
each group were represe.'1ted by a sing::t.e vo..-vel. A1 tho~h the vowel 
caterrories of Bezdel and Chandler were not the same as those in tlo...is 
.... 
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study, tl'1.is fact could explain so:::.e of' the difference in the scores. 
A further dif'fererc e is t ho9. t the present experinmt s were done for the 
utterances of a s:L'1Cle sp:akar, and only three sets of utterances of 
that speaker were us~d. to compile the reference statistics. A r:.ore 
comprehensive referc:nce set ',ould be eX'",-:ected to C3.t:.se an incres.se :in 
the scores of t he outside-reference sounds, but would, at the same time, 
reduce those for the withi.'1.-reference SOl.L"tlc.s. It has been seen that the 
with:in-reference sounds in the rresent study represent a rather artificiaJ. 
situation; that of a lecrned response to a particular set of utterances 
The use of n'.ony speakers to define the reference statistic is 
If the sr:all differences between the overall T.I. 
d:Lstributions of vowel utterances for three different speakers (section 
3.6.2) are cor::parc-d to the level of T. I. resolution which has been fcund 
optim.lm for the recognition of outside-reference sounds, it can be seen 
that the addit ional generality of reference, obtained by including more 
preselected adult male 
/ sreakers J may outweigh the variability introduced. 
The uses of Tel. histo,r:;r~ anal,;;sis. 
The T. I. histogrDlIl is a simple measure but it is not likely 
to pr'ovide a basis for any perceptual clues. Tllis can be deduced from 
the fact mentioned above, that it represents T.I.s in isolation. 
SeCillences of given T.I.s in any order will give a smilar histoeram, 
but as Unde14 \700d (66) has shown, they may Shcr.l little percertual sbnilar-
ity. Altho~h virtually nothi.'"1g can be claimed for this foI'fil of analysis 
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on the basis of perceFtual eX[,e1'iments, the broad discri:nir.ation:3 
described above suzzest that it could have SO!7.e uses m speech analysis. 
It could be used i!1. a lL1lited voca';)ulary analysis ... hose constittlmt 
phoneres happen to comcide with tre distinguishable T. I. patterns on 
any suitable T.I. scale. This has been denonstrated in a particular' 
case by Bezdel ani Chandler (5). In a more general p.l.rpOse analysis, 
T. I. histogrB.lll3 could playa partial role either as a prelindnarJ feed-
forvrard device. as described by l.~ackay (45), to control the appropriate 
analytic action, or as a refineoent of a crude frecrucncy analysis. .An 
example of the fOl"'Iner use could be the separatbn of voiced fricative 
!'rom vowel. A Z. C. rate measure could separate mst of.' the other 
classes or sounds, but a crude histogram would be necessary to separate 
these tl70 classes on the basis of T.I. measurement. 
The digr8J:1 n:ea~ure of s:;eech waveform T. I. s. 
The discriminatory p)v:-er cf this ~a.sure "'r/as expected to be 
greater than tr.at of the histog:::'a;n of the T.I.s for two reasons. Firstly, 
it has a slightly longer term significance than tl"le histogram, although 
still very Iruch shorter than the t:im.e scale of tm SI:1allest rerceptual 
unit s of speech. Secondly, the clear perce:?tual difference between a 
sequence of short ir..tervals f'ollowed by a sequence of lonzer ones, and a 
mixture of both in one se,:uence, is reflected by differences :in the digram 
pattern but not in tw histogram. The digram is thus capable of contam-
ing more perceptually relevant m.foI!:1.atian than t..1.e histogram. This h.1.S 
been seen explicitly in isolated cases. It is also Ir.Ore sensitive to 
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any change in too T. I. s than is the histogr8l!l. Such a c11llr:.ge causes 
dif~erent relatior~hips with the precedL~g ar~ folloWir€ T.I. For 
e~r::le, the insertion of two short mtervals between two previously 
adjacent long or.es '\Iculd cellse a completely different digr2ID patterr .... 
The correspor.di:1J histogram ];'attermwould be slightly different, but 
would overlap if the long ir"tervols did rot suffer a significant clnnge 
in ler.gth. 
The voiced s:mnds .. ere seen to have ,more-structured digrams 
tr.Jm the .tricative sour:ds (2.3.J./2/3). Di.;rarns of voiced fricatives 
simply showed that m rJOSt cases the lor..g and short intervals .. ere not 
separate in the glottal period. but mingled together in some way. 
DilZraI.15 of nasals er:rphasised too difference in spread of the intervals. 
<;> 
Such a measure as the IOOment of the display abrut X = Y would be a 
useful discriniLant of the individual nasal sounds analysed. The 
digram patterns of vowels eave a general impression of SOli13 significant 
structure, but wren visual discrimmation of the varicus digram structures 
was atte.-npted, discrimination of the twelve vowels into only three or 
four categories '\las posd.ble (Section 2.3.2). 
The variability of tl~ T.I. statistics, when either the pitch 
of the voice or the s~aker was changed, Was investigated ush:g the digram 
representation. DigrUllS of utterances by t. ..... o male speskers were seen to 
be very different m some cases (2.3.5), but sorj.e of the differences were 
explained on the basis of the pitch difference involved. 
" 
The control of 
pitch was seen to elfulinate some o~ these differences in both the f'irst 
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and second order T.I . distributions 2. 5) . 
The effect of differe tiatio before clip :ing was also 
:investigated. The eXPected greater em hasis on h:igher frequencies 
caused siDilarit betwee digrams to be seen :in pairs and groups of 
vowels 'which are different to t. se ir.. the normaJ. speech case (2. 5 . 1) . 
o general elimination of inter-speaker differencex :in the T. I . statistics 
was achieved b different iation before clipp:ing. 
The variation of the duration of compilation of the digram 
stat istics showed that t e major features of both first and second 
order distributions remain constant fro lone glottal period to t e 
next , assuming that p riro rema:ins constant (2. 3.4- • 
Prelimmary quantitative measures relating digram and histo-
gram anal sis showe tkt t e~st variable statistical representation 
of ~cch\/uve ':'. 1.s as the d:igram of normal s eech 4. 3.1 . However, 
\7l:en s eaker differencESY/ere included in the analysis, the digram was 
seen to be more sensitive to t ese differences than the histogram 4. 3. 2 . 
It was also noted that the statistics of the differentiated waveform 
were also morc sensitive to these differences . .An analysis of' the 
confusions involved in t .. ese exper :iment s showed, amid very V<J iabl 
results, that the digram analysis is a simpler transform of t e two 
is 
formant analysis of' vowels t har/ the histo ram analysiS 3. 3. 1,. 
Quantitative mea es of the difference bet.7een the vo .... rel 
digram patterns of several utterances of sin Ie s akcrs , sho'red that 
tre did provide more discrimination than the simple histogram f'o the 
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within- reference sounds , but not for the outside- reference sounds . 
Scores of 9 i~ - 100,; '.7ere achieved for the farmer, but only 40% - 5 5~ 
for tre l atter (4. 6 . P.no.lysiI1.g t he twelve vov/el s in the frur roupings 
caused the latter seo e to be increc.sed to 70) - 80;0, the former remaini.."1.g 
tie SaIre (4 . 9.1 . The lack of an increase in the scores for the outside-
referer-ce soun s when usi.."1.g digram a.."1alysis indicates that although there 
is structure resent in t e T . 1. attern of the viaveform, it is no InJre 
:invariant \7ith respect to the vOTTel t _an the T. 1. s themselves . 
It Tas noted that the scores obtained for the withir..-reference 
sounds were mainl dependent on the capacib of the statis ics, rather 
than on the order of the statistics or t e .1. resolution used. In 
articular, the scores for 16 bin histo ram and • x 4 bin digram nnalyses 
were very similar. It 'las seen however, that the out side- reference scores 
were hi her for the 4 x 4 bin ram anal sis . As this score was most 
similar to that fo the 4 in istogram analysis, it was assumed. that the 
level of T. L resolution is imfOrtant for the determination of these 
unds r ather than the capacity or order of statistics. so . , -
The e-Pfect of ifferentiation on t e T. 1. statistics and t eir 
v lability, first i..'"lvestigated in the case of the digr 2. 3. 6 ), ,-,as 
further studied for bot histogram and digram statistics USlllg the 
qu titative measures . The i.."1. errr.e iate un uantif'ied result of section 
3. .5, lhe::-e the T. 1. statist ics of differentiated voYie1 v:ere see to 
-iva very poor discrimination, was argel ue to t: experime tal 
procedure . The results 0 section h-. 8 showed t t for high ca acity 
statistics, scores ne- 1y equiva ent to t lose obtained for no "1 s eech 
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co d be obtn.ine . €. scores for t. e 1017 cc.pacit statist ics were, 
hO'.'rever, si....,GTIificantly below those for nor~al s",l>Ccch. Further, the 
scores for outside-r ference sounds ere not increase:l by reduc(;d '::. I. 
resolut ion . 
A facto_, ~7' icb. co d explain these low scores for dL.ferentiated 
s eech J i7as found by exa:ninin the va! ianpe 
bin of the s tat istic over the ti7el ve vo1'.els . 
of the contents of each 
It was found , in the 
case of the statistics eXBLlir"ed, that the normal s eech stati~tics have 
twice as many bins with a give variance as di· "erentiated s ecch 
statistics. FUrt·~ analysis inca :oratil~ an equal-variance bin 
distribut io ala. the 'l' . 1. scal e Was not performed. 
Evaluation of t e use of pitch synchronous Eating . 
It waS seen early in this stud tlat the effects of pitch on T. I . 
statistics axe vcr great. T-;JO reas ns for this have bee given: 
1. En effects in the 0 tal period,! aue both to the var :Lng length 
of the ~riod, and the t icall low signal to noise ratio in most 
low itch vowel sounds. 
2. Vax ing relationship beti7ee the amplitudes of the formants due ~o 
chaI".ges in their harmonic struc ture as the itch varies . 
Perturbations classed under heading 'I ' have bee i.71Vestigated, 
and largely rem:>ved, by the technique of pitch synchronous gating (p. s . g •. 
Those classed under heading ' 2' have not been investigated in this study. 
They could be studied by erform ' a T. 1. statistical analysis using 
p. s . g . on broad band filtered speech waveforms. The relative amplitude 
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factor may then be avoided by analysing only one formant region at a 
t:ime . Th is a ?ro l:l.C e S clo ely to the method chosen by Sakai and 
D:>shita (56 although this reason is not given for then- choice. Such 
a method would also be a closer smu:J..ation of the human ear- brain 
system than either frequency or time domain methods . 
The use of p . s . g . alone to eliminate some of the pitch de~ndent 
features of T. 1. statistics has been successful . his t echnique ha s 
removed both noisy areas and articularly pitch dependent spots of the 
digram displa of normal 2. 7. 2. and differentiated waveforms 2. 7. 3 • . 
The stabilit of digrams of p . s . gated waveforms ,whe the itch or 
speaker was changed (2. 7.4/5 . JJ was fotmd to be little :improved over the 
ungated case. It is assumed that perturbations under headi.YJg ' 2 ' above , 
could be a major cause of the remaining instability \vith pitch. 
Quantitative measures of the effect of p.s. g . on vowel discrimin-
ability were made on the speech of two spe ers (4. 7.4/5 . Its effect 
was seen more clear y in the recognition of utteronces of the saker 
with the lower pitched va ice. ·0 definite conclusions on a fixed. rule 
to give the optim.un severity of gating within each glottal period were 
possible fror.l t e results . There was slight evidence for all three 
proposed rules at various points in the result s . It 'vas found however, 
that in gener al , p.s . g . reduced pitch dependence, although in a large 
proport iOl of c a ses there wus no significant increase in the overall 
score . The opt:imum scores for the ungated outside- reference scores, 
those for the lo,v T. l. resolution analysis, were not improved by . s . g . • 
The ap lication of p. s . g . to the analysis of thes e sounds using higher 
T. I . resolution, occasionally increased the s cores more than reducing 
the resolution . 
A :further a plication of • s . g . , which has not been within the 
scope of t h is wOY'_{ , is in the extraction of formant freque cies frem 
b and.limi ted speech \vaveforms. The method of measuring Z. C. rate 
gives the ne est harmonic of the fundamental , whereas the mean value 
of the T. Ls of a p. s . gated waveform could give a more accurate value . 
An appl i cation of pitch ~chronous analysis for this pur pose has been 
investigated by Scarr (57 , with successful results . (See the following 
s ect ion on Parallel wor ) . 
Comparison of artificial and human r ecognition of isolated vowels . 
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\Then the r ecognition s cores for the outside-reference sounds were 
compared to the scor es achieved by human subjects l istening to the 
cl i p ed speech wavef orm, the wer e seen to b e nearly equivalent 4 7.7 • 
I t must be emphasised that t he art i f i c ial recognit ion system, in this 
c ase, has the advantage . I t is analysing a steady state signal which 
i s unnatural to the human l istener. It has been found , over several 
list ening tests , that the spread of absolute s cores f or natural , cl i p ped , 
and. differentiated ani clipped vowels is extr emely l arge , varying bct -
ween 20% - 60%, but their relative scores are fairly stabl e . It was 
noted t ha t the utterances giving the highest scores had a more variable 
pitch \7ithin each utterance than those much gave the lO'wer s cores . 
It is poss ible that the lruman l isteners were gaining cues from itch 
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variation. ~he process of' elir.lination of' p itch depen ent f'e atures 
in the time domain ,used in the artificial analysis , nay be an agous 
to the !ruman process of' establis: ing what is the true vowel quality 
when the variabilit due to pitch can also be extracted. The pitch 
synchronous anal,}'"S is carried out in this stu - did not, ho'7ever, cause 
such a large diff'erence in the r ecognition score . 
It can therefore be co_ cluded that the artificial system uSing 
an extremely simple ~ . 1. statistical analysis can perf'onn as accurately 
as the In..un<m system on completely steaqy state vowel sounds, but the 
latter is capable of' f'ar greater accuracy ~f' variation of' such para-
meters as pitch is L'1cluded. Presumably the variat ion would cause a 
reduction in the artif'icial recognition scor es. 
Parallel work. 
-:{ork r elevant to the to ic of this thesis that has been done 
prior to t ' is stu has bee reviewed in the introduction. Some 
relevant work which has been carried out in arallel with this study, 
both in conjunct ion with it and inde ndently of it , will be reviewed 
here . 
, ork in conjunction with this study has been done by Underwood 
(66 on the synthesis of speech £'rom a statistical descri tion of' the 
time intervals bet e en zero crossi.'Ylgs . One of' his major f'indings 
has been that the T. l . description of s ech is on too microscopic a 
level to be suitable as a unit f'or the synthesis of speech. The time 
scale of' l m guistic variations is of' the order of tens and hundreds 
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of' milliseconds, ~hereas t e . 1. values extend from tens of' micro-
seconds to a few milliseconds. Synthesis of isolated. vowel sounds 
was attempted, using i'irst, second and third order statistics. Each 
of these statistics in turn had a greater tem~ral s an t han the 
revious 0 e , and showed some :improvezrent in the intelligibilit of 
the sounds produced.. 
If synthesis of reco nisable speech from T. I. statistics had 
proved p::lssible at the first or second order stage, then there would 
seem no reason why artificial recognition should not be achieved on 
the basis of histogram or digram statistics. As t~is was not the case, 
however, the extraction of discriminative features from the T. I . 
statistics must be vie red with u re caution . 
Parallel , but inde ,e dent wo k has been done on the speech wave -
form b Stover (61 and Reddy (54 , and on T. I. analysis by Bezdel 6 
Searr (57 and Lavington (34 • 
stover has arrived at the same conclusions as the author concern-
ing the redundancy in the speech 19'ave caused by pitch, and has found 
evidence that only 3 msecs . at the start of the glottal period :is 
necessary for perception. He also uses the redundancy of repetitive 
glottal periods which is parallel to the use of histograms of very short 
duration of compilation. His aim is t at of economical s ech trans-
mission rather than analysis, but the preservation of intelligibility 
by these time domain distortions is relevant to both. 
Reddy uses the s eech waveform as the starting point for an 
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analysis system which includes measurements of z.e . rate, intensity , 
and pitch synchronous fourier series expansion of the waveform. The 
only overla with the present worle is the use of pitch synchronous 
analysis and pitch detection using a peak detector . He does not use 
a T. l. sta tistical anal sis . 
computer. 
All his analysis is done within a 
Bezdel (6 has developed a system based on his earlier T.l . 
histo ram analysis 5 . He has nade m::>difications to reduce the 
variability of the T.l . histogram wit various spe er~ , to make 
PJssible more accurate recognition. The only pre rocessing employed 
is the addition of h . f . bias to re 'ect noise . Adaptive processing is 
used at the level of compilation of the histogram. This proc essing 
includes the movement of the histogram bin divisions , and the variable 
weighting of the bins, ,vhich are very powerful techniques . The 
differences in the rate of arrival of T. l . s in these variable bins are 
made the basis of s ech pattern detection. These difference para-
meters are also ada tive to provide a common eference pattern for the 
presence of every sound, s ecified by a network linking certain histo-
gram bins. 
This development of the use of T. l . s for s eech recognition is 
complementary to that described in this. study. It relies on a great 
deal of adaptive control i'rhereas the present study has sought to anSVTer 
some of the problems of T. l . variability in a static way. The strategy 
of the present study does not eliL!inn.te the use of ada t ive controls, 
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but would reduce the complexity of such controls by bUild:ing general 
rules concerning T. I. variability into the preprocessing. 
Scarr has found that a good measure of the f irst formant of 
a vowel sound can be extracted from a T. I. measurement ; t hat of the 
second interval in each glot t al period of t he prefiltered wavef orm. 
His prefiltering eliminates all but t he f irst f ormant f requency range 
f or all vowels . This f inding is com atible with the general observations 
of this study concerning the stability of intervals in various parts 
of the glottal period. It is this interval that was chosen to be the 
firs t interval measured during pitch synchronous analysis of the un-
filtered waveform • Lavin ton has analysed a limited vocabular of 
.... Tords by means of several sof'tr/are routines in an all computer anal sis 
system. He has used such arameters as the Z. C. rate of both the 
wavefor m and its derivative , and the difference between these trIO . 
A very crude form of T. I. histogram using three bins , fundament al 
frequency detected by means of autocorrelation and amplitude peak 
analysis have all been :included in the time domain measurements . 
S ectral analysis has also been done using two dif'ferent routines . 
High recognition scores have been achieved using these arameters . 
The Way Fo!"\7ard. 
The resent work has concentrated on extracting the maximum 
amount of information about speech sounds from their T. I. structure 
alone . As suc it has led to the conclusion that the use of these 
measures is restricted , OYling to the ir great variability and their 
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short- term signii'icance in the s eech signal . mhe attempt to extract 
as much ini'ormation as possible i'ram the T. I . statistics has ~~wever 
rovided some usefUl pointers. Sooe of' the comp icating factors 
limiting time- domain measureclents have been f'ound arrl techniques of' 
measurement have been developed, i7hich could usefully be incorporated 
in any further experiments using T. I . analysis . The great variability 
of the T. I. measures used, has :indicated that they can only be a plied 
in restricted tasks such as the preliminar subdivision of s eech sounds , 
or for making fine distinctions after a crude frequency analysis . They 
could also be used in small vocabulary speech recognition systems where 
the constra:ints of the sequential relations beti7een honemes contain a 
large amount of additional :inform.:ltion, or where the total number of 
phoneme s is small. 
A line of study i7hich is likely to extlmd this wor' in the 
direction of' speec recognition is the combination of' the info:rmation 
obtained through individual channels or features of the T. I. statistics 
'\ ith other one dimensional measure:.nents . The aim of such a study would 
be to observe acoustic events in sim ly extracted parameters of' s eech. 
These parameters co Id be short , or longer term amplitude measurements , 
the rate of change of energy in a certain fre u ~cy band, frequency 
change detectors, and T. I. measurements of a less detailed type than 
those made in this study. The ultimate aim of suc a study would be 
to obtain correlates of these measures with articulatory movement . It 
is thought that t e combination of' simple feature extractors of this 
type, is far nearer to a s:imulation of' the likely human an ysis 
of' s eech waves , than a detailed me~surement in any one dimension, 
suc h as the study just descrilied. 
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Append:ix I . 
Clipping Amplifier circuit. 
---"'T"'""----,----..---r-- -q" 
2·2.k 
c' ~D', 
10k. 
0" 
Fig. A 1 . 1 A sin I e stae;e of t' e c ipping amplifier . 
The cli inc 8..!llplifier comprises four long- tailed pair 
amplifier stages (fig. A .1. The ~ere connected in differential 
for.n with a.c. coupling , of 50 p f . n1to two 4.7 1" paralle resistors, 
giving a time constant of approximately 100 msecs . 
The earlier wor' on histogra s was done s CC71 
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transistors in this circuit . The CC 44 transistor ave a better rtain u 
er stage (10 - 20 . The non-linear am lification was made symmetrical 
about the zero signal level by adjusting the 10 K potentiometer in the 
base l ea d. of the second transistor of each stage. 
Appendix 2. 
A. ParaJ.lel time-base system. 
-ltv 
10 I<. 
A 
B 
----~~--------__ o 
Fig. A 2. 1 Single time- base and hold circuit. 
QPeration. 
As t170 time bases ""ere being used , there was no need for a 
separate hold circuit : the tiwe base ca citor itself was used to store 
the voltage . The holding ro erties were achieved by maintaining a 
positive level on A, which caused D 2 to be reverse biased and provide 
high im edance to further char :ing of the ca acitor C. A silicon 
transistor was used as the discharge path f'or C, as its low leakage 
current helped maintain the charge in C until it was discharged by a 
negative pulse at B. 
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B. Analogue shif't register stai3e. 
Ov 
Fig. A 2. 2 single analo e shift register sta e. 
positive Ise at ,causes the volta e on B to be 
transferred accurate on to capacitor C. Ihe variable 1 K tent-
iometer was used as a fine control to com nsate for the difference 
in base- emit ter vol ta""e dro s in the two transistors following inPJ.t 
B. ~en connected as a multist a e shift register , the vol tage on C 
provides the inp.lt 13 to a :further stage. 
Appendix 3. 
Magnetio reoording machines. 
A3.1 Siemens 12 stereo tape recorder. 
The stereo facility of this machine was not used in the 
present stu~. The four tracks simply allowed greater economy of tape. 
The facilities of the machine whioh were used were the microphone and 
electrical inputs, and the headphone and external speaker outputs. l~e 
microphone was a moving coil type, supplied with the machine. When 
used within I - 2 inches of the lips, it had ver,y good signal to noise 
characteristics. The measured signal to noise ratio for this microphone 
and the recording amplifier was 52 db.. The recor~replay frequency 
response is given in figure A3.l. The major use of this machine was, 
however, when the record amplifier was used as a buf"fer amplifier for 
the high output impedance Language Master. The response of the record 
amplifier was flat over the vowel frequency range, for which this 
oombination was used.(fig. A3.1). 
A3.2 Bell and Howell Language Master. 
i~is machine, designed primarily for language instruction, 
was used in the majority of the experiments. It operates by recording 
and repl~ng on a short strip of magnetio tape which is affixed to a 
piece of card. ~his method of storing acoustio records of sounds made 
the retrieval of required sounds, and repetitious play-back of them, 
much less time consuming and arduous than using conventional spooled 
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tape. 1here was also the great advantage of being able to shuffle 
the ordering of sounds for use in listening tests. 
The frequency response of this system, for electrical 
recording, is shown in figure A3.l. The response for microphone 
recording was found to be substantially similar. This response 
is seen to be only just adequate for the vowel sounds. The 
machin& was certainly not capable of storing clipped speech signals 
for use in listening tests. In these cases the clipping was 
performed after reproduction, or the clipped signal was recorded 
on the Siemens recorder. 
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Ap()endix !to 
The com;r1l.1tational facilities available during the present rese~:u·ch. 
The expectation of a runall digital com~ter, and its 
delayed arrival in two phases, was responsible for some of the structuring 
of the work describ ed. The facilities [,-vailnble and t..~e way in 'which they 
were used at various times dur.u'lg the work are described in this appendix. 
A 4.1 The com;;;uter. 
The computer used ~as a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-S. 
This machine had 8K l2-bit wrds of core store, and a cycle time of 1.5 }lS. 
Phase I of the installation comprised this basic machine with 10 character/ 
second input and outp.1t, via paper tape. The inl:ut/output device vras a 
Teletype ASR-33. The work described :in chapter 3 was done using this 
equipment. 
Interface facilities with this basic computer were designed 
and constructed by A. 71. Wright. These facilities included access to the 
r 
'program inteIj:lpt' of the machine, an input/output register (12 bits) 
which could be re.ad and loaded by the coIDl:Uter, a further 12 bit outp.lt-
only register, and two digital to analogue converters operating on the 
least significant 10 bits of each of these registers. 
The contents of various important registers of the computer's 
central processor were continually monitored by lamps buffered from each 
bit of these registers. A console switch register was provided which 
could be read by the computer. This could be used not only for the 
debuggmg and starting of programs, but also as a control during the 
running of the program. 
Phase 2 of the insta11at ion comprised high speed paper 
tape input (3ro character::/second) anl outp,lt (50 charactero/seCOnd). 
magnetic tape storage, and a 338 bui'fered display. Two magnetic tape 
decks were controlled by a single TC¢l control unit, enabling the use 
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of two tapes within a single program,but not at the srum instant in time. 
This part of the second phase of equipment was most important to the rork 
described in chapter 4, which would not have been possible using the 
basic machine's storage alone. The 338 buffered display was used to 
provide a visual c...~ck on the statistics being manip.1l.ated within the 
machine. A program was written to display the contents of a:ny part of 
the magnetic tape storage of digram statistics on the 9 x 9 inch C.R. T. 
display area. A whole set of 12 vowel digrams could be displayed at 
once, together vrith axes, using the layout of the cardinal vowel diagre.m 
(fig.A 4.1). This not only provided a very quick check on the statistics 
on the tape, but produced a display which revealed features of adjacent 
vowel digrams v;hich had not been previously noticed. This arrangement 
of the vowels was then replicated for the presentation of the vowel 
digrmns in chapter 2. 
A 4.2 The production of visual displays us:ir.g the comp.1ter and a C. R. T. 
The disl1lays of T. I. statistics presented :in chapters 1 and 
2 were, in the main, proJuced under comruter control. The photographs 
which had been taken fran the screen of the C.A.T. an:1 :Cram a C.R.T., 
Fig. A4.1 Three examples of the display of 256 bin digrams 
on the 338 displ~. 
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driven via an analogue shif't register, most of' which had nev been 
rinted , were not easy to 'read ' uhen rinted. The 0 eration of' t e 
C.A. T. and the A. S. R. were sinulated within the IDP- 8 soleI to achieve 
better hotogra hie records of' the ualitative experiments. The only 
feature of the analogue digram dis lay that was not simulated was the 
exponential t:ime base . This was most usef'ul when viewing unvoiced 
f'ricatives and vowel sounds together, but when studied in isolation an 
a propriate linear scale "as ade ate . 
mhe T. I . histogram photographs were made more readable by 
representing the contents of each bin by a vertical line of length ro-
portional to the contents, rath than the single spot produc ed b the 
C. A. T. dis lay. The photogra hs were produce on the 338 buffered dis 1 y . 
Tne •• R. was s:imJ.lated using a program written by :.J. 
Underwood for the synthesis of s ech from statistics stored in the 
cOIDplter (66 . "'. I . s stored in the computer were loaded into the two 
registers mentioned in section A 4 .1, in seqQential pairs . oltages 
corresponding to the least signific8...l1.t 10 b its of these registers were 
derived by the Dj converters and ap lie to the and Y plates of a C. R. T •• 
The TX>St sign ii'icant bit of one of t esc registers was used to control the 
Z modulation of the C.R.T •• This latter f [,cilit 7as included in or cr 
to :r.erfonn i tch synchronous ating on the statistics. The pitch markers, 
which had been store v:ith the T. 1. s, ere used to control the sett ing of 
this roost signii'icant it in order to provi e the amount of • s . g . s cif'ied 
by the setting of t e computer consol e switch re ister . The detDils of' 
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operation of this program o.re giv-en b nderwood. 66) . 
::odifications to t h is pro ram '7ere made :in order to co trol 
the ' duration of c ompilation' of t e statistics from the stored intervals , 
and to obtain the int ervals from magnetic ta e rat .er than via a T. I . 
measurement program !'rom a train of' Z. C. sese 
l..fter cr;.ch resentation of t digram statistics a subroutine 
was enterc \7hic ... lotte axes for t e displa • ~_ is facility saved 
considerable ef~ort cOr.1pared to t e hoto r a h using the analogue system, 
iihich re01-i.red cor. p iC3.ted switching of signals fo the resentution of axes . 
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A 4- 3 . "1 of T . 1. st"tis tics within the PDP-B . 
T. I . i e~ e rut :into the complter by runnir a co tinuous 
time neasurement program , \vhich coul be interru ted , the time sam led, 
r 
reset, an r estarte::, on t .. e arrival of a ' rogrrun inte¢pt ' se fig . 
A 4- .1. The Z. C. pulses produced qy t e electronics described in 
r 
c a tc~' 1 \7ere buffered into the I rogram intel?6.pt ' line via a Schmitt 
trigger. The measure::l -nt pr ""raID measured the T. I . s to the nearest 6 
(4- t irnes the computer c rcle t me . As each • I . was measured i ts value 
was stored in t e core store in the form of one interval per Ilord. A 
certain area of core as desi ated for T. I . storage , and when this Was 
filled ti e pro iITOlIl hal te . 7hen hase 2 of' the equipment was in use, 
4 K of' the store was filled wit h T. l . s and ~~diately transferred to 
magnetic tape , f' om ,..here they were available for any subsequent experiment 
Turn 
interrupt 
ON 
Increment 
counter 
no 
no 
Interrupt 
service 
routine. 
Turn 
interrupt 
m'F 
'llrans:fer 
contents 
of counter 
to T.l. 
store 
Reset 
counter 
Fig. A4B.l Flow diagram of the T. l. measurement program . 
Get next T. I. 
from store 
Reset bin 
widths 
Get next bin 
width and 
subtract 
from '1' . I. 
No 
Comp te position 
in 256 bins of 
t he digram 
contents 
computed loc-
ation 
!)eposit the 
l ast bin no . 
in bin store 
No 
exceeded 
? 
Define new 
digr am compilation 
location 
No 
Have 
all digr ams 
been com-
piled? 
Fig . A4B .2 Flew diagram of the compilation of T.I. s tat istics 
'rom T. I . s stored in the computer . 
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on them . 
A further program operated on the stored mtervals to compile, 
in another ~ ~ of the core store, T. r . statistics over a duration controlled 
by acCUIlUlative addition 0 the intervals i11.volved. The widths of the 
histogram or digram bms were stored in a further section of tr.e store . 
Tne mode of operat ion of this program is described by the flow diagrao in 
figure A 43.2. Statistics were compiled for several sequential segments 
of the speech input. During the process of compilation, the available 
core store was shared beti-reen the T.l. values and their statistics, the 
latter bemg dep9sited in the place of the earlier T. r . s of the utterance. 
The basic program was designed to produce digram statistics , but a sin! Ie 
modificat ion caused it to roduce histogram statistics . 
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A.5 . he re&llts of subjectiT,re test:ing of utterances used in analysis 
and automatic recognition experiments. 
The utterances recorded by speakers 1. J . U. , W. AoA., and J oB. M. 
on Language Mast er cards rere presented in three conditions of distortion 
to a group of subjects in a series of listening sessions. The sounds 
17ere presented in random order via a power amplifier and a loud speaker. 
This output electronics was constructed. and used by UndeIWood for 
s:imiJ.ar subjective experiIoonts . 
A typical set of results are presented,with the results obtained 
by AinSWorth (2) for comparison , as h:Ls results were obtamed using 
aunost ident ical apparatus. 
ISOLATED P.B. 
VOtrELS. RDS . (Ainsworth . 
NAiURAL. 61r 98% 
10 ,'JIL CLIPPED. 4710 85% 
DIF.!'&.->W lATE:> CLIPPED. 53% 99/~~ 
The articulation scores for the isolated vowels are consi er-
ably less than those for the F . B. words . 
the unnatural lack of context . 
This was expect ed owing to 
A large range of values for the recognition of isolated vowels 
was obta:ined. Clipped vowel recognition varied between 20% and 60% 
for different sets of utterances . The relative scores for the three 
fOI1llS of' processing rema.:ined fairly constant . 
The mst interestir.g d:if'f'erence is that whereas in the 
exper:iJnent on P. . TI'ords, d.if':'erentiation prior to clipping gave 
a score similar to that of' natural speech, in the experi.,'nent on 
isolated VO,\1elS, t is is not the case . The score is nearer to 
the normal clipped score . :mis result was also f'ound by Underwood 
(66 who has done IlkJre extensive subjective testing of' this . 
reason for this result can be :found by consi dering how 
dif'f'er tiation effects characteristics of' speech important :for 
intelligibility, much are present in oontinuous speech, rut are not 
present in isolate vorrels. 'i'he f'ormant transitions are certainly 
one of these characteristics. ~ork on the syntl>...esis of speech on a 
f'ormant oodel conducted at the Haskins Laboratories , NeTI' York , b 
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Cooper II ,Delattre 14 and Libermm (37 • and extended more recently 
at the Conmmicatio:l Departme t J Keele, by Ainsworth (3) , has shown 
that the perce tion of different consonant - vowel pairs relies largely 
on d~~el'e ~ces in the seco f'ormant transition, the first formant 
aJ.Yrays f'all ing, 0_1 IlkJvin.g array f'rom the vowel . The r Ie of the secorrl 
forr.ant in t e intelligibilit of speech has also been investigated 
by ThoJ::lO.S 64. As th cli ing of the Travef'orm gives emphasis to 
the roost dominant form.:mt, th articulation scores obtained by insvrorth 
(2 for norrral and differentiated pre-clipping waveforms can be explained 
in t e:nns of' t e iwp:>rtance of' t'le second f'ormant in defining the conson-
ant-voTTe_ transitions . This point is made by Thomas with reference to 
the sir.lilar e)tper im:: .ts of' Licklider. As no such transitions occur 
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in isolated vowels, the em phas is on t e second formant a.Y::lng to dll'f er-
entiation may have less effect on the mtelligibility of' these clipped 
sounds. mhis is not to say that the second formant has no effect on 
the intelligibility of isolated vowels, this is highly unlikely; but 
it may have a greater effect on the mtelligibility of' t e consonant-
vowel transitions than on the steady state vowel segments. 
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Aorendix 6. 
+ -
A. 6 . Application 0 pitch synchronous o;ating to the intervalgram 
display. 
he intervalgram dis la: described by Cha..TJ.g et al . ( vIas an 
atteo.pt to pr'ovide similar visual inf'or ma tion c oncerning continuous 
speech, to t t available:f':ro the DXlre com lex s ctrogram. They 
found that a better ap?roximation ~o t: e f ormant patterns of vowels 
could be achieved b combining adjacent intervals in groups of two 
or four and taki.71g their mean value , thus a proachi.Dg a Z. O. rate 
IreDsure . It has been seen that much of the rturbation of the 
T. I.s of an utte ance 'ITith a var"'Jing itch, is caused by those at the 
end of the lottal perio • An alternative ~ethod of obtainmg a more 
stable oeasure of voTI'el colour would be to rej ct the most voriable 
intervals rather than s.'1looth out the variations. 
Some ex.aI.1 es of t 1e perf'orn::ance of this systan, on the 
interval ram of voiced sounds 17ith a varyu'8; pitch , are sho in figure 
A 6.1. It as found that o:1y stable intervals remained when severe 
p . s . g . was a_. ied to the vefol~, but t at it Was necessary to re "ect 
sore stable intervals in order to avoid including unstable ones. 
/ a / :falling pitch / a / falling pitch PSG+2 
/:J / falling pitch /'J / falling pitoh PSG+2 
Fig. A6 . 1 Illustration of the effect of p . s . g . on the intervalgram 
display o:f vowels with :falling pitch . 
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Appenlix 
7. 7r..:! oathe;na ics of mi.xins; -:;1 c 
or the ixin,g al~orith.'n was 
=l~ .;;,';"',; e uttcral1ce reference st~ti::;t ics i7ere cO::::1pile 
·ial seb D3nts 0 the utte ,::once . 
~:_erefor_ t.e ~'n v:J..·o ~~ stru1 n.r deviation of the conte ts of 
t' re:::c! 'r-ee st _tis ic, 17ere crived !):-oo 
ten actu.nl ".Talue "' . _~'oble_ 7iV.S to erive the !:.eCl..n an standard 
dev:i<ltio. 0 all the co!': tltuent billS of :: Sl: Ie utterance reference 
sta:ti.,J ics ir. order to derive the nixed reference statistic . It ,-ras 
not possi"!Jle to do this irectly as only t e mons and stan D...!.' 
r Gviations 0 the bin contents 4Ulking up t e single utte ance ref'e.rences 
.. ere availab e . 
recu ':"" d . 
arbitrary 
origin 
~~ e origi...--:al stntistics re e estro e a.s describe 
:!: IDS t e follo.ring aLa' ·sis of the roblem was 
i 
grand 
mean 
of N 
distributions 
X. N ~= 
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Consider the co ibi."1.ation 0 1 distributio .s , eac of' n eleocnts. 
Lct the distributions be t ' _ ii'ied b' t e subscri t i , an t 1e e1em ts 
by subscript j , and the dis lacen:e t of: each element i'rom sQ.."':le o.rbitror 
origin be Xi .• 
'.:'he V"'...riance of 3.l1 e1erents of all distributions about the 
grand mean :is 
L J 
he mdividual d ' tribution lWClIlS are defmed by 
~. 
l. 
:x .. l.J 
n 
TIle rani nean being the mean of the individual distribution 
means 
I is defined b 
x N 
The dif'ferencc bet>-Ieen t e dis tribut ion mean of the i tl 
distribution <md the grand mean is 
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X can be roe:? aced in the express ic:n for t e ' grand vnr iance ' b Xi .. XL 
':he sr d variance ecomcs 
as 
2-L 
I.. J 
(Xi.j - Xi. - Xi.l 
TIN -1 
(XLj - xi.l + Xi.'2. 
"N - 1 
~ (. Xij - :t~) = 0 
J 
by defL'1itio • 
mhere arc therefore tn? tem..3 contributing to the grand w.riance . 
J:'ero one = ~ L (Xi.j - ~~l' 
i. j IlN - 1 
If' Ill. is lar"l'e ~ n ») ~ ther. 
n N - I 
:'er one 
. . 
N 
~ one can be ex. ssed as ~ e menu of t' e v~ iances of the 
indiviCual distributions . 
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Term trio = 4: 4= XL,'2 L ,J 
11 N - I 
As n: i.s lar,;e, n: - 1 ~ , , an tern. i;'.ro can be approximated by 
~erI:l mo 
- Z XL'l. .......... N (. 
~is is a s;:,reo.J. :f\.u ction of the :- rrenns of the indi v"idual distributions . 
It '\7o..s found therefore that b:,- Sll.!:!;.ing these mo terms , the xrean of the 
variiJ.'lces of t e single utte ance reference statistics , and t _ is spread 
function of t:leir means a fairly accurate est:imate of the variance of 
the ci.xed refe.rence statistics could be obtained. _ -ote t t this 
anal sis refers to each bin of t' statistics se erutely. 
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Anuendix 8. 
t. 
A. 8 . The use of the dii£al:l disnlay as ' visible speech '. 
The potentialities of the digram dis lay as a visible 
representation of continuous speech were not investigated formally 
duri.'1.g the present study. Infornal experience of the visual feed-
back of continuous speech provided by t e display, has made ossible 
the following reliminary assessment of it s usefulness as a ' visible 
speech ' s:,rsta::l . 
The imnediate impression on comparmg the running histogram 
display, that is Chang ' s ' intervalgram', ani the real time digram 
display, is that of a greater s read of inform9.tion, and of patterns 
and changes in atterns vlhich catch the eye in the latter. The extent 
to ~·.-hich these atterns a..-re discriminative of the vowel sounds has been 
estin:ated in the quantitative studies. It is , however, unli..'I(ely that 
:i.nf'ormaticn transraitted visuaJ.ly is processed in a point by pomt 
manner as in the euclidean distance measurerrents . 
One feature of the greater s read of information, and the 
eroorgence of' clear atterns, that is considered important , is that nuch 
of the moverent evident during non- steady state sounds involves more 
than one area of the display. The runni .. ·lg histogram dis lay often 
gives the im ression of indepen ent parameters with little coordination, 
even though vertical disnlacements of one spot lUlst be accompanied by 
the 0 osite displac~nt of another if the number of T. I . s in the 
2l0. 
glottal period is constant . l'ypical movezoonts in the digram display 
often involve positively correlated displacement s at right angles to 
each other, in addition to the negatively correlated ones which conserve 
the length of the glottal period . 
Some typical movements are: -
1 . Along the diagonal X = Y as the dominant frequency of the sound 
changes. 
2. Chtwards parallel to an axis as pitch decreases, and in again as 
pitch increases. 
3. Rotation of the pattern as the quality of the sound changes, but 
the dominant frequency remains constant . 
other m::>re complicated patterns occur during transitions between 
consonants and vowels: some of these seem to be quite repeatable . 
In addition to the actual patterns involved , the tempo of pattern 
change correlates well vrith tongue and lip moven:ents . 
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